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Abstract

A principle concern for engineered CO2 storage is long-term security. Surface 

leakage (‘seepage’) of injected CO2 to the surface is economically and 

environmentally undesirable. Italy is a region of intense natural CO2 degassing; 308 

CO2 seeps are catalogued which exhibit different surface characteristics, and a 

number CO2 rich reservoirs were discovered when drilling for hydrocarbons. These 

seeps and reservoirs provide excellent natural analogues for seeps that might arise 

from breached carbon stores. This thesis explores the geological controls on the 

crustal plumbing of CO2 fluids to model the processes governing CO2 seep locations 

and distribution, and characteristics; and their consequences on human health risk. 

Risk of human death from accidental CO2 poisoning at all seep types is low (10-8 

yr-1) and several factors influence risk of human mortality. Seeps distribute on two 

spatial scales; on a local scale (<5 km) seeps are clustered and aligned with 

subsidiary geologic structures, while on large scales seep clusters are discrete, and 

align with regional structures. Within clusters, seep locations are influenced by fault 

maturity, the presence of lithological boundaries and seep manifestation, which is 

determined by the flow properties of the outcropping lithology and local 

topography.  Sealing and seeping CO2 reservoirs are identified, and their geological 

characteristics compared. Italian reservoirs successfully retain large CO2 columns at 

a range of reservoir conditions. Reservoirs which have hydrostatic pressure 

conditions in the overburden, determined from well logs, are located close to 

surface CO2 seeps and recent extensional faults. Where there is significant 

overpressure above hydrostatic in the overburden, there are no seeps present above 

the reservoir structure. Overpressure of reservoir fluids may enhance fluid flow 

rates but is not a necessary condition for CO₂ leakage. Geothermal conditions 

influences the style of leakage at depths and towards the surface. Total CO2 

degassing from dry Italian CO2 seeps is 3.5 ± 0.5 Mt(CO2)yr-1. It would take thousands 

of years for the effectiveness of a commercial scale store to be significantly reduced 

if it leaks to form a single seep with the mean flux rates modeled in Italy. If a seep 
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cluster develops, the storage effectiveness will reduce more rapidly, and could 

negate engineered CO₂ storage as a climate mitigation strategy.

The research presented in this thesis contributes to a body of knowledge which 

directly informs site selection procedure for carbon storage and maximise the long 

term storage potential for CCS. Thorough scientific understanding of the geological 

processes governing fluid escape is crucial to assure the scientific, political and 

public communities that safe, long-term carbon storage can be realised as an 

effective climate mitigation technology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Anthropogenically-produced CO₂ is affecting the stability of the Earth’s climate 

(Solomon, 2007), and the consequences of recent and projected climate change are 

severe (IPCC, 2007c). If dangerous climate change is to be averted, atmospheric CO₂ 

concentrations must not exceed 450 ppm, which corresponds to 2°C temperature 

rise above pre-industrial levels (IPCC, 2007b). The rate of atmospheric CO₂ increase 

over the period 2002 - 2011 (2.07 ppm yr-1) predicts that we will surpass this 

threshold in the next 15 years if CO₂ emissions are unabated. A global effort is 

therefore required to drastically reduce society’s dependency on CO₂ emitting 

resources (IPCC, 2007a). Many nations acknowledge this necessity and are imposing 

legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, for example, the Climate Change 

Act (2008) of the UK government has committed to reducing its greenhouse gas 

emissions by at least 80% by 2050, relative to 1990 levels.

Modern industrialised society is dependent upon fossil fuels to meet energy 

demands and will remain so for the foreseeable future (Scott et al., 2012). Fossil fuel 

combustion for energy is responsible for 80% of global CO₂ emissions (IPCC, 2007a). 

Decarbonising the energy sector is therefore one of the most important technological 

challenges of the modern era.
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One of the most promising technological solutions to reduce emissions from large 

point sources is carbon capture and storage (CCS), whereby CO₂ is captured at 

source and injected in geological formations where it is stored (Bickle, 2009). CCS 

has potential to reduce global CO₂ emissions by 20% on decadal timescales, but 

requires a rapid technology roll-out (Haszeldine, 2009; IEA, 2009).

Pilot scale CCS projects are currently injecting CO₂ onshore and offshore, and there 

are many larger scale demonstrations planned (Scott et al., 2012). Several financial 

and political factors hinder upscaling of the technology, and one of the greatest 

challenges is long term security of the performance of the CO₂ store. 

To benefit medium term climate mitigation efforts, stored CO₂ must remain isolated 

from atmosphere for at least 10,000 years (Lindeberg, 2002). Model estimates 

suggest that storage sites must therefore operate with less than 0.01 % y-1 (Hepple 

and Benson, 2005), or 1% CO₂ loss to the surface in 1,000 years (IPCC, 2005). Current 

EU legislation requires engineered stores to retain CO₂ ‘permanently’ (Council, 

2009).

Aside from negative climatic consequences, leakage of injected CO₂  from the storing 

reservoir, and subsequent seepage to the surface, is both economically and 

environmentally unfavourable, and is associated with direct negative health effects 

from CO₂ poisoning. Public acceptance can strongly influence the fate of new 

technologies. Public concern, motivated by fear of seepage, is hindering CCS 

deployment onshore (Johnsson et al., 2009; Shackley et al., 2009). To gain public and 

political acceptance it is therefore crucial that storage sites operate without 

containment failure. 

There is no experience of commercial scale CCS with which to verify predicted risks 

of engineered storage failure. Naturally occurring CO₂ reservoirs have successfully 

retained CO₂ underground for geological time periods; reservoirs in Colorado 

contain up to 5.8 Gt CO₂ (Allis et al., 2001) and have successfully done so for 70 Ma 

(McElmo Dome (Gilfillan et al., 2008). CO₂ can be successfully trapped in complex 

and multi-layered, or simple reservoir-caprock systems, at a range of depths and 

pressure conditions (Lewicki et al., 2007; Pearce, 2005/6).
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These natural reservoirs provide a unique opportunity for developing insight into 

the physical and chemical processes that retain CO₂ and the long term effects of CO₂ 
on the reservoir rocks (Baines and Worden, 2004; Gilfillan et al., 2009; Kampman et 

al., 2010; Lu et al., 2009; Oldenburg and Lewicki, 2006). These physical and chemical 

processes are difficult to represent in laboratory or modelling experiments given the 

long time scales required to simulate comparable scenarios and heterogeneity 

intrinsic to geological formations.

Similarly, instances of CO₂ leakage from naturally occurring reservoirs serve as 

direct analogues for the potential migration of CO₂ from geologic storage sites. 

These sites provide opportunity to assess:

! The controls on containment and migration of CO₂ fluids (Dockrill and 

Shipton, 2010; Nelson et al., 2009)

! The fate of CO₂ migrating from the reservoir (Baines and Worden, 2001; 

Kampman et al., 2010)

! Natural rates of gas loss towards the surface (Annunziatellis et al., 2008; 

Chiodini et al., 2004; Chiodini et al., 2010)

! The environmental hazards of surface seepage (Beaubien et al., 2008; 

Etiope et al., 2005; Raschi et al., 1997)

! New methods of site assessment and monitoring (Bateson et al., 2008; 

Wilkinson et al., 2009)

In Italy natural CO₂ is being generated and trapped at the present day. Some traps 

have failed, or have been bypassed by CO₂, such that unusually abundant seepage 

is widespread. This thesis seeks to elucidate the crustal processes governing CO₂ 
flow paths and seep characteristics (expression, flux, etc) in Italy. Estimates of total 

and mean CO₂ flux rates are presented, and, together with quantified human health 

risk at these CO₂ seeps, the implications of seepage on this scale from engineered 

stores are explored.

The remainder of this chapter presents an overview of the sources and trapping 

mechanisms of crustal CO₂, and crustal fluid pathways are discussed alongside CO₂ 
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fluid behaviour considerations. Italy as a region of degassing is then introduced 

which leads to the research aims and objectives of the research presented in this 

thesis.

1.1 Naturally Occurring CO₂ 
Flux of CO₂ to the Earth surface occurs in many regions of the world. Notable study 

CO₂ provinces are the Colorado Plateau (USA), Eifel region (Germany), periAlpine 

region (France), Reykjanes (Iceland), the Pannonian basin (Hungary) and Italy 

(Baines and Worden, 2004; Kirk, 2011; Pearce, 2005/6; Stevens et al., 2001). These 

provinces demonstrate that CO₂ can seep to the Earth surface by a range of 

mechanisms, and can exhibit a range of surface manifestations; including dry gas 

seeps, geysering, travertine deposition, sparkling water springs, mud volcanoes, 

and gas venting (Lewicki et al., 2007; Pearce, 2005/6). Furthermore, the origins of 

CO₂ in these provinces are different.

1.1.2 Origins of CO₂ 

A number of geological processes generate CO₂ which can accumulate to high 

concentrations in geological reservoirs or be released to the Earth surface, these 

include:

! Magmatic; CO₂ is released as magmas depressurise during ascent.

! Metamorphism: CO₂ is liberated by mineral reactions in response to 

elevated pressure (e.g. burial or regional metamorphism) or temperature 

(e.g. burial or contact metamorphism). Carbonate rocks, or rocks derived 

from organic materials (e.g coal) can release large quantities of CO₂ 
through this process.

! Biogenic: CO₂ is liberated by the biodegradation or maturation of 

hydrocarbons, which includes processes of methanogenesis, oilfield 

biodegradation, kerogen decarboxylation, and hydrocarbon oxidation.
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Carbon stable isotope ratios (¹²C/¹³C , expressed as !¹³C relative to the PDB 

standard) are commonly used to distinguish between different CO₂ sources, since 

each process has typical fractionation factors, as expressed in Figure 1.1. However 

the !¹³C(CO2) PDB of natural gas fields where CO2 is the major component frequently 

lies within a range of overlap between magmatic degassing and carbonate 

breakdown (Gilfillan et al., 2008). 

Noble gases from the terrestrial atmosphere are isotopically and compositionally 

distinct from those of primordial and crustal sources. Noble gas isotopic and 

abundance measurements are therefore useful geochemical tracers for deep 

processes, including CO₂ origins and interaction with groundwater systems 

!"#$%&'()(!"#$%"&'()%"*+",-./0/123"456" 78)('9:&%7" +*&";8<%&%(9" )%*=*)8>'="/1?" )%(%&'@()"A&*>%77%7B"

C*9%"9$%"*D%&='A"E%9F%%("9$%",-./0/1?3"D'=:%7"+*&"/1?";%&8D%;"+&*G"G')G'@>";%)'778()"*&">'&E*('9%"

E&%'H;*F(B"I8):&%"+&*G"0J8=K=='(L"2MMN3L"&%;&'F("+&*G"0O%(;%("%9"'=BL"PQQR3B
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(Gilfillan et al., 2008). Helium (He) isotope ratios are expressed as R/Ra values (R = 
3He/4He in the sample; Ra = 3He/4He in air). Normal crustal R/Ra signatures are ≈ 

0.02 (O'Nions and Oxburgh, 1988) whereas mantle signatures lie above this value, 

with MORB values at approximately 2.0 (Ballentine et al., 2002). The magnitude of 

fractionation of noble gases in subsurface reservoirs, can be used to quantify 

regional ground water movement through time, gas residence time, and 

groundwater volumes that have interacted with the trapped reservoir phase.

1.1.2 CO₂ trapping mechanisms

CO₂ can be retained in geological formations by a combination of physical and 

chemical trapping mechanisms. In order of increasing storage security, that is, 

decreased CO₂ mobility, these are:

Physical Trapping Mechanisms

! Buoyancy Trapping: Low-permeability sealing horizons (stratigraphic or 

structural) prevent upward migration of CO₂ fluids, which are less 

dense than formation waters. The majority of injected CO₂ is expected to 

be initially trapped in this way (Zweigel et al., 2004).

! Residual Trapping: Following CO₂ charge, 10 - 35% CO₂ will remain 

residually trapped as immobile droplets in the pore throat (Bennion and 

Bachu, 2008; Bickle, 2009). Residually trapped CO₂ will eventually 

dissolve into unsaturated wetting fluids where groundwaters experience 

hydrodynamic flow (Bickle, 2009).

! Adsorption Trapping: CO₂  molecules are adsorbed onto micropore 

surfaces. This is most significant in coal seams (IPCC, 2005).

Chemical Trapping Mechanisms

! Solubility Trapping: Free phase CO2 will dissolve if it is in contact with 

unsaturated formation waters. The resultant CO₂-H₂O solution will be 

1% denser than the initial formation waters and will sink, developing 
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convective mixing and ultimately enhancing solubility trapping (IPCC, 

2005). Natural CO2-rich reservoirs can show over 90% of initial CO₂ 
partitions to the aqueous phase (Gilfillan et al., 2009). CO₂ solubility in 

water is negatively affected by water salinity and temperature, but 

increases with pressure.

! Mineral Trapping: Dissolved CO₂ will dissociate to form carbonic acid. 

Mineral buffering in response may lead to the formation of new 

carbonate minerals. This immobilises the CO₂ and is therefore 

considered the most permanent form of trapping. However, the capacity 

for mineral trapping is limited and reaction rates may be slow. For 

example, a study of natural CO₂ reservoirs find maximum of 18% 

mineral trapping of CO₂ (Gilfillan et al., 2009) in siliciclastic rocks, which 

have greater potential for solubility trapping than carbonate reservoirs 

(Baines and Worden, 2004).

1.1.3 Migration of CO₂ Fluids from the Reservoir

In the CO₂ reservoir, free phase CO₂ will buoyantly migrate via matrix or fracture 

flow until it meets a sealing horizon. CO₂ may also migrate laterally due to 

advection. Flow rate can be retarded by factors such as decreased permeability due 

to formation heterogeneities, or changes in fluid buoyancy or relative permeability. 

These baffles to flow can lead to lateral spreading of the CO₂ phase during its ascent 

toward the reservoir top, increasing residual and solubility trapping by increasing 

the quantity of CO₂ in contact with unsaturated formation waters.

CO₂ can migrate from a reservoir structure by several mechanisms. 

! Regional groundwater flow: Dissolved CO₂ will migrate with regional water 

flow if the reservoir is laterally unconfined. This may transport CO₂ from the 

reservoir unit.

! Diffusion through the overburden: Dissolved and free phase CO₂ can seep from 

the reservoir by diffusion. This is an extremely slow process (Bachu and 
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Bennion, 2008a), a study of North Sea oilfields found CO₂ diffused 12 metres 

into a mud rock seal in about 80 million years (Lu et al., 2009).

! Capillary transport via pores or fractures in the overburden: Capillary flow through 

rock pores or fractures (also referred to as matrix, or ‘Darcy’ flow) is governed 

by the Darcy equation:

Q = KE ! !P

  A     µ  ! !z 

[1.1]                                                      

where Q (flux) is CO2 flux rate (m3s-1) over the seepage area, A 

(m2), KE is the effective permeability of the fluid (m2), !P/!z is the 

pressure gradient,(Pa m-1) where P is pressure and z is depth, and 

µ is CO2 viscosity (Pa s-1).

Equation [1.1] details how flow rates, Q, are enhanced by high fluid pressure 

gradients, high relative permeabilities and low viscosities. Pressure gradients 

can be elevated by buoyancy effects or fluid overpressure. Relative 

permeability is dependent on the fluid saturation of the mobile phase. Most 

reservoirs are water-wet, therefore for H₂O-CO₂ solutions KE is equal to the 

rock bulk permeability, "seal. However, for two phase flow, such as CO₂ 
flowing through a water-wet rock, the relative permeability, KrCO2, describes 

the fraction of the total permeability accessible to each phase, therefore 

effective permeability for CO₂ is determined by:

KE = "seal ! KrCO2 

       [1.2] 

CO₂ saturation in porous rocks is typically between 30 - 60% (IPCC, 2005) and 

will vary with CO₂ viscosity (µ). Temperature and pressure conditions 

influence CO₂ viscosity, which is much decreased in the gas phase.

In order for the non-wetting fluid to invade the seal and initiate flow by 

capillary transport, CO₂ must overcome any capillary entry pressure of the 

pore or fracture. The capillary entry pressure is controlled by fluid interfacial 
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tension (IFT) which is influenced by the rock pore geometry and mineral 

chemistry, or fracture length, aperture and roughness. In a water-wet system,  

fluid IFT (and therefore capillary entry pressure) is considerably lower for 

dense phase CO₂ than for gaseous CO₂ (Hebach et al., 2002). IFT increases 

with pressure and decreases with temperature and salinity (Bachu and 

Bennion, 2008b; Chalbaud et al., 2009). Capillary entry pressures are lower 

where pore throat radii or fracture aperture is greater, thus fluids will flow 

more readily through these highly permeable pathways.

! Unsealed faults or fractures in the overburden: Fracture networks can exhibit high 

permeability and connectivity which, as previously discussed, will have lower 

capillary entry pressures than rock pores. Fractures may be present in a rock 

body from burial or tectonic deformation before CO₂ charge. Fractures often 

become mechanically sealed with confining pressure (depth) (Nara et al., 

2011). Fractures can remain open at considerable depth where disparities on 

the fracture surface prevent total closure. Elevated formation pressures 

resulting from CO₂ charge can open fractures, or even induce fractures, 

thereby enhancing or creating fracture permeability. This will encourage fluid 

flow until the pressure is decreased and the fracture closes.

1.1.4 CO₂ migration in the shallow subsurface

Where no trap exists, or a trap structure has been filled to spilling point and 

subsequent CO₂ charge bypasses the trap, or CO₂ has migrated from a trap 

structure, free phase CO₂ fluids will continue their ascent from depth. Residual 

trapping and dissolution will attenuate these fluids during ascent, and they may 

accumulate in secondary reservoirs (Pruess, 2008). 

Dissolved CO₂ will migrate with regional water flow. If these CO2-rich waters rise 

towards the surface the accompanying pressure reduction will cause CO₂ to come 

out of solution. This can also be caused by heating these waters, or mixing with 

saline or thermal waters. The decreased density of the resulting mixture of gas and 
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water can enhance flow rate to the surface. This process is called ‘gas lift’ (Kirk, 

2011) and can lead to geysering or vigorous degassing.

At depths shallower than ~700 m, ascending fluids will pass through two 

hydrologic zones; the phreatic, saturated zone and the vadose, unsaturated zone. 

CO2 will be in gas phase at these depths, and will therefore be more buoyant than 

waters in the phreatic zone. Cool CO2, however, will be denser than soil gas in the 

vadose zone which can encourage CO2 lateral diffusion in the vadose zone (Kirk, 

2011; Pearce, 2005/6). Flux measurements at natural CO₂ vents find elevated CO₂ 
concentrations extend beyond the actual edifice due to dispersion in the near 

surface (Annunziatellis et al., 2008).

1.1.5 Faults and crustal fluid flow

Crustal fluid flow is commonly controlled by faulting induced deformation 

(Faulkner et al., 2010). Fault zones are complex structures which evolve with slip 

activity (Wibberley and Shipton, 2010). They are composed of multiple deformation 

features (e.g. rocks with variable degrees of deformation states along one or several 

slip zones, with splays, Riedel shears and relay ramps) and their internal structure is 

a key control on their fluid flow properties (e.g., the thickness, nature and continuity 

of the fault rocks, the orientation, distribution and connectivity of slip surface and 

subsidiary faults and fractures (Faulkner et al., 2010; Kurz et al., 2008; Wibberley 

and Shipton, 2010).

As such their hydraulic properties vary with fault maturity and in all dimensions 

around the fault. Typically the ‘damage zone’, a fracture-dominated region of lower 

strain, acts as a conduit to fluids. This zone can be 10’s to 100’s of meters in width 

(Agosta and Kirschner, 2003; Faulkner et al., 2003) and surrounds a narrower, highly 

strained, ‘fault core’ (Figure 1.2 on following page). Here, the production of a low 

permeability fault gouge by persistent cataclasis, or entrainment of clay or shale into 

the fault, acts as a barrier to fluids. In addition, fluid flow along originally 

permeable fault features (cataclasites or fractures) may lead to preferential 
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cementation which can partially or completely remove porosity (Yielding et al., 

1997).
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Studies of active faults in the USA find the spatial variation in fault permeability 

influences groundwater flow and therefore spring location (Figure 1.3 below). The 

majority of ambient and hydrothermal springs are located in the fault tip or ramp 

where fractures propagate (Figure 1.3 C - D). Fewer springs are located at the fault 

trace, and spring temperatures cool away from the fault, though spring 

temperatures are less variable in evolved fault systems where linkage is well 

established (Anderson and Fairley, 2008; Curewitz and Karson, 1997). Spring 

locations correspond to regions of elevated stress which have enhanced crustal 

permeability, either by dynamic breakdown away from the existing fault or by 

kinematic opening of pre-existing fractures (Anderson and Fairley, 2008; Curewitz 

and Karson, 1997). 
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1.2 Geological Setting of Italy
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The tectonic setting of the Mediterranean region results from the complex evolution 

of oblique convergence between the African-Arabian and Eurasian plates which 

lead to the closure of the Tethyan Ocean. Current geodetic models estimate 

convergence is presently continuing at ≈ 5 mm y⁻¹ (Serpelloni et al., 2006). Whilst 

the African and Eurasian plates remain relatively undeformed, the Adriatic Block 

records a variety of deformation processes. Geodynamic processes in Italy include 

subduction, back-arc spreading, rifting, thrusting, normal and strike-slip faulting 

(Figure 1.4). 

Westward subduction of the Adria plate beneath the European margin has 

developed a strong regional NW-SE structural grain in Italy (Fig. 1.4). In the 

Miocene, Jurassic-Eocene flysch units and synorogenic foredeep sediments were 

tectonically stacked above the thick, thrusted, semi-autochthonous Mesozoic-

Tertiary carbonate platform sequence. Eastward younging foredeep and piggyback 

basins document the migration of the compression belt toward the foredeep at ≈ 4 

cm y⁻¹ related to slab retreat (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002; Patacca and Scandone, 

2007; Scrocca, 2005). Coeval extension opened marine and continental basins, where 
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Messinian evaporites (mostly gypsum and anhydrite) formed, and the Tyrrhenian 

Sea.

During the Pliocene several granite bodies were emplaced and lamproitic and 

rhyolitic volcanism affected the Roman-Tuscan region. Since the Quaternary, 

volcanism has changed to K-rich undersaturated volcanism in central Italy (first in 

the Tuscan-Roman Magmatic Province and later in the Campanian Magmatic 

Province) and carbonatite magmas were extruded in intramontane areas of central 

Italy. The geochemistry of Quaternary magmas in the Roman and Campanian 

provinces show contamination of mantle melts by carbonate rich crustal material 

(Marziano et al., 2007).

Today, it is generally agreed that the Italian Adria - European collisional margin 

coincident beneath the Apennine Mountain belt (Figure 1.5) is no longer active and 

subduction is constrained to the Calabrian arc (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002). The 

Tyrrhenian sector preserves the older extensional system and exhibits a thinned 

crust (Figure 1.5) and associated high heat flow. Andesitic-rhyolitic and potassic 

volcanism in the peri-Tyrrhenian is still active.

Italy is a seismically active region, as testified by the distribution of earthquakes 

which focus in the Apennines (Figure 1.6). This mountain chain arcs from northwest 

Italy, down throughout the Italian peninsula, continuing southwest into Sicily. The 

Central and Southern Apennines are mostly characterised by thin-skinned tectonics 

(Calabro et al., 2003; Scrocca, 2005; Shiner et al., 2004) and are structurally composed 

of a carbonate duplex system overlain by a thick pile of platform and basin derived 

flysch nappes (the ‘Allochthonous Complex’), Figure 1.7 (Patacca and Scandone, 

2007).
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GPS velocity measurements find the Central and Southern Apennines are extending 

around 1.8 - 2.5 mm y⁻¹ (Serpelloni et al., 2005), in response to gravitational collapse. 

Extension is accomplished by seismogenic normal faulting, and exposed fault scarps 

date from 12-18 Ka (Roberts, 2008). Most normal faults have comparable offsets (~2 

km) and slip rates (~1-3 mm y⁻¹) but young from west to east (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 

2002). The extensional domains of the Central and Southern Apennines are 

separated by the NE - SW Ancona-Anzio transpressive fault. Right lateral strike slip 

motion along this lithospheric fault at ≈ 2.8 mm y⁻¹ has developed high crustal 

strain in this region. The Mesozoic carbonate sequence of the Central Apennines is 

represented mainly by pelagic limestones with the Burano formation at the base; a 

thick, laminate anhydrite sequence formed during the opening of the Tethys. 

Carbonate sequences to the South are composed of stacked overthrusts of platform, 

bypass margin, slop and pelagic facies.

BA
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The Apennines are bordered to the East by the Adriatic foredeep where 

compressional tectonics are ongoing. The foredeep is filled by deep Pliocene-

Pleistocene deposits (Scrocca, 2005).

1.3. Natural geofluids in Italy

Italy is a region of natural geofluid phenomena. Subsurface structures trap 

hydrocarbon oil and/or gas and/or CO₂ and seepage of these fluids is widespread; 

numerous CO2, CH4, and oil seeps are documented as well as many mud volcanoes 

(Chiodini et al., 2008; Etiope et al., 2007b; Gambardella et al., 2004; Katz et al., 2000; 

Martinelli and Judd, 2004; Minissale, 2004; Sani et al., 2004; Tassi et al., 2012). Figure 

1.8 shows the distribution of gas and oil fields, mud volcanoes and CO₂ seeps.

In ancient Osco tradition, Mefite was the goddess ‘in-between life and death’ who 

oversaw the process steps important in life and was hence goddess of fertility. She 

acts between heaven and earth, between the underground and surface. Gas seeps 

were believed to source from her breathing within Earth. With such rich religious 

connections seeps are sites of archeological interest where many religious artefacts 

have been discovered, dating to 2000 years old (Chiodini et al., 2010).
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Over 1000 natural gas (methane) seeps were documented in 1950, although few (< 

30) presently exhibit continuous gas emissions following hydrocarbon exploitation 

over the last century (Etiope et al., 2007a). Hundreds of oil seeps are also 

documented, and these seeps guided early petroleum exploration. Today, Italy is the 

fourth most hydrocarbon endowed country of western Europe, following Norway, 

the UK and the Netherlands. According to 2009 figures, 1040 MMbbl of oil and 24.7 

Tcf (700 billion m³) of gas have been produced so far in Italy (Bertello et al., 2010). 

In regions of hydrocarbon prospecting (wells, seismic lines) there is a wealth of 

subsurface information. Several subsurface structures are known to contain CO₂, 
either as a component of hydrocarbon reservoirs (Casero, 2005) or as nearly pure 

CO₂ (Collettini and Barchi, 2002; Heinicke et al., 2006). Reservoir structures include 

shallow (~1 km) or deep (~ 5 km) thrust related anticlines (Chiodini et al., 2010; 

Collettini and Barchi, 2002), extension related horst structures (Carapezza and 

Tarchini, 2007; Chiodini et al., 1995) or shallow gas pockets in Pleistocene sands 

(Barberi et al., 2007). Additionally, CO₂ reservoirs can show fluid pressures close to 

lithostatic (Collettini and Barchi, 2002).

Following several CO₂-related fatalities in the past 20 years, and recent scientific 

advances regarding the role of deep fluids and seismogenesis, there has been 

considerable investment into the documentation of all CO₂ seeps in Italy. Research 

concerning CO₂ fluids in the 1990‘s focussed on travertine formations and thermal 

springs (Duchi et al., 1995; Pentecost, 1995). A spate of research in the late 1990’s 

addressed CO₂ origins and flux, and regional aquifer circulation (Chiodini et al., 

2000; Italiano et al., 2000; Minissale et al., 2000). More recently, studies have focussed 

on the role of CO₂ on deformation and seep response to seismic events (Agosta and 

Kirschner, 2003; Agosta et al., 2008; Bonini, 2008, 2009; Collettini et al., 2008; Miller et 

al., 2004; Smith et al., 2008). Research attention at onshore Italian seeps, as analogues 

for breached CO₂ stores, are site specific, assessing the environmental effects, gas 

hazard, and monitoring methods (Annunziatellis et al., 2008; Bateson et al., 2008; 

Beaubien et al., 2008; Chiodini et al., 2007; Chiodini et al., 2010; Etiope et al., 2005) 

and structural control on CO₂ vent alignments at Panarea, offshore Sicily, have been 

investigated (Esposito et al., 2006). Studies of subsurface CO₂ accumulations in Italy 
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are few (Barberi et al., 2007; Bonini, 2009; Carapezza et al., 2003; Heinicke et al., 

2010).

To date, over 308 CO2 seeps at 270 locations have been catalogued in Italy (Chiodini, 

2008). These are mostly low temperature gas emissions with various manifestations 

including vents, diffuse soil degassing, CO₂-driven mud volcanoes1, and CO₂-rich 

groundwaters (springs and pools of bubbling water, see section 5.1 for seep type 

definitions). Several deep boreholes are also known to leak CO₂ (Chiodini et al., 

2008; Heinicke et al., 2010; Mariucci et al., 2008). CO₂ degassing occurs in a range of 

geological environments; seeps are prevalent in areas affected by high heat flow and 

volcanism, and also in areas where there is no volcanic activity, such as Central and 

Southern Apennines (Frezzotti, 2009).

1.3.1 CO₂ Composition and Origins

At Italian seeps, CO₂ is released together with lesser amounts of N₂, H₂S, CH4, H₂, 
Ar, He and CO (Minissale, 2004). The methane component in warmer seeps reflects 

abiotic sources whereas cooler seeps contain thermogenic methane (Tassi et al., 

2012).
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Numerous geochemical studies have attempted to elucidate the diverse sources of 

CO2 in Italy (Chiodini et al., 2004; Marziano et al., 2007; Minissale, 2004; Minissale et 

al., 1997) and several hypotheses have been proposed including CO₂ proportions 

from shallow biogenic processes, carbonate hydrolysis, mechanical breakdown or 

thermo-metamorphism of carbonates, and mantle degassing (Frezzotti, 2009; 

Italiano et al., 2008).

In volcanic or geothermal districts, CO₂ clearly sources from thermo-metamorphic 

reactions between magmas and carbonate country rocks (e.g., Alban Hills, Vesuvius, 

Colli Albani (Cinti et al., 2011; Frondini et al., 2004; Gambardella et al., 2004; 

Mariucci et al., 2008). However, these effects are local, and the majority of degassing 

occurs regionally, away from volcanically active areas (Frezzotti, 2009; Morner and 

Etiope, 2002). The geochemistry of magmas in the Roman and Campanian 

magmatic provinces show contamination of mantle melts by carbonate rich crustal 

material (Marziano et al., 2007). Since regional CO₂ flux increased in these 

provinces, it is argued that the most probable source of elevated regional CO₂ flux is 

the mantle wedge, enriched with subducted carbonates from the Adria plate 

(Chiodini et al., 2004; Collettini and Barchi, 2002; Frezzotti, 2009). This is supported 

by geochemical evidence that 43.3% of CO₂ dissolved in Apennine aquifers derives 

from deep sources (Chiodini et al., 2004).

Where degassing sites exhibit radiogenic helium compositions of crustal origins, 

!¹²C/¹³C compositions have been interpreted to represent metamorphic CO₂ mixing 

with a proportion of biogenic CO₂ (Italiano et al., 2010; Vaselli, 1997) or the 

mechanical breakdown of CO₂ during seismogenesis (Italiano et al., 2008). In 

contrast, mantle R/Ra values at Mefite D’Ansanto similar to those at Vesuvius, 

located 60 miles away have been attributed to melt intrusions beneath the Southern 

Apennines (Italiano et al., 2000). Figure 1.9 shows the range of noble gas isotopic 

composition of CO₂ edifices in Central Italy. Even seeps with mantle R/Ra 

signatures show a strong crustal CO₂ contribution. 
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1.3.2 Seep Flux

Seep density and flux is greatest towards the peri-Tyrrhenian. Here, two degassing 

structures relating to the Roman-Tuscan and Campanian magmatic provinces are 

identified (Chiodini et al., 2004), Figure 1.10. Archeological artefacts and historical 

records indicate that seepage has been established for at least 2000 years (Chiodini 

et al., 2011; Etiope et al., 2007b) and it is thought that regional CO₂ flux has 

remained elevated since volcanism began ~0.9 Ma (Minissale, 2004; Smith et al., 

2008).

Seep flux varies between locations, from as little as < 1 ton per day (t d⁻¹) to in 

excess of 2000 t d⁻¹ at Mefite D’Ansanto, which exhibits the greatest CO₂ flux from a 

single seep in the world (Chiodini et al., 2010). It is estimated that 9.2 Mt(CO2) y⁻¹ 
from a mantle source is transported and released by Apennine aquifers (Chiodini et 

al., 2004). This is likely an underestimation since it does not include the contribution 

of CO₂ from the widespread gas seeps (Chiodini et al., 2010). Indeed, (Morner and 
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Etiope, 2002) estimate a total diffuse non-volcanic CO₂ output of 3–30 Mt y⁻¹. Such 

CO₂ flux is globally significant. Estimates of present-day global CO₂  discharge from 

sub-aerial volcanoes vary from 88 - 110 Mt(CO₂)y⁻¹ (Kerrick, 2001) to 300 Mt(CO₂)y⁻¹ 
(Morner and Etiope, 2002). Depending on which of these estimates are considered, 

the proportion of CO₂ discharging from aquifers in Italy accounts for between 3.1 - 

9.4% of the global budget.

1.3.3 CO₂ fluids and Seismicity

It is well known in the Earth sciences that CO₂ gas emissions and tectonic activity 

are related (e.g (Irwin and Barnes, 1980). In Italy, CO₂ flux is much reduced in the 

Apennine Mountains where unusual seismic sequences indicate that trapped deep 

CO₂ fluids influence seismogenesis (Collettini and Barchi, 2002; Di Luccio et al.; 

Miller et al., 2004). CO₂ seep characteristics can vary in response to seismic events. 

In the Northern Apennines, seep fluxes are enhanced by seismic sequences (Bonini, 

2009; Heinicke et al., 2006). In Southern Italy, degassing anomalies include 

temperature, conductivity, 222Rn, CO₂ and NH3 (Quattrocchi and Calcara, 1998). 

However in other regions, CO₂ seeps have appeared unaffected by high magnitude 

seismic events (Chiodini, 2010; Italiano et al., 2008).

1.3.4 CO₂ Fluids and Travertine Precipitation

Travertines and tufas are natural chemical precipitates from Ca(HCO3)2 saturated 

waters (terminology discussion can be found in a review by (Ford and Pedley, 1996)) 

and may therefore be considered as a form of mineral trapping of CO₂ at the 

surface. The processes of travertine formation is enhanced where groundwaters 

contain high dissolved CO₂ content pass through limestone aquifers. Dissolved CO₂ 
forms a weak acid, which encourage the dissolution of the limestone host. This 

process can saturate the waters in CaCO3(aq) which, when disturbed from 

equilibrium and the saturation potential of the waters is decreased (e.g. by reduction 

in pressure and temperature or release of the dissolved CO₂ phase), CaCO3 is 

precipitated.
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Active and inactive travertine deposits are widespread in Italy, where the oldest 

dated travertine is 0.5 Ma (Minissale, 2004). Some inactive deposits relate to 

paleoclimate cycles (Faccenna et al., 2008; Minissale et al., 2002). Travertine 

distributions are spatially related to regions of elevated CO₂ flux, indicating that 

their formation is encouraged by the elevated dissolved CO₂ contents in Italian 

groundwaters, relating to anomalous regional CO₂ degassing.

1.3.5 Crustal Controls on CO₂ seep formation

While the origins of CO₂ has been widely studied and debated, few studies have 

examined the crustal controls on seep locations or the processes that determine 

whether dry gas seeps or CO₂ springs develop. It has been observed that seep 

density and flux is greatest towards the Tyrrhenian (Chiodini et al., 2004; Chiodini et 

al., 2008; Minissale, 2004) where horst structures in buried Mesozoic carbonates are 

observed to correlate with areas of enhanced CO₂ degassing (Chiodini et al., 1995). 

Site specific studies note that seeps in the Northern Apennines align with subsidiary 

structures related to recent extensional faulting (Bonini, 2009), and in some locations 

gas fluxes are observed to be elevated towards faults (Annunziatellis et al., 2008; 

Etiope et al., 2005). Thermal springs, which indicate rapid fluid ascent, are observed 

to discharge in topographic lows close to faults at the contact between the Mesozoic 

limestones and overlying formations (Collettini et al., 2008; Minissale, 2004). Indeed, 

the presence of faults are evoked to account for the extraordinary gas flux at Mefite 

d’Ansanto (Chiodini et al., 2010) though these structures are not obvious from the 

surface geology. 

A long term study at a number of closely spaced seeps in the Northern Apennines 

noted that seep water content exhibited some seasonal variation (Heinicke et al., 

2006) and some edifices migrated several meters during the study period. It has 

been proposed that hydrological properties relating to lithology affects seep density 

and flux (Collettini et al., 2008). Models suggest that carbonate aquifers can dissolve 

10 times more CO₂ than flysch, and 2.5 times more than volcanic rocks before gas 
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must leak at the surface (Collettini et al., 2008). To date, this concept has not been 

tested by field evidence at these CO₂ seeps.

1.4 Research aims and objectives

The overarching aim of the research presented here is to directly inform storage site 

assessment and monitoring strategy at engineered CO₂ stores by analysing controls 

on the distribution of natural CO₂ seeps and reservoirs in Italy. The research 

presented in this thesis draws on the wealth of regional surface and subsurface data 

available in Italy with the following objectives:

! CCS faces opposition regarding potential negative human health affects 

of CO₂ leakage from onshore storage sites, and there is no commercial 

scale CCS with which to verify predicted risks. Natural CO₂ seeps can 

therefore guide assessment of potential health risks from leaking stores. 

Here, historical records over the last 20 years of human death at CO₂ 
seeps in Italy are examined to quantify the health risk they present to the 

resident population, and to understand the factors that influence this 

risk. This allows evaluation as to whether current concerns regarding the 

negative health affects of leaking CO₂ stores are founded, as well as to 

guide risk assessment.

! Site specific research has identified that CO₂ seep locations associate 

with faults or deep structures, but these relationships have not, to date, 

been rigorously examined. I have used an extensive database to 

understand controls on the spatial location and distribution of CO₂ 
seeps in Italy and how this is related to geological structures in order to 

establish the first order controls on CO₂ fluid pathways in a range of 

structural settings.

! CO₂ seeps in Italy show a range of surface characteristics (seep type, 

flux, temperature). However, the controls on these seep characteristics 

are poorly understood. Models find that seep hosting lithology may 

influence seep type development and seep flux / density (Collettini et 
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al., 2008), and field observations note that seeps often emerge in valleys. 

The role of lithology or topography and seep characteristics and seep 

density are therefore here explored to elucidate the processes governing 

CO₂ seep characteristics.

! Resource exploration discovered a number of CO₂ bearing reservoirs in 

Italy, some of which are located close to CO₂ seeps. Studies of these 

reservoirs are few; only one reservoir has been studied to assess how 

CO₂ breaches the formation (Bonini, 2009). As a result, an appraisal of 

sealing and leaking CO₂ reservoirs in Italy is conducted to determine the 

geological factors that inhibit, or encourage, fluid escape.

! Total non-volcanic CO₂ flux from the Italian sector is not well quantified. 

This is because previous calculations of total non-volcanic CO₂ flux from 

the Italian sector consider only the CO₂ released from CO₂ rich springs 

(Chiodini et al., 2004), and in addition may be poorly constrained 

(Gambardella et al., 2004). Here, I have undertaken improved estimates 

of regional degassing by quantifying the contribution from catalogued 

dry CO₂ seeps.

! Modelled mean flux rates from breached geologic stores are smaller than 

the fluxes observed at Italian gas seeps (Pruess, 2004, 2008).  Therefore I 

have sought to apply mean seep flux rates to geological storage 

scenarios to establish how seepage on the scale observed in Italy will 

affect CO₂ storage operations.
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1.5 Data Sources and Methods

1.5.1 The Italian Seep Database

A national project involving over 50 Italian researchers was co-ordinated by the 

INGV-DPC V5 (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia Dipartimento della 

Protezione Civile) during 2005–2007. The project’s objective was to share knowledge 

and reduce health hazard from emission sites. To achieve this a web-based catalogue 

of degassing sites in Italy was created, which is referred to as the INGV Googas 

database (Chiodini and Valenza, 2009).
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Italy is a region characterized by intense 
and widespread processes of Earth degas-
sing. High- temperature gases are released 
by crater plumes and fumaroles in volcanic 
environments throughout Italy. Also preva-
lent are numerous low-temperature gas 
emissions rich in carbon dioxide (CO2). 
These low-temperature emissions are 
located in a large area, mainly in the west-
ern sector of central and southern Italy 
(Figure 1). 

The origin of this degassing is still a 
debated matter. According to Chiodini et al. 
[2004], the most probable source of emis-
sions is the degassing of a mantle anoma-
lously rich in fluids because of contamina-
tion by crustal material. Low- temperature 
gas emissions occur from different types of 
manifestations such as vents, diffuse soil 
degassing, mud volcanoes, and CO2- rich 
groundwaters. Many gas emissions have 
occasionally caused animal and human 
fatalities and have permanently damaged 
ecosystems and plant life, making environ-
ments inhospitable. 

The study of Earth degassing and the miti-
gation of the gas hazard in Italy were the 
objectives of a national project  (INGV- DPC 
V5; Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcano-
logia Dipartimento della Protezione Civile) 
involving about 50 Italian researchers during 
2005–2007. One of the project’s main pur-
poses was the realization of a Web- based 
catalog of Earth degassing sites in Italy. 

History of Degassing Fatalities 

The most relevant hazard of Earth degas-
sing is connected to the toxicity of CO2 and 
hydrogen sulfide (H2S). The former is the 
main constituent of the gas emissions, while 
the latter can often be found locally at dan-
gerous concentrations. The emitted gas, 
which is denser than air at the relatively 
cold discharge temperatures, tends to accu-
mulate in topographic depressions, forming 
invisible and potentially lethal traps. 

One of the most tragic events of gas 
release occurred at Lake Nyos (Cameroon) 
on 21 August 1986, when a dense cloud of 

CO2 released by the lake suffocated more 
than 1700 people and an uncounted num-
ber of animals in just one night [Kling 
et al., 1987]. Several accidents have also 
been recorded in Italy [Costa et al., 2008, 
and references therein]: (1) At Mefite 
d’Ansanto (Campania), three people were 
killed during the 1990s and historical 
chronicles describe the death of many 
others during the seventeenth century; 
(2) the gas emitted by the CO2- saturated 

water of Tivoli springs, located near 
Rome, killed several boys during the 
1970s; (3) at Colli Albani (Rome), gas 
emissions caused death by asphyxiation 
of 29 cows in September 1999, five sheep 
in March 2000, and one person in Decem-
ber 2000; (4) at Veiano (Latium), gas 
emissions killed two hunters in 1991; and 
(5) at Monte Amiata (Siena) in November 
2003 a hunter was killed by the CO2 dis-
charged by one of the many emissions of 
the area. 

This list should be considered incom-
plete because a comprehensive study of 
accidents caused by endogenous gas emis-
sions has not been conducted. 
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A New Web-Based Catalog 
of Earth Degassing Sites in Italy

Fig. 1. Locations of the CO2-rich and CH4-rich gas emissions archived in GOOGAS (yellow and 
blue triangles), CO2 Earth degassing map (color scale) from carbon mass balance of aquifers 
[Chiodini et al., 2004], and seismic activity in Italy (see http://legacy.ingv.it/CSI/), indicated 
by white dots. Two previously identified large structures, the Tuscan Roman Degassing Structure 
(TRDS) and the Campanian Degassing Structure (CDS), are also labeled. Background map of 
Italy provided by Google Maps.
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All known gas emission sites in Italy were surveyed and the results compiled into a 

GRS and published as an informative layer over maps which are publicly available 

through Google Maps as shown in Figure 1.10, below. The Web interface, called 

GOOGAS, is available at: http://googas.ov.ingv.it (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008)

The data available for each catalogued seep site include: name, coordinates, image, 

brief description of the site, type of gas emission, gas composition, temperature, gas 

flux magnitude, gas flux measurement method, gas hazard description, 

bibliographic references, downloadable files (such as images, maps, tables, articles, 

etc.), and the contact information of researchers who performed specific 

investigations.

Seep classifications, as described by INGV researchers (Cardellini, 2010; Chiodini, 

2010) include:

! Vent emissions: expulsion of pressurised dry gas

! Diffuse emission: expulsion of dry gas at ambient pressures.

! Springs: Water spring with high dissolved CO₂ content derived from 

deep origin.

! Bubbling Water: pools of water degassing CO₂

! Wells: Man made deep well with high dissolved content of CO₂, or 

degassing CO₂.

! Fumaroles: High temperature emissions associated with volcanic edifices.

Gas concentration from focussed dry seeps were measured using an infrared 

analyser e.g. (Frondini et al., 2009) and flux measured by calculating air velocity 

with a hot-wire digital anemometer (Heinicke et al., 2006) and, in some cases, 

measurement of a gas river e.g. (Chiodini et al., 2010). Soil diffuse degassing was 

derived by geostatistical and statistical methods based on accumulation chamber 

measurements, or dynamic concentration measurements or Eddy Covariance. 

Fluxes of dissolved gas species were derived from the flow rate of the water and the 

dissolved gas content. The gas seeps are not exclusively CO₂ dominated; 287 seep 

sites were documented, of which 270 are CO₂ seeps, 16 are methane (CH4) gas 
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emission sites and 1 is nitrogen N2 dominated. In the remainder of this thesis ‘seep’ 

will refer to CO₂ seeps unless otherwise specified.

1.5.2 Italian well logs

Documents concerning Italian oil exploration have been made easily accessible by 

the ViDEPI2 project (www.videpi.com, (ViDEPI, 2009)). Oil companies in Italy must, 

by law, provide UNMIG3  with progressive technical reports on exploration activities 

relating to their permits and concessions. These reports information such as geologic 

and structural maps, final well logs and seismic lines. 

The ViDEPI database makes all expired mining permits and concessions that were 

filed with UNMIG of the Ministry for Economic Development since 1957 publicly 

available to download as PDF files. The database of wells includes well logs of non-

commercial Italian wells drilled between the period 1895 till 2010. Seismic lines, 

wells and expired permits, and links to the relevant documents can be 

geographically searched using a WebGIS, and can be downloaded as a Google Earth 

file4. The database is updated regularly. The Ministry of Economic Development 

made the data available to the Italian Geologic Society5 and the project is funded by 

the Italian Petroleum and Mining Industry Association6.

CO₂ bearing reservoirs can be identified from well test information from the well 

logs. Formation fluid analyses which are not noted on the well log are not currently 

available online for a number of wells, but they (or any other publicly available 

documents that are not hosted online) can be consulted by visiting the Library of 
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Rome University Tre (BAST)7. Some confidential data including formation fluid 

analyses and a report on CO₂ bearing wells is supplied by ENI8 .

1.5.3 Active Faults in Italy

The ITHACA (ITaly HAzard from CApable faults) database is the outcome of a 

project to document all tectonic structures capable of surface deformation, and 

evaluate the natural hazard these faults present. Each fault is attributed information 

regarding the fault type, fault kinematic and evidence of environmental hazard it 

poses. The project is regularly updated or modified, and the resulting GIS files are 

available from: http://sgi.isprambiente.it/geoportal/catalog/content/project/

ithaca.page (ISPRA, 2007)

It is important to note that aseismic slip on evolved faults can lead to surface 

deformation, as observed in the mature extensional system in peri-Tyrrhenian 

(Collettini and Holdsworth, 2004). Faults in the ITHACA database may not 

necessary be seismically capable. Active normal fault scarps which offset 12-18 ka 

landforms in the Apennines have been accurately mapped and published (Roberts, 

2008).

1.5.4 ISPRA9 GeoMapViewer 

The Geological Survey of Italy have made geological information available by a 

WebGIS accessed online at http://sgi1.isprambiente.it/GeoMapViewer/index.html 

(ISPRA, 2010). Relevant geological information includes: geological maps (at  

1:25,000; 1:100,000; 1:500,000; 1:1,000,000 scales, where available); geophysical data 

(gravimetric measurement stations, gravity data and Bouguer anomalies); historical 

seismicity; geomorphological information; hydrologic information (rivers, basins 
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and lakes and springs); Italian landslides and sinkhole inventory, ViDEPI data. This 

information can be downloaded in Google Earth (KML) or GIS (Shapefile) format.

ISPRA state (translated from Italian):

“While recognizing that the GeoMapViewer is a powerful visualization tool, 

consultation and data query, please note that it is not a tool for detailed 

analysis. The Geological Survey of Italy noted that it is not responsible for any 

inaccuracies of the data and the degree of-date. It also specifies that for a proper 

use of the data item will be displayed taking into account the original scale. 

Remains valid intellectual property ISPRA, therefore any unauthorized use of 

data will be liable to prosecution”.

(ISPRA, 2010)

The information elicited from the ISPRA GeoMapViewer is therefore treated as a 

guide to the geological structure, and, where possible other, more accurate 

information sources are used.
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1.6 Methods

Data from the sources outlined above were compiled into a GIS dataset. This rich 

dataset, alongside field observations, formed the cornerstone of the research 

presented in this thesis. Detailed methodologies relevant to a specific body of work 

are presented in the corresponding chapters.

1.6.1 Geographical Information System

The Geographical Information System ArcGIS is populated with the data outlined in 

section 5 above, in addition to:

! The location of documented active and fossil travertines (Minissale, 

2004). 

! Published present day stress field information (Barba et al., 2009) 

constructed from geological, seismological, and contemporary stress 

data.

! SRTM10  DEM11 90 m elevation data (Jarvis, 2008) from the CGIAR-CSI12  

GeoPortal (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org)

! Isotherms at 1 and 2 km depth from the Geothermal Resources National 

Inventory (Geothopica, 2010).

! Published deep carbonate structure map (Nicolai et al., 2007) and 

tectonic terrains (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002).

! Location and magnitude of all detectable seismic events since 1983, 

publicly available from an online server provided by the INGV: ftp://

ftp-server.rm.ingv.it/pro/bollet/
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! Resident population information from the 2001 census, made available 

by the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT, 2001) accessed by 

the DaWinci online database: http://dawinci.istat.it/pl/index_eng.html

! Administrative information and urban information from the ArcGIS 

online resource centre: http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/

viewer.html?useExisting=1

This rich dataset is used as a basis for investigating regional CO₂ seep trends in the 

proceeding research. Statistical techniques were applied to the seep dataset to 

characterise their spatial distributions and provide insight into the processes 

governing their locations and expressions. These methods, and specific ArcMap 

tools and plugins are detailed in the relevant chapter.

1.6.2 Fieldwork

Two field trips to Central Italy supplemented the seep database. The first field trip, 

in May 2009, was a short, four day scoping study visiting seep sites of different seep 

classifications in Campania. The second trip included sample collection from cores 

in Milan, courtesy of ENI followed by 5 days geological mapping and travertine 

sample collection in Campania. Field observations seeded the research questions 

outlined in Section 1.5.
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1.7 Thesis Overview

Chapters 2 - 6 contain research papers which address the research questions 

formulated during fieldwork in Central Italy during 2009. Each paper is preceded 

by a foreword which frames the research context and followed by material 

supplementary to the paper.

Chapter 2: CO₂ is poisonous to humans at elevated concentrations. However, much 

of the Italian population are exposed to CO₂ seeps, which are located in both rural 

and urban areas in Italy. Field observations note that the surface expression of vents, 

fumaroles and high flux diffuse seeps are more obvious to the human eye than 

bubbling water and spring type seeps. The Googas seep database documents 

whether animal or human fatalities have occurred at seep sites. This information is 

coupled with resident population data and site specific information obtained from 

Googas collaborators to investigate the factors influencing health risk, and to 

quantify risk of human death at seep sites.

Paper 1: ‘Assessing the health risks of CO₂ seeps in Italy’.

! ! ! ! !           [Published, PNAS, 201113]

Chapter 3: CO₂ seeps are located in a variety of structural settings in Italy. Seep 

density is greatest towards the Tyrrhenian, but shows regional variation in seep 

density, seep types, and seep flux. Site specific studies identify that seep locations 

are guided by faults. In this chapter, spatial statistical methods investigate seep 

distribution on various scales and the GIS dataset is rigorously examined to 

elucidate how regional geological structures influence seep locations and 

distributions. 

Paper 2: ‘Structural controls on the spatial distribution of CO₂ seeps in 

Italy’. ! ! !       ! [Submitted for publication]
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Chapter 4: The factors determining seep type development are unclear. Field 

observations noted that seeps often to emerge in local topographic depressions, or 

close to streams and rivers, and dry seeps sometimes occurred up slope from seeps 

associated with water. The GIS dataset is used to determine how the location of 

different seep types are influenced by topography, distance from rivers, and surface 

geology. 

Paper 3: ‘Controls on the surface characteristics of CO₂ seeps: 

implications for leakage from engineered stores’. 

    ! ! ! !     !  [Submitted for publication]

Chapter 5: To date, studies of subsurface CO₂ accumulations in Italy are few. In this 

chapter, the subsurface conditions of CO2 reservoir case studies are examined to 

assess which are seeping reservoir fluids to the surface. Common and disparate 

characteristics of seeping and sealing reservoirs are determined by comparing the 

geological characteristics and down well conditions of these case studies. Seepage 

rates from the reservoir are calculated to inform the fluid processes governing fluid 

escape from the reservoir at the fluxes observed at the surface. 

Paper 4: ‘To Seep or not to seep? Case studies of CO₂ Reservoirs in Italy’

! ! ! ! ! [Submitted as 2 publications]

Chapter 6: No estimate of total CO₂ flux from dry (vent and diffuse) gas seeps has 

yet been made. Using flux data available from the Googas dataset, total CO₂ flux at 

dry gas seeps in Italy was calculated. These calculations consider scenarios where 

seeps might be missing from the catalogue or seep flux measurements are biased. 

Average flux rates at Italian gas seeps are applied to engineered storage sites to 

investigate what rates of leakage these seeps would represent. 

Paper 5: ‘Quantifying long term non volcanic CO₂ release in Italy and 

implications for engineered CO₂ storage efficiency’.

Chapter 7: Each research paper in these chapters illuminates some the controls on 

the location, surface characteristics and consequences of seeping CO₂ fluids. 

Chapter 7 synthesises these research findings, together with research drawbacks. 
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Potential seeping mechanisms are explored, and a conceptual model of seep 

development is presented. The application of the research presented in this thesis to 

engineered CO₂ storage is evaluated.

Chapter 8: The chapter concludes the thesis, summarising principle research results 

and the ramifications of this body of research. Important research questions for 

future research are proposed.
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Chapter 2

How Safe are Seeps?

While vents and high flux CO₂ seeps often have obvious physical expressions, many 

CO₂ seeps are subtle manifestations. There are several features which aid 

identification of nondistinctive seeps in Italy: 

! Elevated CO₂ and associated H2S in the air and soil gas encourage 

acidophilic ecosystems to establish (Raschi et al., 1997).

! If concentrations get so great that vegetation cannot survive (40-50% vol, 

(Smets et al., 2010)) and patches of bare earth can be seen. High gas 

concentrations can create a local light refraction effect (shimmer).

! The presence of dead animals provides a strong indication of CO2 seeps 

(Chiodini et al., 2008; Smets et al., 2010).

! H₂S, often released as a subsidiary gas, has a distinctive smell.

Seep hazard can therefore be difficult to perceive. Many Italian CO₂ seeps are 

unsigned and public access is unrestricted despite several accidental human deaths 

from CO₂ poisoning in recent years. These observations provided the stimulus to 

assess the risk the numerous seeps in Italy present.
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2.1 Assessing the health risks of natural 

CO₂ seeps in Italy

Industrialised societies which continue to use fossil fuel energy sources are considering 

adoption of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology to meet carbon emission 

reduction targets. Deep geological storage of CO₂ onshore faces opposition regarding 

potential health effects of CO₂ leakage from storage sites. There is no experience of 

commercial scale CCS with which to verify predicted risks of engineered storage failure. 

Studying risk from natural CO2 seeps can guide assessment of potential health risks from 

leaking onshore CO2 stores. Italy and Sicily are regions of intense natural CO₂ degassing 

from surface seeps. These seeps exhibit a variety of expressions, characteristics (e.g., 

temperature/ flux), and location environments. Here we quantify historical fatalities from 

CO₂ poisoning using a database of 286 natural CO₂ seeps in Italy and Sicily. We find that 

risk of human death is strongly influenced by seep surface expression, local conditions (e.g., 

topography and wind speed), CO₂ flux, and human behaviour. Risk of accidental human 

death from these CO₂ seeps is calculated to be 10-8 year-1 to the exposed population. This 

value is significantly lower than that of many socially accepted risks. Seepage from future 

storage sites is modelled to be less that Italian natural flux rates. With appropriate hazard 

management, health risks from unplanned seepage at onshore storage sites can be adequately 

minimised.

2.1.1 Introduction

Several factors currently hinder upscaling of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 

(Bickle, 2009; Haszeldine, 2009) but one of the greatest challenges is the intrinsic 

uncertainty of integrity of geological storage. Uncertainty does not mean inevitable 

leakage from subsurface geological containment. The likelihood of surface leakage 

will be highly site-specific and, overall, will remain poorly calibrated until 

geological carbon storage has been practiced widely over decades.
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Fear of surface leakage, together with a perceived lack of local benefit, is one of the 

prime foundations for negative public opinion towards CCS (Bradbury et al., 2009; 

Desbarats et al., 2010; Johnsson et al., 2009; Shackley et al., 2009) and is driving 

storage operations offshore or delaying project development (e.g., Mattoon, USA; 

Barendrecht, Netherlands). Public acceptance can strongly influence the fate of new 

technologies and onshore storage will usually be the least-cost domestic option for 

many countries. It is therefore crucial to assess the environmental hazards from 

leakage of CO2 to the surface using analogues, models, and pilot studies (Chiodini 

et al., 2010; Holloway et al., 2007; Lewicki et al., 2007; Pruess, 2004, 2008; Voltattorni 

et al., 2009). Developing and implementing suitable risk-assessment procedures will 

enable the accuracy of current concerns to be evaluated. 

Italy is a region of widespread natural CO₂ degassing from well documented 

surface seeps. These CO₂ seeps provide excellent analogues for assessing the health 

risks of CO₂ leakage from onshore storage reservoirs. Italian gas seeps have already 

proven a valuable tool for developing storage site assessment, monitoring 

techniques, and understanding and predicting CO₂ leakage pathways and fluxes 

(Beaubien et al., 2008; Costa et al., 2008; Pearce, 2005/6; Voltattorni et al., 2006; 

Voltattorni et al., 2009). This study presents a quantitative analysis of human and 

animal injury from Italian CO₂ seeps during recent history. The aims are to calculate 

the risk that natural surface seeps present and understand the factors influencing 

human and animal health risk from surface CO₂ seeps. Data were elicited from 

Googas (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008), a web-based catalogue of degassing sites in 

Italy constructed as a national project by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e 

Vulcanologia (INGV), communication with Googas collaborators, fieldwork, and 

published scientific literature.
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2.1.2 Results 

Italian Gas Seeps

Natural CO₂ degassing is most abundant in western Italy (Chiodini et al., 2004; 

Chiodini et al., 2008; Minissale, 2004) (Figure 2.1). Here there are over 270 

documented CO₂ seeps exhibiting a range of surface expressions (Figure 2.2), flux, 

and temperatures (Chiodini et al., 2008; Minissale, 2004), see supplementary 

information. Seeps can be found in both rural and urban regions and public access is 

usually unrestricted, with little or no warning signposts. Degassing sites are 

typically geographically related to volcanic edifices, known natural CO₂ reservoirs, 

and CO₂-rich aquifers.

2.1.3 Health Hazards of Italian CO₂ Seeps

Here, hazard refers to a fatal outcome and risk as the likelihood of fatality according 

to historical records. Documentations of nonfatal events are not robust and are 

therefore disregarded. At the Earth’s surface, CO₂ is a colourless and odourless gas, 

which is chemically unreactive and hence undetectable by the human senses. 

Elevated CO₂ concentrations (1- 3% air by volume, C%v.v) cause no physical damage 

but lead to rapid breathing, headaches, and tiredness. Above 3% (C%v.v) incomplete 

gas exchange in the lungs causes CO2 concentration in the blood to increase hence 

altering the pH (D'Alessandro, 2006). This condition is called hypercapnia and leads 

to brain malfunction, loss of consciousness, and death at concentrations above 5–

10% C%v.v. At Italian gas seeps co-released gases such as hydrogen sulphide (H2S) 

also present a significant hazard. H2S is beneficial to human health in extremely low 

concentrations but quickly becomes toxic above 3 × 10−3% (C%v.v), causing 

irreversible tissue damage. The strong “rotten-egg” odour of H2S is identifiable at 

trace (parts per million, ppm) concentrations although human sensing of the gas 

rapidly decreases after exposure. Current European Union (EU) legislation would 

allow subsidiary gases such as sulphur species to constitute a minor component of 

injected flue gas (Council, 2009) and pipeline corrosion is not a concern if H2S 
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concentrations remain below 200 ppm. The H2S component of analysed Italian seeps 

averages 0.32 × 10−6% (C%v.v) (Minissale, 2004) which is well within the legal 

contaminant levels for geological CO₂ storage.
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2.1.4 Factors Influencing Risk at Italian Gas Seeps

Seep classification

Historically all seep classifications except springs and fumaroles present serious 

health hazard to animals (Figure 2.2). A third of all known seeps are responsible for 

animal fatalities. Only thirteen seeps are responsible for loss of human life, the 

majority of which are dry seep types (diffuse and vent). Dual-system seeps, where 

two seep types occur in one location, are particularly high risk; ⅔ have claimed 
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animal lives (Figure 2.2). Dual seeps are commonly diffuse classification coexisting 

with vent or bubbling-water types. There are no recorded human fatalities at 

fumaroles, which may be for two reasons: 

! Fumaroles have distinct surface expressions and high temperatures (>90 

°C) which signal to humans and animals to be cautious.

! Fumaroles are found close to volcanic edifices or geothermal fields 

which are sparsely populated, sparsely vegetated, and hence less visited 

by humans, and more exposed to wind, which disperses CO₂ gases.
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Seep flux

Italian seeps most commonly degass between 10– 100 tonnes of CO₂ per day (Figure 

2.3). Monitoring studies over several years have not detected temporal variances 

that challenge the flux classifications assigned to measured seeps (Italiano et al., 

2000). Italian gas seeps do not show intermittent geyser-style emissions, although 

characteristics such as water content are known to show minor variation at some 

gas seeps (Heinicke et al., 2006). The influence of gas-flux and other seep 

characteristics are therefore considered to be constant factors affecting seep hazard. 

Seep type affects the relationship between risk of death and CO₂ gas-flux. Risk 

positively correlates with gas-flux at dry seeps (r2 = 0.9 and 0.6 for vent and diffuse 

seeps respectively). In contrast, at wet seeps the correlation if any, is much weaker; 

similar numbers of deaths have occurred at both low flux and high flux seeps. 

Seep temperature

All measured seep temperatures are cool enough such that both CO₂ and H2S are 

denser than air at atmospheric pressures, which can lead to gas pooling in sheltered 

locations. Seeps with emergent temperatures warmer than 34°C record no injury to 

humans or animals, implying that low-temperature seeps present the greatest risk of 

fatalities (Figure 2.5 in Supplementary Information). The increased health risk at 

low-temperature seeps is important because low-temperature dry seeps are 

analogous to CO₂ leakage from engineered storage sites. The observed relationship 

between cool temperature and greater risk could be attributed to the relative 

abundance of cooler seeps and their coincident high flux, or simply that elevated 

temperatures invoke precautionary behaviour taken by animals and humans in the 

same way as hypothesised for fumaroles.

Local topography

Gas pooling from topographic effects can account for high risk but low flux wet 

seeps. For example, Santa Maria De Luco (Potenza) is a low flux seep in a sparsely 

populated rural region. Although located in pasture fields, discrete metre-scale 
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topographical depressions allow CO₂ to accumulate to dangerous concentrations 

(Chiodini and Valenza, 2008). Gas pooling in this manner will be more rapidly 

accomplished by higher flux emissions but is certainly achievable by any seep 

located in the correct environmental conditions. Density-driven accumulations can 

flow like a river. The paths of these gas-rivers are visible as grey scars on the 

landscape (Chiodini et al., 2010; Sorey et al., 1998) where the CO₂ and H2S gas 

mixtures modify or kill the local vegetation (Beaubien et al., 2008; McGee and 

Gerlach, 1998; Raschi et al., 1997). Abnormal vegetation is common at gas seeps and 

might assist gas hazard recognition if the animal or human is aware of such 

phenomena.

Human population and behaviour

Incidents of human fatality are greatest in the most populated areas where exposure 

to the gas hazard can be assumed to be greatest but some deaths have occurred in 

sparsely populated regions (Figure 2.1). Where fatality occurred in a rural area the 

victim was commonly engaged in an activity placing them close to the ground; 

either the victim was breathing close to the surface (swimmers; low-lying hunters) 

or lower than the surrounding surface (in a ditch or basement). The increased risk 

when breathing close to the ground is illustrated by the greater than 6∶1 proportion 

of animal to human fatalities (Figure 2.2). Hence the height or behaviour of animals 

and humans influences their risk of death where even slight density pooling occurs.

2.1.5 Quantifying Risk from Italian Gas Seeps

Between 1990 and 2010, a time period considered to represent the fullest record, 

there were a total of 11 accidental fatalities at Italian CO₂ seeps. To quantify risk we 

consider regional resident populations in the western sector of central and southern 

Italy and Sicily, see SI Text. These 20 million (M) people were exposed to unfenced, 

unsigned, open-access seeps during this 20-year period. These deaths equate to 2.8 × 

10−8 risk of fatality from CO₂ seeps per annum. Table 1 places this value alongside 

socially accepted hazards and events for context. CO₂ poisoning at Italian gas seeps 
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is markedly lower risk in comparison to most low-probability events, with 1 in 36 

million chance of death per annum for exposed populations. 

In risk analysis the expression Risk = Probability × Consequence is commonly applied. 

Death by CO₂ poisoning is a “critical” consequence. However, the probability of 

death occurring is so small in this case that risk would usually classify as ‘low’.
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2.1.6 Discussion

Natural analogues can provide an understanding of important processes which are 

otherwise unfeasible or unethical to test, but their comparability to engineered 

scenarios does have limitations. Large quantities of natural CO₂ in Italy originate 

from volcanic, mantle, and biogenic sources (Chiodini et al., 2004), rather than a 

single injector source. Italian gas seeps include trace components (H2S, H2, light 

hydrocarbons) that industrial flue gas may not constitute. Only a proportion of the 

seeps considered in this study arise from reservoirs analogous to CO₂ stores. These 

seeps reflect established fluid migration pathways from carbonate reservoirs in a 
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tectonically complex region rather than new emerging pathways from reservoirs 

more geologically suitable for CO₂ storage. 

The purpose of CCS is to undertake storage in deeply buried geological reservoirs 

for ‘long’ periods of time. In the context of reversing anthropogenic forcings, long 

refers to many (perhaps hundreds of) thousands of years (Shaffer, 2010; Tyrrell et al., 

2007). Such time scales are difficult to reconcile with legislative and commercial 

operations, and thus long typically means 1,000 y in the context of human planning. 

The EU CCS Directive (Council, 2009) expects a CO₂ storage site to operate under 

zero, or very small and predictable, leakage. There is, as yet, no standardised value 

for tolerable seepage, and this will be specific to any storage site. As a minimum 

standard of performance, the (IPCC, 2005) suggested retention of at least 99% stored 

CO₂ during a 1,000 year period. In this manner, leakage of 10- 100 tonnes per day (t 

d⁻¹), a common flux at Italian seeps, would be deemed a reasonable leakage (0.1–

1%) from a storage facility injecting 3.6 Mt per year. Modelled leakage rates from 

storage to surface, based on well established knowledge of complex fluid flows, are 

typically several orders of magnitude lower than that from Italian gas seeps (Pruess, 

2004, 2008). 

In the unfortunate case of surface leakage of CO₂ from an engineered site risk 

management procedures will be implemented. It is expected that public access to 

any surface leak site would be restricted unlike described Italian natural analogues. 

Furthermore, local communities would be informed of the dangers of CO₂ gas 

seeps, hazardous behaviours around seeps, and how to recognise a seep. Under EU 

legislation (Council, 2009) if any ‘significant irregularities’ in the storage operation 

are experienced, injection would have to immediately cease, strict remediation 

procedures would have to be followed, and the operator would be penalised. 

Consequent pressure decrease is predicted to reduce or cease leakage flux. In 

addition the seep quantity, spread and affected population is likely to be much 

reduced in the case of leaking onshore CO₂ stores. As such, risk calculations here 

can only overestimate the risk of death by CO₂ poisoning from leaking onshore 

scenarios. 
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CCS offers rapid remediation of CO₂ emissions. While CCS development and 

deployment is delayed, many megatonnes of CO₂ are being released into the 

atmosphere without abatement. Anthropogenic CO₂ release is contributing to a 

process which will have catastrophic effects on human lives across the globe (Peng 

et al., 2010; WHO, 2009). Without decarbonisation by CCS and other methods, risk 

of death from climate change will be much greater than that from breached 

engineered CO₂ stores.

2.1.7 Summary 

While CO₂ degassing sites are indeed capable of causing death, the frequency of 

these incidents is extremely rare. According to 20 years of recent historical records 

from 286 seep locations in Italy, the risk that gas seeps present to the population is 

orders of magnitude lower than many other natural or socially accepted hazards. 

The risk of death from CO₂ poisoning to the population is extremely low at 2.8 × 

10−8 y⁻¹.

Seep characteristics (type, temperature, and flux), as well as the surrounding 

environment and human behaviour all have strong effects on the risk that each seep 

presents (Figure 2.6 in Supplementary Information). Cool and dry seeps pose 

greater risk than hot or wet seeps. Risk from wet seeps poorly correlates with seep 

flux, unlike dry seeps which show a strong positive relationship. Simple human 

behaviour which maintains breathing height above ground and avoids regions of 

low topography greatly reduces the risk of death. The factors we identify to 

influence health risk at Italian gas seeps are readily assessable and can be managed 

to achieve a reduced-risk environment at these sites or seeps which might arise in 

the event of leakage from CO₂ storage operations. Therefore, in the event of onshore 

CO₂ leakage from engineered storage operations the ensuing health risk to the local 

population would be significantly lower than that from Italian gas seeps.

CCS cannot operate with zero risk. We have shown here that even if all containment 

fails and stored CO₂ leaks to the surface, the risk of death is extremely low. Hence 
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the current public concern regarding death by CO₂ leakage from onshore storage 

sites appears overamplified.

2.2 Supplementary Information

2.2.1 Supplementary Methodology

Information from all known seeps were compiled into a database, simplified, and 

analysed (see Appendix 1). Many documented seeps lack precise information other 

than location, type, and safety. For example, 41% of all seeps have poorly quantified 

flux and over half have no temperature record or gas hazard assessment. Where 

more than one seep classification is expressed at a single location it is treated as 

several individual seeps and any repetition that results are accounted for when 

investigating death risk. There are 270 seep locations, 308 individual seeps overall 

that are dominantly CO₂ composition, and 15 further seeps which dominantly 

degass CH₄ or N2.

Seep safety was assessed and classified by the INGV according to historical 

incidence of injury to humans and/or animals. For animals “injury” equates to 

mortality and for simplicity only cases of human fatality are considered in this 

study, discarding cases of human injury (or near-misses). This simplification is 

considered to be justifiable; very few cases of human injury are recorded, seeps 

responsible for human injury are ubiquitously responsible for human fatality, and 

the effects of CO₂ poisoning are difficult to recognise and therefore will be 

underrepresented in the data.

Robust documentation of historical incidents is lacking beyond several decades, see 

Figure 2.5, indeed the earliest modern recording of human injury dates to the 1960’s 

although historical chronicles describe CO₂-related deaths in the 17th Century 
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(Chiodini et al., 2008) and Roman times (Chiodini and Frondini, 2001). For this 

reason we consider only the past 20 y in calculations of risk of human fatality. 

Additional detail about incidents of death were provided by the acknowledged 

Googas collaborators upon request. In the past 20 y, human deaths have occurred at 

the following CO₂ seeps (see Table 2.2 for detail): Le colline (1 death), Veiano (2 

deaths), Cava dei Selci cava (1 death), Mefite D’Ansanto (3 deaths), Casa (2 deaths), 

Galleria drenante Ponteferro (1 death), and Contrada Pescheria (1 death). There are four 

seeps which have no date of death information either in the Googas database, 

Googas collaborators, or in published literature. For these seeps (S. Maria De Luco, 

Cava dei Selci vignette, Fossa del Bue, Pozzo One) it is assumed that the fatality cannot 

have occurred in the past 20 y otherwise more precise information would be 

available. 

Regional population cartography from the 2001 census (ISTAT, 2001), car accident 

deaths in Italy in 2006, and Italian resident population in the same year source from 

the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT, 2006a, b). Risk calculations 

included regional populations from the 2009 databases (ISTAT, 2009). CO₂ seeps 

locate in only the western sector of central and southern mainland Italy. Human 

population is evenly weighted between the West and the East in both the Central 

region and the Southern region, therefore 50% of the population for each (11.8M × 

0.5 and 14.2M × 0.5 respectively) were summed with the population of insular Italy 

(32.5 M) to represent the population exposed to CO₂ hazard (20 M). We favour this 

simple approach because we do not have information to which communities 

encounter CO₂ seeps. Risk calculations which considered only the population 

within 5 km radius of a CO₂ seep (from the population density per commune, 2001 

census) find a similar risk factor when the risk factor was averaged for all seeps. 

Additionally, the risk factors presented in Table 1 were all calculated by a similar, 

simple approach. 

The annual death rate from CO poisoning sourced from the Department of Health 

campaign from 2008 (DoH, 2008) and verified by the Carbon Monoxide Gas Safety 

Society database (COGS), and the number of residential dwellings in 2009 source 
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from the Department of National Statistics (DCLG, 2009). The risk of being struck by 

lightning in the USA was taken from published sources (Adekoya and Nolte, 2005). 

National Lottery statistics can be derived from probability calculations: In the 

United Kingdom National Lottery, players pick six numbers from the range of 

integers between 1 and 49. When the lottery draw takes place, six numbers are 

drawn and to win the Jackpot all six numbers must be accurately predicted by the 

player. There are 49!/(6!*(49-6)!) combinations of six numbers from 1–49. The 

calculation equates to 1 in 13,983,816 (approximately 1 in 14 million) chance of 

winning the right combination.

2.2.2 Supplementary Results
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Chapter 3

CO₂ seeps and geologic structures

This chapter presents the results of a large body of work whereby the spatial data 

described in Section 1.5 is rigorously examined using spatial statistical methods. 

First the two-point correlation function, which describes the distributions of data 

points, is performed for seep location data to establish whether seeps exhibit 

correlation patterns between seep points or if they are effectively random. Then, 

once we establish that seeps show organised distributions, the relationships that 

seep location and characteristics exhibit with different geological structures are 

investigated to elucidate the first order controls on seep locations. These inform the 

first order controls on near surface CO₂ pathways in a range of geological settings.

The code for the two-point correlation function (in Appendix 2) was adapted from 

script written by Andrew Bell. 
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3.1 Structural Controls on the Spatial 

Distribution of Natural CO₂ Seeps in Italy

Site selection for the geological storage of carbon requires an understanding of the controls 

on containment, migration and surface seepage of CO2 fluids. The study of natural 

analogues can provide insight into these geological controls. Natural CO₂ degassing to the 

surface at 270 known sites in Italy occurs as a variety of seep types. Here, we statistically 

interrogate the relationship between seep spatial distribution, structural features, and CO₂ 
seep characteristics (type, flux, temperature). We find that seeps distribute differently on two 

spatial scales corresponding to geological structure. On large scales (>5 km radius) seeps 

isotropically distribute and align with regional structures. On local scales (<5 km radius) 

seeps are clustered and aligned with subsidiary geologic structures, and seep locations are 

influenced by fault maturity, the presence of lithological boundaries and seep type. These 

findings will assist seepage risk assessment and surface monitoring strategy at engineered 

carbon stores.

3.1.1 Introduction

Industrialised societies which continue to use fossil fuel energy sources are 

considering adoption of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology to meet 

carbon emission reduction targets. Natural CO₂ seeps provide a unique opportunity 

for developing insight into the containment of CO₂ trapped deep below ground for 

geological time periods. This can inform on the long-term security of performance 

of engineered CO₂ storage.

In Italy natural CO₂ is being generated and trapped at the present day. Some traps 

have failed, or have been bypassed by CO₂, such that unusually abundant seepage 

is widespread (Chiodini et al., 2004; Minissale, 2004). In central and southern Italy 

and Sicily over 308 CO₂ seeps at 270 locations have been documented and these 

exhibit a variety of surface expressions (seep ‘types’), temperatures and fluxes. CO₂ 
can be released as a free-phase by focused gas emission sites or as a dissolved 
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constituent of springs. CO₂ release from regional aquifers in western central Italy is 

estimated to account for over 10% of the present-day global CO₂ discharge from 

sub-aerial volcanoes (Chiodini et al., 2004). This 10% approximates to the quantity of 

CO₂ emitted annually by a 2.5 GW coal-fuelled power plant. 

Analyses of Italian gas seeps have already proven valuable for developing 

techniques of storage site assessment, monitoring, and evaluating potential health 

risk from CO₂  escape (Annunziatellis et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2011; Voltattorni et 

al., 2006). Seeps can also provide insight into the long term plumbing of CO₂ fluids. 

Here we present the first quantitative analysis of the controls on the spatial 

distribution and characteristics of CO₂ degassing sites. Understanding of such 

controls is imperative to effective storage site selection, appraisal and consequent 

surface monitoring strategies of engineered storage projects.

3.1.2 Geological Setting

Westward subduction of the Adria plate beneath the European margin and 

subsequent tectonic stacking of the Mesozoic-Tertiary carbonate platform and 

synorogenic foredeep sediments has developed a strong regional NW-SE structural 

grain in Italy (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002). Extension followed the NE-migrating 

compression belt since 7 Ma, opening marine and continental basins and the 

Tyrrhenian Sea. Most faults trend NW-SE and ENE-WSW although variance in 

crustal shortening developed E-W trending strike-slip tectonics, and small-scale 

faults and fractures exhibit more complex orientations locally (Agosta et al., 2009; 

De Paola et al., 2007). Average fault spacing of normal faults (~5 km) are half the 

spacing of thrust faults in Italy (~11.4 km) (Morellato et al., 2003).

Today, subduction is considered to have ceased, and seismogenic normal faulting 

concentrates in the Apennine Mountain belt in response to gravitational collapse. 

The Tyrrhenian sector preserves the older extensional system and exhibits a thinned 

crust, associated high heat flow and volcanism from Pleistocene to present day. 

Here, CO₂ degassing at surface seeps is most widespread (Chiodini et al., 2004; 

Minissale, 2004). CO₂ seep density and flux is much reduced in the Apennines 
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where CO₂  flux varies in response to seismological events (Chiodini et al., 2004; 

Heinicke et al., 2006; Heinicke et al., 2010; Heinicke et al., 2000). Here, fault scarps 

date from 12-18 Ka (Roberts, 2008) and trapped CO₂ fluids at depths > 5 km play a 

critical role in the nucleation and evolution of seismogenesis and therefore 

deformation style and geodynamics of the region (Di Luccio et al.; Miller et al., 

2004).

3.1.3 CO₂ seeps and their origins

The distribution of subaerial CO₂ seeps is shown in Fig 3.1 A. Five types of natural 

seep are identified: vents, diffuse seeps, springs, bubbling pools of standing water 

and volcanic fumaroles (see Fig 3.1C for explanation of seep types). Several deep 

boreholes are also known to leak CO₂ ; these seeps are classified as ‘wells’. CO₂ is 

degassed together with lesser amounts of N2, H2S, CH₄, H2, Ar, He and CO. Gas flux 

can vary between locations from < 1 to > 2000 tonnes/day (t d⁻¹) (Chiodini et al., 

2010; Chiodini and Valenza, 2008), most commonly between 10-100 t/d (Roberts et 

al., 2011), see Section 2.1.4.

Numerous geochemical studies have attempted to elucidate the diverse sources of 

CO₂ in Italy (Chiodini et al., 2004; Marziano et al., 2007; Minissale, 2004; Minissale et 

al., 1997). Carbon and noble gas isotope studies identify several contributions to 

regional CO₂ degassing in varying proportions, including shallow biogenic 

processes, carbonate hydrolysis, mechanical breakdown or thermo-metamorphism 

of carbonates, and mantle degassing (Chiodini et al., 2004; Italiano et al., 2000; 

Italiano et al., 2008).

Active and fossil travertine systems are widespread in western Italy and the oldest 

travertine dates to 0.5 Ma (Minissale, 2004). Italian travertine carbon isotopes may 

show evidence of CO₂ contributions from deep sources (Minissale, 2004). Volcanism 

in western Italy has been active since 0.9 Ma and so it is probable that the regional 

flux of CO₂ has remained elevated within the past ~1 Ma (Minissale et al., 2002; 

Smith et al., 2008).
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Energy resource exploration has discovered several subsurface CO₂ reservoirs 

(Bonini, 2009b; Casero, 2004; Chiodini et al., 2010). Both CO₂ and hydrocarbon 

reservoirs typically form in the crests of fault propagation anticlines capped by 

allochthonous, tectonised overburden. Other CO2 trapping structures include 

buried limestone horsts (Carapezza and Tarchini, 2007; Chiodini et al., 1995).

3.1.4 CO₂ Pathways

High-permeability pathways are required to bring fluids from depth to the surface 

and crustal fluid flow is commonly controlled by deformation-induced permeability 

of fault and fracture networks. In carbonate rocks the damage zone is rarely greater 

than 100 m from the fault (Agosta and Kirschner, 2003; Cello et al., 2000). Studies of 

active faults in the USA find the majority of hydrothermal springs are located in the 

fault tip or ramp where fractures propagate. Fewer springs are located at the fault 

trace, and spring temperatures cool away from the fault (Anderson and Fairley, 

2008). Case studies of Italian CO₂ seeps have found that faults, often through 

impermeable rock formations, focus and localise CO₂ ascent pathways, and the flux 

of ascending gases increases towards the fault plane (Beaubien et al., 2003; Ciotoli et 

al., 2005) and seabed vents at Panarea (offshore Sicily) align with local faults 

(Esposito et al., 2006).

Here we use spatial statistical methods to analyse the spatial distribution of 

subaerial seeps analogous to seepage from engineered carbon stores (vents, diffuse, 

bubbling water and spring type seeps). We use the results to elucidate the 

competing crustal controls on natural CO₂ fluid pathways in Italy.
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3.1.5 Methods

Seep location, type, flux, gas composition and temperature were elicited from 

Googas (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008) a web-based catalogue of degassing sites in 

Italy and Sicily. Flux classifications (low = <1 t d⁻¹ ; medium = 1-10 t d⁻¹ ; high = 

10-100 t d⁻¹ and very high = >100 t d⁻¹ ) are only possible for 60% of seeps. The five 

natural CO₂ seep classifications are grouped into wet (bubbling-water, spring) and 

dry (vent, well) systems. 

We populated a geospatial information system (GIS) with lithology, facies and 

ascribed permeability class, significant fault traces at ‘regional’ 1:1 million scale and 

‘local’ 1:100,000 scale); gravity data; seismically capable faults and scarps; stress 

field data, elevation data, seismic events 1981-2002, subsurface carbonate structure, 

relevant well logs, travertine distribution (active and inactive) and Googas seep 

data. We generated a synthetic dataset of randomly (Poisson) distributed points 

within the areal extent of Italy as a ‘control’ for comparison with seep distributions.

The properties of spatial distribution can be analysed using the two-point spatial 

correlation function, a technique developed for cosmology (Peebles, 1980) and 

previously used in earth science to quantify the spatial distribution of earthquake 

aftershocks (Huc and Main, 2003; Richards-Dinger et al., 2010). The method permits 

the quantification of the departure from homogeneity of a distribution of points, 

expressed as the probability of finding a pair of points within incremental radius 

and azimuth. The correlation function plots as a power law, P ! r!, where P is 

probability, r is radius, and the constant ! describes the spatial distribution. For 

randomly distributed points we expect ! = 2. If points are clustered, that is, they are 

spatially closer together than expected from a random distribution, k<2. For points 

that are randomly distributed on a line, the ! = 1. The distribution of azimuths 

between all point pairs can also be measured by this technique as a measure of 

anisotropy in the distribution.

Clustering (the tendency for points to occur near other points) was measured by the 

nearest neighbour technique (Clark, 1954) and Ripley’s K-function (RKF) which 
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investigates spatial clustering as a function of distance. Near-analyses determined 

the distance and azimuth of seeps to the nearest fault or lithological boundary. 

These techniques permit us to analyse the scale dependence of point spatial 

relationships and test the association of seeps with geological structures and 

geological boundaries. 

3.1.6 Spatial Distribution of CO₂ Seeps

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of seeps and a structural sketch of Italy. A regional 

NW-SE trend is noticeable by eye, and on closer observation seeps can be aligned 

with normal faults (e.g. Tiber Valley region), thrust faults (e.g. Pede-Apennines) else 

seem to exhibit little alignment.

Nearest neighbour analyses find CO₂ seeps are significantly clustered compared to a 

spatial random (Poisson) process (99.9% confidence). When separated for seep type, 

all seeps show clustering of equal significance except springs, which alongside 

travertine exhibit a near random distribution (see supplementary information Table 

3.1). RKF computations find wet (predominantly bubbling water) seeps have ~ 5 km 

clusters, whereas dry seeps show ~2 km clusters spread approximately ~15-20 km 

apart. Seeps are no longer clustered at separation distances greater 40 km (see 

supplementary information Fig 3.1).

Figure 3.2A shows the two-point correlation function for seep data, and for 

comparison a synthetic dataset of points randomly distributed within the areal 

extent of Italy. The results show:

! At separation distances between 5 and 100 km the correlation function is 

the same for seep and synthetic data and ! = 2, indicating these points 

are randomly distributed in space. The roll-off at distances greater than 

100 km is a finite size effect from the spatial extent of Italy. Roll-off is less 

notable in the synthetic data because points are distributed across the 

width of Italy whereas seeps are located west of the Apennines.
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! At separation distances of <5 km, ! decreases to ~0.5-1, indicating 

spatial clustering above random (! = 1 indicates seeps are aligned). The 

synthetic dataset is not clustered so has few point pairs below 10 km.

Figures 3.2B & C show the distribution of azimuths between all pairs of seeps and 

synthetic points separated above and below 10 km. 

At separation distances below 10 km seeps show several orientations approximately 

30-40° apart. Synthetic data show marked peaks relating to few point pairs rather 

than a preferred orientation. Above 10 km, seep pairs show a preferred NW-SE 

(140-160°) orientation which synthetic data does not exhibit.
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Seeps and seismic events are regionally distinct. In the Central Southern Apennines 

(Campania-Apulia region), where M > 5.0 seismicity is active, CO₂ degassing and 

seismogenic faulting occur together unlike the Central Apennines where 

seismogenic faulting is regionally distinct from CO₂ seeps.

3.1.7 Roles of Geological Structures

Mature Fault Traces

We find that seeps locations relate with non-seismogenic faults, see Figure 3.3. Dry 

seeps are exponentially more common closer to fault traces whereas springs seeps 

show a weaker, linear, increase (see Figure 3.3c). 90% of vent seeps are located 

within 0.5 km of a fault, increasing to 1 km for diffuse and bubbling water seeps, 

and 2 km for springs. Fumarole locations show no trend with fault distance. These 

relationships are consistent for smaller faults. Seep-fault azimuths are principally 

SW (-NE).

Most seep temperatures are in the range 15-30°C (mean and mode 22°C, greater 

than ambient temperatures). Large fault traces weakly influence the emergent 

temperature of seeps within 2 km and only influence spring and well temperatures 

at greater distances. Vent temperatures are inversely affected; they warm away from 

regional and local fault traces. Medium flux seeps show strongest fault distance 

dependence and very high flux seeps the weakest, but overall we find gas flux is not 

controlled by proximity to fault traces, although this might result from the 

incomplete flux dataset.

Active Fault Traces

Seep locations are not strongly associated with active fault traces, found in the 

Apennines. The few (37) CO₂ seeps which are located within 10 km of a young 

normal fault scarp are spring-type seeps (70%) with high fluxes (15 of the 16 seeps 

with quantified flux degas >10 t d⁻¹ ). Unlike seeps in the peri-Tyrrhenian, we find 

seeps in the Apennines are located SSE of active faults. We observe these are located 
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toward the fault tip region, or at fault ramp structures between two neighbouring 

fault tips (Figure 3.4).

Lithological Boundaries

Seeps are preferentially located towards lithological boundaries; 76% of all seeps are 

located within 1 km of lithological boundaries from the 1:500k geological map (see 

Figure 3.3A). Seeps show no favoured orientation from lithological contacts, only a 

weak NE-SW trend. At both scales, all springs are located within 1 km of a 

lithological boundary (Fig 3b). Diffuse, vent and bubbling water seeps show a 

weaker, near-linear relationship. As with faults, gas flux does not appear to be 

controlled by seep distance to lithological boundaries.

Subsurface Structure

Where subsurface structure is known we find that seeps and CO₂ reservoirs 

correlate with the structural highs of Mesozoic carbonate. Seeps are located above 

anticline crests known to host CO₂ reservoirs (Figure 3.4). They are also located 
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above local highs of the steep dipping flanks of these structures. Few seeps are 

located above nappe décollements where carbonate depth is greatest.

3.1.8 Subsurface plumbing of CO₂ fluids

We can consider how the observed relationships between CO₂ seeps and geological 

structures can account for the scale dependent distribution style of CO₂ seeps. The 

distance-dependent distribution observed for CO₂ seeps corresponds to a change 

from a clustered to isotropic spatial distribution around ~5 km. RKF analyses 

support these results, finding dry seeps clusters are ~2 km radius and wet seep 

clusters ~ 5 km radius. Clusters may represent several seeps fed by one source/

reservoir or several utilising the same leakage pathways

Seeps locations are determined by the presence of large-scale faults. Field studies 

find the permeable fault damage zones are rarely wider than 100 m from the fault 
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core in carbonate rocks. We find the spatial relationship between faults and seeps 

extends beyond the damage zone (up to ~2 km). The distribution of seeps from 

faults is seep type dependent, thus we propose that seep type is an indicator of CO₂ 
spread the near surface from a deeper feed structure (fault). 

As they evolve, faults develop low permeability fault cores mantled by a more 

permeable fault damage zone (Agosta and Kirschner, 2003). The fault trace can thus 

provide both a lateral barrier and a vertical conduit to fluids. The relationship 

between seeps and faults indicate these properties guide CO₂  fluids at depth in Italy. 

In young faults the impermeable core may be less developed. We observe seeps 

emerge at fault tips and fault ramps of modern Apennine faults, so opening-mode 

fractures rather than barrier/conduit properties must govern fluid pathways here. 

Springs show the weakest relationship with faults and the strongest relationship 

with lithological boundaries. This implies that gaseous pathways are controlled by 

structural features whereas aqueous fluids are also guided by hydrologic regime.

While seep locations show strong dependency on geological structures which show 

a NW/WNW trend, within clusters seeps show several preferred point pair 

azimuths. The orientation of seep azimuth peaks indicate that synthetic and 

antithetic minor faults (from NW-SE faults) are guiding seep distribution. It seems 

that towards the surface the larger NW-SE faults must no longer provide the most 

significant fluid pathways and deformation related geological features below the 

resolution of the studied faults are influencing the location of seeps within clusters. 

The CO₂ distributes away from the main fault and towards different fates (seep 

types).

The distance-dependent distribution observed for CO₂ seeps find that seep clusters 

tend to lie NW-SE of each other in accordance with the structural trend of both 

compressional and extensional structures in Italy. We find CO2 seeps are located 

above structural highs in the high-permeability tectonised Mesozoic carbonate 

platform. These structures are fault-bend folds confined by the flysch overburden. 

CO₂ is known to accumulate in these structures (perhaps supplied by the thrust 

décollement) and must migrating through the overburden to supply surface seeps. 
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Fluid pathways may be faults and fractures relating to thrust propagation or 

extensional faulting, or perhaps flysch heterogeneities. Similar processes are 

observed in carbonate horsts seeping CO₂ (Carapezza and Tarchini, 2007) and tar 

migration through the Majella anticline to the North (Agosta et al., 2009). 

We deduce that regional controls such as large faults, décollements and geologic 

structures such as nappes/horsts are governing CO₂ delivery between seep clusters, 

which we find are typically 15 km or so apart.

3.1.9 Application to Carbon Capture and Storage

Understanding CO₂ seep pathways assists seepage risk assessment and surface 

monitoring strategy at engineered carbon stores. Historical documentation of health 

incidents at Italian gas seeps find dry type seeps to be most hazardous (Roberts et 

al., 2011, see Section 2.1.4). Our results suggests that seepage will be expressed at a 

number of sites in a small area within which seeps are broadly aligned according to 

local geologic structures. Active faults will channel fluids towards fault tips and 

fault ramps whereas mature faults will guide fluids along the fault trace. The seep 

type will vary with distance from these features; vents locating within 0.5 km of the 

fault, bubbling water and diffuse seeps within 1 km, and springs will emerge at 

lithological boundaries within 2 km of the fault trace. Potential seep locations and 

type can therefore be identified given thorough geological knowledge of the units 

overlying a CO₂ store.
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3.2 Supplementary Information

3.2.1 Supplementary Methods

Seep data were elicited from Googas (Chiodini, 2008), a web-based catalogue of 

degassing sites in Italy constructed as a national project by the Istituto Nazionale di 

Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), communication with Googas collaborators, 

fieldwork and published scientific literature (Chiodini et al., 2011; Duchi et al., 1995; 

Minissale, 2004). To verify seep classifications we compare Googas data (Chiodini, 

2008) with previously published catalogues (Minissale, 2004).

‘Wells’ are man-made and therefore are not considered to represent natural CO2 

leakage pathways but rather indicate the presence of subsurface CO2 reservoirs. It is 

noted that some dry gas emissions are man-made, for example at Cava dei Selci and 

Solftara at Colli Albani where removal of impermeable deposits due to quarrying 

and mining respectively have enabled gas to escape (Carapezza and Tarchini, 2007) 

but the location of the majority of seeps has not been determined by human activity.

In the Googas database, each record was assigned information (including seep type, 

flux, historical safety, gas composition, site description, published research) 

although many documented seeps lack precise information other than location, type 

and safety (Roberts et al., 2011).

Flux and seep type are considered permanent since seeps do not exhibit geyser style 

eruptions although there is some evidence of seep water content variation with 

seasonality (Heinicke et al., 2006) and flux variations with seismicity (Bonini, 2009a; 

Heinicke et al., 2006; Heinicke et al., 2010). Seep locations are also considered 

permanent since archeological discoveries at Mefite D’Ansanto indicate this seep 

has been active since Roman times (Chiodini et al., 2010). Edifices in the Tiber Valley 

have been observed to migrate several meters seasonally (Heinicke et al., 2006) 

however this is below the accuracy of the GIS dataset. 
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When conducting the cluster analysis we tested both ‘separated’ and dual-system 

(where more than one seep type is expressed at one location) point locations. In total 

we have analysed 286 seep locations (323 seeps total; of which 308 seeps at 270 

locations are dominantly composed of CO2, 15 of CH4 and 1 of N2). 

The geospatial information system, ArcGIS, with an azimuth plugin(Jenness, 2005) 

was populated with geological information (geology, gravity data) made available 

by ISPRA, mapped fault scarps(Roberts, 2008) and seismically capable faults(ISPRA, 

2007), stress field data(Barba et al., 2009), SRTM 90 m elevation data (Jarvis, 2008), 

seismic data (CSI 1.1 Catalogo della Sismicità Italiana 1981-2002, filtered for events 

from Mt Etna to remove intense clustering bias), depth to moho data (Di Stefano, 

2011), subsurface carbonate structure (Nicolai et al., 2007) relevant well logs 

(available by the ViDEPI project (ViDEPI, 2009)).

We extracted information about the distance of the seeps to significant lithological 

boundaries and the nature of the relationships between seeps and the surrounding 

geological environments. Mindful of the large scale, fault information were 

extracted as a guide to the structural grain in Italy. 

A variety of spatial statistic methods are available to quantify geographic patterns. 

These were adapted to investigate the spatial distribution of CO2 seep locations to 

identify interactions between migrating CO2 and crustal structure. In particular we 

used:

! The nearest neighbour technique (Clark, 1954) tests the degree of 

clustering in spatial distributions by comparing the observed mean 

distance of points with the expected mean distance given a random 

distribution and was performed using the Euclidean distance method 

which measures distances as a straight line between the two points.

! Two-point azimuth analysis (Bleacher et al., 2009) measures the 

significance of alignments between point data (CO2 vents, seismic 

events, spring points).
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! Two-point correlation function measures the significance of distance 

between points on their distribution (Peebles, 1980; Richards-Dinger et 

al., 2010). The excess probability (p) of there being a neighbouring point 

(above what is expected for an unclustered random Poisson distribution) 

is calculated at incremental radial distances (r) from each point by:

p =n2 • [1+!(r)] • A

Where ! is the correlation function; n is the point density in an area A.

This provides information on the characteristics of the relationship 

between neighbours. For example, the correlation function can inform 

on the dispersion or clustering of points, the degree and size of these 

clusters, and can indicate if the points are aligned or more broadly 

distributed.

Correlation analyses was performed for CO2 seeps, non-volcanic seismic events and 

spring points and compared to a synthetic random dataset (where nrand = nseeps for 

consistency), seep Appendix 2 for script used to calculate the two-point correlation 

function.

We investigated the effect of point extent and rock type on the spatial distributions 

of points. The synthetic data were clipped to the seep extent (with point densities 

similar to the seeps) and analyses performed on points that lay within the three 

major seep hosting lithologies.

3.2.2 Supplementary Results

Cluster analysis of seeps

The average nearest neighbour technique compares the average distance between 

point features with the average distance expected if these points were randomly 

distributed. We find that seeps are significantly clustered to 99.9% confidence. 

Isolated seep types are also significantly clustered, except springs which together 

with travertine show a near random distribution (see Table 3.1).
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random distribution at that scale. Results show that wet seeps have ~ 4 km clusters 

within 10 km, whereas dry seeps show ~2 km clusters approximately ~15-20 km 

apart. Seeps are no longer clustered at separation distances greater 40 km (Figure 

3.5).

Are seep alignments an artefact of the lithological outcrop?

To test if the two scale distribution and alignment observed for CO₂ seeps was an artefact of 

outcropping lithology or increased seep density in the Tyrrhenian, we analysed the spatial 

distribution and azimuth for synthetic points located in:

! The same areal extent of the CO₂ seeps

! Andesitic rocks

! Platform carbonate rocks.

! Turbiditic Rocks

The point azimuths and the two point correlation results are presented in Figures 3.6 

and 3.7.  We find the synthetic data exhibited random point distributions, no 

clustering and no distance dependent point distributions, even when clipped to the 

most prominent seep hosting lithologies (turbidites, andesites and basalts, platform 

carbonates). Thus the two-scale point correlation we observe for CO2 seeps is not an 

artifact of the shape or extent of outcropping lithology.
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Chapter 4

What determines CO₂ seep 

characteristics?

The spatial investigations presented in the previous Chapter find that seeps 

distribute differently from geological structures according to seep type. Field 

observations note that seeps often emerged in local topographic depressions or close 

to streams and rivers, and the topographic distribution of seep types seemed 

systematic. To test this, the spatial dataset is further examined to assess the 

geological and topographic controls on seep characteristics. Since the investigation 

of historical human death at CO₂ seeps in Chapter 2 find seep type influences the 

risk of CO₂ poisoning at seeps, the ability to assess which seeps may establish from 

breached onshore storage operations is important for risk assessment and 

management procedure. 
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4.1 Surface controls on the characteristics 

of natural CO₂ seeps: implications for 

engineered CO₂ stores

Long-term security of performance of engineered CO₂ storage is a principle concern, as 

seepage of injected CO₂ to the surface is economically and environmentally undesirable. In 

Italy, natural CO₂ degassing to the surface via seeps is widespread, providing an insight into 

the various styles of subsurface plumbing as well as surface expression of CO₂ fluids. While 

deep geological structures control the spatial distribution, alignment and clustering of 

Italian CO₂ seeps, here we investigate the surficial controls on the distribution of seep 

characteristics (type, flux and temperature) using a large geographical and historical dataset. 

When observed seep locations are compared to a statistically random dataset, we find that the 

nature of the CO₂ seeps and their distance from geologic structures are determined by the 

flow properties of outcropping lithology, together with local topography. Where low 

permeability rocks outcrop (e.g. turbiditic mudstone, shales and quaternary cover) there are 

numerous dry seeps exhibiting a range of fluxes. CO₂ ‘vents’ occur along faults. Where CO₂, 
laterally supplied by these faults, emerges from the vadose (water unsaturated) zone, 

‘diffuse’ dry seeps develop, whereas wet ‘bubbling water’ seeps arise where CO2 supply 

enters the phreatic zone or an aquifer (e.g. fractured carbonates). ‘Spring’ seeps emerge 

where valleys erode into CO₂ aquifers and these are wet, high flux seeps that are positioned 

close to lithological boundaries. ‘Fumaroles’ are associated with active volcanism. Seep type 

is known to influence human mortality, therefore identifying such controls on potential seep 

locations and type, above engineered CO₂ storage operations is crucial to targeted site 

monitoring strategy and risk assessment. We find that seep monitoring efforts should target 

elevated low-permeability rocks near faults.
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4.1.1 Introduction

Industrialized societies which continue to use fossil fuel energy sources are 

considering adoption of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology to meet 

carbon emission reduction targets. Naturally occurring CO₂ seeps provide a unique 

opportunity to understand the crustal fluid pathways of CO₂ migrating from depth. 

This not only informs the long-term performance security of engineered CO₂ 
storage but also enables the development of more accurate seepage risk assessment 

and surface monitoring strategies.

In central and southern Italy and Sicily over 308 CO₂ seeps at 270 locations have 

been spatially and historically documented (Chiodini and Valenza, 2009). The CO₂ 
release is globally significant - discharge from regional aquifers in western central 

Italy is estimated to account for over 10% of the present-day global CO₂ budget 

from sub-aerial volcanoes (Chiodini et al., 2004). 

Groundwater pollution, ecosystem damage and CO₂ poisoning of animals and 

humans are associated with CO₂ leakage. Italian seeps exhibit a variety of surface 

expressions (seep ‘types’), temperatures and fluxes. Our previous work examined 

the health risk from natural seeps. The environmental hazard of seeps is dependent 

on how CO₂ is dispersed rather than the flux alone (Hepple, 2005), and indeed, as 

presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, historical records of very rare human deaths at 

Italian gas seeps have found that dry seeps pose the greatest death risk. 

Investigation of the spatial distribution of CO₂ seeps in Chapter 3 established that 

large faults and folds control CO₂ seep location at a regional scale. These structures 

supply CO₂ to seep clusters, where CO₂ can be released as a free-phase ‘dry’ gas, or 

as a dissolved constituent of wet springs.

The local factors governing seep characteristics and distance from deep geological 

structures are not currently known, so here we examine the influence of near-surface 

geological structures, in particular host lithology and topography, on the 

distribution of CO₂ seep types, temperature and flux.
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4.1.2 Italian CO₂ seeps and their origin

The distribution of subaerial CO₂ seeps in Italy is shown in Figure 4.1A. Five types 

of natural seep are identified: vents, diffuse seeps, springs, bubbling pools of 

standing water and volcanic fumaroles (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008); where 

bubbling water, and diffuse seeps are the most common (Figure 4.1B). Several deep 

boreholes are also known to leak CO₂; these seeps are classified as ‘wells’. CO₂ is 

degassed together with lesser amounts of N2, H2S, CH4, H2, Ar, He and CO (e.g. 

(Minissale, 2004). Gas flux can vary between locations, from < 1 to > 2000 tonnes/

day (t d⁻¹), but most commonly between 10-100 t d⁻¹ (as presented in Section 2.1.4).

CO₂ degassing is greatest towards the Tyrrhenian sector, where the crust is thinned 

and there is high heat flow. Crustal extension is currently active in the Apennine 

Mountains where CO₂ flux is much reduced and trapped CO₂ fluids at depths > 5 

km are known to affect the seismicity and deformation style of the region e.g. (Di 

Luccio et al.; Miller et al., 2004). 

There are nineteen sites where more than one seep type is expressed at a single 

location (‘dual-system seeps’). In Section 2.1.4 it is observed that diffuse seeps are 

often one of these seeps, paired with either vents or bubbling-water seeps. While 

flux, seep types and seep locations are considered constant here, there is evidence of 

seasonal seep water content variation and concomitant migration of edifices by 

several meters (Heinicke et al., 2006). Additionally, flux variation at several seeps 

can be affected by deep seismic events (Bonini, 2009a, b; Heinicke et al., 2010).

Numerous geochemical studies have attempted to elucidate the sources of CO₂ in 

Italy (Chiodini et al., 2004; Marziano et al., 2007; Minissale et al., 1997). Carbon and 

noble gas isotopes identify several regional contributions to CO₂ degassing 

including shallow biogenic processes, carbonate hydrolysis, deep burial mechanical 

breakdown or thermo-metamorphism of carbonates, and mantle degassing during 

volcanism (Chiodini et al., 2004).

Discharges of both thermal and cold CO₂ fluids are fed by a regional aquifer within 

Mesozoic carbonates (Goldscheider et al.; Minissale, 2004). Travertines are a direct 
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consequence of dissolved CO₂, and active and inactive (fossil) travertine systems are 

widespread. Travertine carbon isotopes show evidence of CO₂ contributions from 

metamorphic and mantle sources (Minissale, 2004). Travertines, thermal springs, 

and seeps may be associated with karst collapse sinkhole environments which often 

follow active faults (Santo et al., 2011), showing long-term groundwater flux.
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4.1.3 Theoretical CO₂ pathways

High-permeability pathways are required to bring fluids from depth to the surface 

and crustal fluid flow is commonly controlled by deformation-induced permeability 

of fault and fracture networks (e.g. (Agosta et al., 2010; Agosta et al., 2007; Faulkner 

et al., 2010; Kurz et al., 2008). The regional study of onshore CO₂ seeps in Central 

and Southern Italy and Sicily presented in Chapter 4 found that faults and regional 

subsurface structures govern large scale (> 10 km) seep distribution. Seeps emerge 

at fault tip and ramp structures near active faults in the Apennine Mountains, 

whereas they tend to position along the fault trace of more evolved fault systems 

(see Section 3.1.7). Faults feed seep clusters of 2-5 km radius, which represent the 

dispersal of CO₂ in the near surface by subsidiary structural features, along which 

the seeps are broadly aligned. It was observed that several seep types occur within 

these clusters and are related to the seep distance from the (non-seismogenic) fault, 

with vents closest and springs furthest away. 

As CO₂ fluids ascend from depth to the surface there are several changes to the 

subsurface environment that will affect fluid flow:

Fracture aperture

The damage zone and impermeable core properties of evolved faults behave as a 

fluid barrier-conduit system. In the shallow crust uncemented macro-fractures 

dominate fluid flow. These macro-fractures might be subsidiary faults and fractures 

associated with large faults or bedding planes and joints (Agosta et al., 2010; Agosta 

and Kirschner, 2003; Billi, 2005). The permeability of these fractures rapidly 

decreases with depth, as they become mechanically sealed. Micro-fractures seal less 

rapidly so increasingly dominate rock permeability at depths > ~1.5 km (Nara et al., 

2011). At depths below this, fluid flow is governed by matrix and micro-fracture 

permeability. Here faults will remain important, since micro-fracture density is 

greatest in fault damage zones and scales with fault displacement (Mitchell and 

Faulkner, 2012). 
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Hydrologic Zones

Fluids migrating from depth will pass through two shallow depth hydrogeological 

zones on ascent from ~700 m to the surface: the phreatic (water saturated) zone 

followed by the vadose (unsaturated) zone. A proportion of gaseous CO₂ will 

dissolve into phreatic (saturated) pore fluids during this ascent. In the phreatic zone, 

gaseous CO₂ is less dense than the pore fluids, so CO₂, driven by buoyancy, will 

migrate via matrix or fracture flow. In the vadose zone, gaseous CO₂ is denser than 

soil-gas and therefore may collect and laterally disperse above the water table. 

Dispersion in the vadose zone will lead to CO₂ seepage over a larger area than that 

of the point of emission from the saturated zone.

Pressure (P) and temperature (T)

P-T conditions will decrease during the shallow ascent of aqueous fluids with 

conflicting effect on CO₂ solubility. As deep circulating CO₂ saturated waters rise 

towards the surface, CO₂ solubility will first increase (temperature effects), pass a 

peak and then decrease (pressure effects), whereafter dissolved CO₂ will begin to be 

released from solution and two-phase flow conditions become established. The 

transition from dense-phase to gaseous-phase CO₂ is associated with increased 

buoyancy and increased interfacial tension (IFT) with water. Gaseous CO₂ is 

therefore likely to have different near-surface leakage pathways than aqueous 

fluids.

It has been proposed that lithology affects seep density and flux (Collettini et al., 

2008). The carbonate aquifers of the Apennine Mountains can accommodate great 

volumes of fluids and allow long residence periods with effective mixing. Models 

suggest that these aquifers can hold 10 times more CO₂ than flysch, and 2.5 times 

more than volcanic rocks before gas leaks at the surface (Collettini et al., 2008). It can 

therefore be predicted that seeps from volcanic rocks will be more numerous and 

dry, whereas wet seeps or rarely high flux dry seeps will emerge from aquifers such 

as carbonates. This supports observations that thermal springs, which indicate rapid 

fluid ascent, tend to discharge in topographic lows along faults at the contact 
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between the Mesozoic limestones and overlying volcano-sedimentary formations 

(Collettini et al., 2008; Minissale, 2004). Cluster analyses presented in Section 3.2 

(Table 3.1) confirm that CO₂ springs are not clustered when individual seep type 

distributions are considered separately, unlike all other seep types.

Hydrogeological features can theoretically influence the dispersion of CO₂ fluids in 

the vadose zone. Here, we investigate the relationship between seep characteristics 

(type, flux, temperature) and distribution with respect to their host lithology, the 

landform (as a proxy for ground water level) and travertine deposits.

4.1.4 Methods

Seep data were elicited from Googas (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008), a web-based 

catalogue of degassing sites (where CO₂ flux > background) in Italy constructed as a 

national project by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV). 

Additional communications have been made with Googas collaborators, alongside 

personal fieldwork and a review of current published scientific literature. There are 

286 seep locations, 323 seeps overall, of which 308 are of dominantly CO₂ 
composition rather than CH₄. 

Six CO₂ seep types (bubbling-water, diffuse, fumarole, spring, vent and well) are 

classified by the Googas seep catalogue (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008). Wells are 

man-made and therefore are not considered to represent natural CO₂ leakage 

pathways but rather indicate the presence of subsurface CO₂ reservoirs. In the 

Googas database, seep location, type and safety is recorded alongside additional 

information such as flux, temperature and composition. Flux is measured in tonnes 

per day (t d⁻¹ ) and categories are low (<1 t d⁻¹ ), medium (1-10 t d⁻¹ ), high (10-100 t 

d⁻¹ ) and very high (>100 t d⁻¹ ). We here refer to low-end (low and medium) and 

high-end (medium and high) flux seeps.

A geospatial information system, ArcGIS was populated with seep data, SRTM 90 m 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (Jarvis, 2008) together with fault information, 

surface lithology, and travertine distribution. Where more than one CO₂ seep 
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classification is expressed at a single location it is treated as several individual seeps 

and proceeding calculations are corrected to account for this. 

Lithological information was extracted from a 1:500 000 scale geological map of 

Italy. The 128 different lithologies were classified into 18 broad rock types then 

further sub-divided into 6 general rock categories (Igneous; Metamorphic; Basin 

slope; Terrestrial; Platform margin and Platform interior; see  3). The number of 

seeps emerging from each rock type was normalised to the total outcrop area. 

Travertine is a surface deposit formed from waters with high dissolved CO₂ content. 

We therefore do not consider it as a seep hosting lithology. 

The elevation above sea level (a.s.l) of each CO₂ seep was extracted from the DEM. 

To investigate how rock type and topography relate in Italy, the elevations a.s.l for 

rock types in the peri-Tyrrhenian were determined by analysing the host rock type 

and elevation of points located within 30 km of a seep from a synthetic Poisson 

dataset of 10,000 points distributed within Italy.

Channel network analysis in ArGIS identifies where water should flow given 

topography, and depicts stream networks for basins of given sizes. To define stream 

networks, the DEM was prepared using standard fill and flow routing algorithms 

(Tarboton et al., 1991). Critical drainage areas were defined at 8 km² to extract 

streams of different channel volumes. Strahler stream order (Strahler, 1952) was 

calculated from the resulting valley bottom network. The channel sizes considered 

are herein referred to as ‘stream’ (order 100) and ‘river’ (order 1000). Here, we are 

interested in identifying topographic lows in the land surface so do not verify 

whether predicted channel networks correspond with real rivers, streams or stream 

type. Elevation of seeps from the nearest (geodesic) channel (referred herein as 

!elevstream and !elevriver) was calculated by performing a near-analysis from seeps 

to stream lines to create points. The elevation of these points was interpolated from 

the DEM. 

To test the deterministic control of shallow geology on CO₂ seep type and 

distribution, analyses were repeated for a synthetic Poisson (random) dataset (with 

the same number of points as the seep database) distributed within Italy. This 
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comparison enables us to test if the observed data is significantly different from 

random.

4.1.5 Results

Topography

Figure 4.2A shows that bubbling-water and spring type seeps are more common in 

topographic lows than vents and synthetic, randomly distributed, points (66% are 

located within 500 m of a river). By contrast, CO₂ vent and fumarole positions are 

not controlled by topographic depressions. Diffuse seeps are more common towards 

topographic lows than synthetic data, but not as frequent as wet seeps. 

The !elevriver of seeps within 500 m of the nearest river are shown in Figure 4.2B. 

Wet seeps tend to emerge in topographic lows, while diffuse seeps show similar 

elevation distribution as synthetic data. Vents, while similar to diffuse and synthetic 

distributions show a peak in their abundance between 200 - 300 meters elevation 

from rivers. 

Spring, bubbling-water and diffuse seeps locate at a similar elevation to the river 

channel (Figure 4.2C). Vents show the greatest !elevriver compared to other natural 

seeps. Despite similar distribution from rivers, diffuse seeps show much smaller 

interquartile range (IQR) and mean !elevriver than synthetic data. For streams, not 

shown here, only bubbling-water seeps show any significant difference from the 

synthetic control, exhibiting little elevational difference from the nearest stream. For 

all seep types we find mean elevation and elevation from channels has no 

correlation to CO₂ flux.

Springs are the warmest seeps (!"temp ~35°C), bubbling water seeps are cooler (!"temp 

~26°C) and dry gas seep temperatures are coolest (!"temp ~18 - 20°C). There is no 

significant change in seep temperatures with distance from the channel base.
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Travertines

18 CO₂ seeps are associated with travertine deposition. Most of these seeps are wet 

seeps, with only 5 dry (all diffuse) seeps associated with travertine. There are only 

13 currently active travertines in Italy, and 10 of these have co-occurring CO₂ seeps, 

which are all located upslope from the travertine. Inactive travertines are found at a 

similar elevation to the associated present day CO₂ seep.

Host Lithology

Rock type is strongly related with elevation a.s.l (see Figure 4.3A). Limestone 

lithologies form the Apennine Mountains; therefore carbonate platform rock 

categories (margin, interior and basin and slope) show much greater elevations a.s.l. 

than terrestrial and igneous rock categories. Elevation analysis finds that seep types 

show different elevation distributions and all non-volcanic seeps have lower mean 

elevations (!"elev) than synthetic data (see Figure 4.5 in Supplementary Information). 

Spring and bubbling-water seeps show the lowest !"elev, which is ~100 m less than 

dry seep types and 160 m below synthetic !"elev. Vents show no significant difference 

in elevation than synthetic data. Fumaroles, which are volcanic edifices, show the 

highest !"elev and lowest range, despite igneous rocks generally outcropping at 

considerably lower elevation than the platform rock categories.

Figure 4.3B shows how different seep types are associated with different rock 

categories. Seeps emerge from two dominant rock categories which represent four 

principal rock types. In order of prevalence (when seep frequencies are normalised 

to outcropping area) these are: igneous (rhyolites/ dacites, and andesites/ basalts), 

and basin slope sediments (muds/marls, and turbidites). Limestones (rock type 

numbers 7 - 11) commonly host seeps.
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Unsurprisingly, fumaroles are hosted almost exclusively by igneous rocks which 

also host numerous high flux dry seeps. Platform carbonates and turbidites host all 

seep types, however, dry seeps are virtually absent in carbonates and far more 

common than wet seeps in turbidites (Figure 4.3B). Carbonate units host the 

majority of wet seeps (often high flux - although these also have the greatest 

quantity of seeps with unknown flux), and no CO₂ vents. Springs are absent from 

andesites/basalts, metasediments, muds/marls, and conglomeritic sands which 

host numerous other seeps. Seeps emerging from low permeability rocks (e.g 

turbidites, Quaternary cover) are more likely to have low fluxes (see Figure 4.6 in 

Supplementary Information).

4.1.6 Discussion

In Italy CO₂ seep clusters are delivered by deep geological structures (Section 3.1.7). 

The influence of meso/macro fractures is greatest at depths above 1.5 km, although 

fluid pressure can sustain fracture apertures at greater depths. Seep clustering 

indicates that towards the Earth surface, competing processes govern fluid flow, 

dispersing CO₂ fluids. Analyses presented in Section 3.1.7 show how seep type 

varies with distance from regional faults; with CO₂ vents locating closest to fault 

traces, bubbling-water and diffuse seeps exhibiting a weaker relationship with fault 

distance, and spring locations being controlled mainly by lithological boundaries. 
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However, the local factors governing seep characteristics (such as type, flux, 

temperature) and distance from the geological structures were previously unknown.

We here demonstrate that the shallow hydrogeologic environment influences the 

dispersion and expression of CO₂ fluids. The fate of rising CO₂ fluids depends on 

rock type, water table depth and topography. CO₂ seeps that are preferentially 

located toward the local topographic base level must either be interacting with the 

water table, delivered via degassing CO₂ saturated waters, or river channels are 

preferentially eroding geological features such as faults which are conduits for deep-

derived CO₂ . Since we find that wet seeps emerge in channel bottoms, even though 

these seeps are found furthest from fault traces, the observed importance of 

channels on wet seep location must be controlled by the position of the local water 

table rather than faults.

In contrast to wet seeps, CO₂ vents show no difference to synthetic data in their 

distribution from river channels (Figure 4.2A) yet differ from synthetic data in their 

elevation distribution (Figure 4.2B). The location of vents must be independent of 

the water table, and is simply determined by fault location. It is unclear why these 

seeps tend to emerge 200 – 300 m up-slope from topographic lows (Figure 4.2B), but 

it may be that these vents are preferentially located above subsurface structural 

highs; which we observe in the previous Chapter (Section 3.1.7), and is the case at 

Mefite D’Ansanto, Italy’s highest flux CO₂ seep (Chiodini et al., 2010).

The relationship between diffuse seeps and topographic lows is more complex. 

Their distance distribution from river channels is similar to wet seeps until 300 m 

(Figure 4.2A), after which the frequency plateaus until 700 m. This is unlikely to be 

an artifact of a small dataset since diffuse seeps are the most common (see Figure 

4.1B). Further than 700 m from a river, diffuse seep frequency distribution lies 

between wet seeps and vent/synthetic. In contrast, the elevation distribution of 

diffuse seeps from channels is no different from synthetic data. In Chapter 2 (Section 

2.1.4) we find diffuse seeps commonly constitute one of the ‘dual system seeps’; 

paired with bubbling water or vent seeps, and analyses in Chapter 4 show bubbling 

water and diffuse seeps exhibit similar frequency distributions from fault traces. We 
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suggest that diffuse and bubbling-water seeps represent similar fluid leaking paths. 

Where the water table is at the surface, bubbling water seeps occur, whereas diffuse 

seeps rise through the unsaturated vadose zone, emerging close to river channels. 

Diffuse seeps represent near surface CO₂ dispersion from CO₂ vents. This is 

supported by two further observations: firstly, the only dry seeps to co-locate with 

active travertines are the diffuse type, where it is likely that CO₂ degassed from the 

travertine-precipitating waters emerges from the vadose region above the spring, 

and secondly, while both bubbling water and diffuse seeps emerge from low 

permeability rocks, bubbling water seeps are more prevalent in rocks which outcrop 

at low elevations a.s.l (such as mudstones and marls, or quaternary cover) and are 

therefore more likely to have a shallower water table.

We observe that springs only emerge from permeable lithologies, and these are 

often high flux. This agrees with models of rocks with high infiltration rates 

(Collettini et al., 2008). However, these models also suggest that dry seep density 

will be greatest in more impermeable rocks. We find, however, that igneous 

extrusive rocks rather than (less permeable) turbidites are the most common seep 

hosting lithology and, moreover, seeps hosted by igneous rocks are often high-end 

flux. This may be explained by the elevated geothermal gradients associated with 

igneous provinces. Here, not only will igneous processes be supplying greater 

quantities of CO₂, but these rocks will also have Na-Cl type pore waters. Increased 

temperature and salinity both reduce CO₂ solubility in water and will therefore 

reduce the attenuation of dry CO₂ fluids by dissolution.

A large proportion of high flux seeps (> 10 t d⁻¹) are dry types emerging from 

turbidite mudrocks. Since these are generally low permeability rocks, the flux is not 

controlled by inherently high rock infiltration rates. We suggest that these rocks 

with low vertical permeabilities are acting as a seal to inhibit the seepage of CO₂ 
fluids from an underlying lithology. Opportunities for these buoyant fluids to 

escape through the impermeable cover may be few. Therefore, where a pathway 

exists, such as at a faults or lithological contacts, the resulting seeps are the only 

regional pathways to release these fluids, resulting in increased gas flux and 

perhaps increased gas pressure, drawn from a wider lateral region. 
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Seep elevations a.s.l vary between seep types (Figure 4.3A) and reflect the influence 

of outcropping rock type on seep development and topographic preferences. For 

example, the mean elevation of springs is lower than diffuse and vent seeps even 

though springs most commonly emerge from limestone rocks which show greatest 

elevations a.s.l. This reflects the tendency for springs to emerge in valley bottoms 

unlike dry seeps. These dry seeps are more likely to emerge away from topographic 

lows in the lower lying igneous rocks and low permeability marine sedimentary 

facies such as mudstones and marls and turbidite rocks. Synthetic data show 

greatest spread in elevation a.s.l because these points do not concentrate in the peri-

Tyrrhenian and are independent of topography.

The research presented in Section 2.1.4 finds local topography surrounding a seep, 

together with seep type influences the health risk posed to humans. Sheltered areas 

enhance density-driven pooling of CO₂ which can rapidly increase CO₂ 
concentrations to dangerous levels. Although more deaths have occurred at dry 

seeps than wet seeps (Chapter 2), we find dry seeps do not preferentially emerge in 

valley bottoms, and in fact CO₂ vents emerge upslope of a river so decreasing their 

health risk. It is therefore most important that seep risk assessment identifies where 

diffuse seeps may emerge at low elevation or where density driven CO₂ streams 

may develop. Seep monitoring efforts should therefore target elevated low-

permeability rocks near faults. Low lying permeable rocks at the surface above a 

CO₂ store (where there is a high water table) will decrease human health risk from 

CO₂ seeps, since the interaction of CO₂ with ground waters attenuates dry seepage.

Figure 4.4 proposes a model of seep type development that summarises the major 

controls on seep type, location and flux. Seeps emerging from more permeable rock 

categories (e.g. fractured carbonates) are typically wet, high flux, and emerge in 

valley bottoms. Previous research identified that wet seeps tend to be located close 

to lithological boundaries (Section 3.1.7) whereas dry seeps are positioned closer to 

faults. Seeps emerging from low permeability rocks are more numerous and can 

exhibit a range of fluxes. Seep types in these rocks are determined by elevation, 

which we suggest increases the depth to the phreatic zone. If these low permeability 

rocks are at low elevations a.s.l (e.g. mudstones and marls, quaternary cover) then 
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diffuse and bubbling water seeps are most likely to develop, whereas if these rocks 

have greater elevations a.s.l (e.g. evaporitic rocks, turbidites) then diffuse and vent 

seeps are more likely to develop. This model suggests that where ascending CO₂ 
fluids meet a permeable horizon in the unsaturated zone, CO₂ will spread laterally, 

dissolving into pore waters if present, and subsequently emerge at springs. Free 

phase CO₂ gas that spreads through this permeable horizon may then emerge as 

either diffuse seeps or as bubbling water seeps, depending on the position of the 

water table.
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4.2 Supplementary Information

4.2.1 Supplementary Results

Elevation analysis find CO₂ seeps locate at a range of altitudes but all non-volcanic 

seeps have lower mean elevations (!"elev) than synthetic data (Figure 4.5). Spring and 

bubbling-water seeps show the lowest !"elev, which is ~100 m less than dry seep types 

and ~200 m below synthetic !"elev. Vents show no significant interquartile range (IQR) 

difference than synthetic data. Fumaroles, which are typically located on volcanic 

edifices, show the highest !"elev and lowest Inter Quartile Range (IQR). The elevation 

IQR for synthetic data points is much greater than seeps, this may reflect the 

reduced CO₂ seep density towards the Apennines and other mountainous regions, 

so all seeps are preferentially located towards valleys rather than emerging on 

mountain tops.
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There is evidence that seep hosting lithology influences seep flux, as proposed by

(Collettini et al., 2008). The majority of low flux seeps emerge from igneous rock 

types, although Andesites also host a number of high flux seeps. Carbonate units 9 - 

11 (platform, detrital, and pelagic carbonates), host only low and medium flux 

seeps, whereas unit 8 (limestone and sandstone) host seeps with high fluxes, where 

flux is quantified. Mudstones and marls (unit 12) and turbidite (unit 13) host the 

majority of high-end flux seeps. Quaternary cover (unit 4) hosts few seeps, but these 

are high flux.
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Chapter 5

To Seep or not to Seep?

Hydrocarbon exploration drilling in Italy discovered large CO₂ accumulations in 

Italy. Where CO₂ reservoirs are located close to surface seeps, these reservoirs can be 

considered to be leaking. This Chapter presents a substantial body of work, 

comparing the characteristics of seeping and sealing CO₂ reservoirs in Italy. The 

majority of the boreholes were drilled from the 1960’s to the 1980’s before modern 

logging tools were developed. Using the data available, the down well conditions 

evidenced from the well logs are used to model CO₂ behaviour and depth at these 

reservoirs. CO₂ properties are modelled using a sophisticated equation of state 

(Huang et al., 1985; Span and Wagner, 1996). I adapted an R code written by Mark 

Naylor to calculate CO₂ properties from drill mud weights and uncertain 

geothermal and depth conditions.

The following paper is presented in two parts. Part I describes and compares the 

geological characteristics of the reservoir, and Part II assesses the rate of CO₂ 
leakage and potential mechanisms enabling such fluid escape. 
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5.1 To Seep or not to Seep: A Comparison 

of Seeping and Sealing CO2 Reservoirs in 

Italy

A principle concern for engineered CO2 storage is long term security, as seepage of injected 

CO2 to the surface is economically and environmentally undesirable. In Italy, natural CO2 

degassing to the surface occurs at over 308 seeps which show a variety of surface 

manifestations. In addition, several hydrocarbon exploration wells discovered CO2 rich 

reservoirs (CO2 > 90 %). CO2 seeps close to CO2-bearing wells could indicate reservoir 

breaching. Here, we compare sealing and seeping CO2 rich reservoirs in Italy to elucidate the 

mechanisms enabling or preventing fluid escape. These reservoirs are hosted in carbonate 

rocks capped by flysch overburden, and CO2 is retained in gas or supercritical phase at 

various depths and pressure conditions. Sealing reservoirs show overpressured overburden, 

whereas seeping reservoirs are located close to modern extensional faulting and show 

overburden at hydrostatic conditions. Fluid seep rates from top reservoir conditions are 

applied to investigate the geological conditions required for fluid escape. Formations waters 

have the potential to dissolve large quantities of CO₂ and could therefore transport CO₂ to 

the surface at considerable rates. However geologically unrealistic permeabilities would be 

required for these waters to ascend at the rates necessary to supply high flux CO₂ seeps. 

Rapid CO2 flux will always be more achievable by seeping free phase CO2. Significant (> 100 

tonnes per day) leakage of dense phase CO₂ from the reservoir can be achieved by Darcy flow 

without the need for faults or enhanced permeability pathways. In contrast, to enable the 

same CO₂ flux for gas phase CO₂, fault permeabilities and areas are necessary since seepage 

through the overburden would require geometrically unlikely areal extent of seepage. 

Changes in CO₂ properties during ascent from the leaking reservoir therefore lead to fluid 

channeling along high permeability pathways such as faults. These findings will directly 

inform site selection procedure at engineered storage sites.
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5.1.1 Introduction

Industrialised societies which continue to use fossil fuel energy sources are 

considering adoption of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology to meet 

carbon emission reduction targets. For effective climate mitigation, the injected CO2 

must remain secure in the subsurface for tens of thousands of years (Shaffer, 2010).

Instances of CO2 migration to the surface from naturally occurring reservoirs serve 

as direct analogues for the potential migration of CO2 from geologic storage sites. 

These provide a unique opportunity to assess the conditions required for CO2 to 

leak from the reservoirs and to understand the crustal fluid pathways of CO2 

migrating from depth. Similarly, instances where CO₂ has been successfully retained 

for geologically long time periods offer opportunity to assess the conditions 

required for effective storage. This not only informs the long-term performance 

security of engineered CO2 storage, but also guides effective site assessment and 

injection strategy. In this paper we refer to the release of CO2 at the Earth surface as 

CO2 seepage, and CO2 migration from its containing reservoir as CO2 leakage. 

Italy is a region of natural geofluid phenomena, and numerous CO2 and CH₄ gas 

seeps, oil seeps and mud volcanoes are documented (Chiodini, 2008; Etiope et al., 

2007; Katz et al., 2000; Sani et al., 2004). Italy is also the fourth most hydrocarbon-

endowed country in Europe to date, and over 7000 wells have been drilled for 

hydrocarbon exploration and production (Bertello et al., 2010). These have revealed 

the presence of CO2 accumulations (Casero, 2004; Chiodini et al., 2010; Heinicke et 

al., 2006). 

In total, over 308 CO2 seeps at 270 locations have been catalogued in Italy (Chiodini 

et al., 2008). These are mostly low temperature emissions and can manifest in a 

variety of ways, including CO2 vents (pressurised CO2 release), diffuse soil 

degassing, CO2-driven mud volcanoes, and CO2-rich springs and pools of bubbling 

water (Chiodini, 2008; Minissale, 2004; Roberts et al., 2011). Several shallow and 

deep boreholes are also known to seep CO2; these are not natural seeps but do 

indicate the presence of subsurface CO2 accumulations. 
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Here, we draw on this wealth of surface and subsurface information to identify CO2 

reservoirs and establish which are located close to CO2 seeps and therefore may be 

leaking. We compare reservoir and overburden characteristics of these case studies 

to elucidate the geological and structural conditions which determine if a CO2 

reservoir is sealing or not. CO2 fluid properties (density, buoyancy, solubility) at top 

reservoir conditions are calculated to establish the minimum CO2 flux from seeping 

reservoirs and investigate the permeabilities necessary to enable such fluid escape.

5.1.2 CO2 Properties in Geological Formations

Flow of CO₂ fluids in the reservoir

Free phase CO2 fluids are retained in geological formations in either a free dense or 

light phase or dissolved form (where we define ‘dense’ as CO₂ with densities 

greater than the critical density (!c = 464 Kg m-³) and ‘light‘ as CO₂ fluids with 

densities below the critical density). Free phase CO2 will dissolve if it is in contact 

with unsaturated formation waters (Gilfillan et al., 2009), increasing the water 

density (Spycher et al., 2003). In contrast, free phase CO2 will be less dense than 

surrounding pore waters and will buoyantly rise and may become structurally 

trapped beneath a sealing horizon, if such a structure is present.

Fluid flow through pore space in rocks is commonly approximated by capillary (or 

‘Darcy’ flow), which is governed by the equation:

 Q = KE ! "P
  A     µ   "z 

[5.1]                                                      

where Q (flux) is CO2 flux rate (m3s-1) over the seepage area, A (m2), KE is the 

effective permeability of the fluid (m2), "P/"z is the pressure gradient,(Pa m-1) 

where P is pressure and z is depth, and µ is CO2 viscosity (Pa s-1). CO2(d) is more 

viscous and less-buoyant than CO2(g) and will therefore flow less readily according 

to equation [5.1].
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Single phase flow accesses all rock permeability. Therefore, if CO₂ saturated and 

CO₂ unsaturated waters are assumed to behave as one phase, as is the case for many 

reservoir simulators, for CO₂ saturated water flowing through a water-wet rock, KE 

is equal to the rock bulk permeability, !rock. 

However, for two phase flow, such as CO₂ flowing through a water-wet rock, the 

relative permeability, KrCO2, describes the fraction of the total permeability accessible 

to each phase, therefore effective permeability for CO₂ is determined by:

KE = !rock ! KrCO2 

       [5.2]

A rock volume will commonly exhibit a distribution of fluid pathway geometries 

due heterogeneity intrinsic to geological units and the presence (and orientation) of 

rock fractures. Here, Krock represents the bulk permeability of a rock volume, where 

permeability is provided by matrix or fracture flow (Bogdanov et al., 2007; Paluszny 

and Matthai, 2010).

Relative permeability is influenced by the formation water saturation in the pores or 

fractures through which the CO2 is flowing. Experiments to determine KrCO2 in 

carbonates are few, but (Bachu and Bennion, 2008) find KrCO2 varied from 0.06 to 

0.53 at irreducible water saturations (i.e. minimum water saturation excluding 

drying out effects) and that CO2(d) typically has lower KrCO2 than CO2(g). Once flow 

is established at the maximum CO₂ saturation in relative permeability experiments, 

KrCO2 may increase further by ‘drying’ effects, whereby formation fluids dissolve 

into the flowing CO2 phase.

The role of fractures

Crustal fluid flow is commonly controlled by deformation induced permeability of 

fault and fracture networks (Faulkner et al., 2010). The damage zone and 

impermeable core properties of evolved faults behave as a fluid barrier-conduit 

system. The permeability of uncemented fractures in the damage zone is a function 

of effective normal stress, and is influenced by many factors including fracture size, 
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aperture, and orientation to the stress field (and therefore the stress state of the 

fracture). Connected, uncemented macro/mesoscale fractures dominate fluid flow 

in the shallow crust but become mechanically sealed with confining pressure 

(depth). Microfractures dominate rock permeability at depths below ~1.5 km (Nara 

et al., 2011). 

Rocks are weak in tension, so to open fractures the fluid pressure only needs to 

exceed the rock tensile strength or minimum stress. Elevated fluid pressures can 

lead to hydraulic opening of fractures and enhanced permeability (Gudmundsson et 

al., 2001; Yang and Manga, 2009). CO2 buoyancy or fluid pressure could therefore 

increase the rock fracture permeability and, in extreme cases can encourage rock 

failure (Collettini et al., 2008).

Fluid Mass Transport

Mass transport considerations must be addressed when investigating the movement 

of fluids in the subsurface. Conservative mass transport refers to flow of fluids 

which experience no chemical alteration and no interactions with the rock matrix 

(and so the rate of fluid accumulation is the difference between fluid mass inflow 

and the fluid mass outflow). The distribution of flow pathways (matrix, fracture - 

i.e. relative permeability) will result in both longitudinal and lateral dispersion. In 

reality, reactive transport processes (sorption, dissolution or decay) can occur as a 

result of fluid interaction with the rock matrix. Therefore the fluid mass that flows 

into a rock volume can be quite different to the fluid mass that flows out of the rock 

volume.

The mass balance equation describing hydraulic flow for a unit volume can be 

expressed as:

Q = Ss ∂P −! ( k (!P + !g!z) 
# # # # # ∂t#  "# # #

  [5.3]
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where Ss is the specific storage (Pa-1), P the pressure, k the permeability, ! the fluid 

dynamic viscosity, " the fluid density, g the acceleration of gravity, z the depth, and 

Q is the flow rate (s-1). 

The specific storage term refers to the volume of fluids released from a saturated 

aquifer per unit decrease in hydraulic head. Hydraulic head can decrease in 

response to fluid pressure decrease or effective stress increase. The specific storage 

therefore represents mechanical compaction in response to stress, or by change in 

fluid volume in response to thermal or pressure effects (McDermott et al., 2006) 

which relates to the fluid compressibility. CO₂ compressibility is determined by the 

CO₂ state; light phase CO₂ is more compressible than dense phase. Examining 

equation [5.3] shows how responsive the CO₂ flux (Q) is to the pressure conditions, 

which include confining pressure related to depth, or CO₂ fluid pressure from 

overpressure or buoyancy effects.

Migration of CO₂ from the reservoir

Dissolved and free phase CO2 can seep from the reservoir by diffusion, but this is an 

extremely slow process (Bachu and Bennion, 2008; Lu et al., 2009; Zweigel et al., 

2004). More rapid migration of CO2-bearing waters may be achieved by pressure 

(hydraulic head, reservoir over pressure) or thermal effects. However, high seep 

rates through the overburden of natural reservoirs will most likely arise from a 

buoyant CO2 phase which may seep by (i) capillary transport through pores or 

microfractures in the reservoir overburden, or by (ii) unsealed faults (Zweigel et al., 

2004). Otherwise, the overburden units may be bypassed if CO₂ ‘spills’ from a 

trapping structure. In this case, the reservoir overburden has not been 

compromised, but the space for CO₂ in the reservoir has simply been exceeded.

The capillary entry pressure of CO2 determines the CO2-column height in the 

reservoir before CO₂ to invades the seal by capillary transport. The capillary entry 

pressure is a product of the fluid interfacial tension (IFT) and the contact angle in 

the wetting phase (i.e.water), and influenced by the rock pore and pore throat 

geometry, or fracture length, aperture and roughness (Bachu and Bennion, 2008; 

Naylor et al., 2011).
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Subsidiary reservoir fluids can affect CO2 capillary entry pressures, wettability and 

fluid mobility. For example, small proportions of CH4 mixed with CO2 will increase 

the IFT and decrease the density (Naylor et al., 2011) of the fluid mixture, whereas 

H2S decreases IFT (Bennion and Bachu, 2008; Savary et al., 2012). 

Following capillary breakthrough, CO2 flow through the seal and overlying 

overburden occurs at capillary pressures below the entry pressures due to hysteretic 

effects.

CO₂ migration through the overburden to surface seepage

The area of degassing at Italian CO2 seep sites is relatively discrete, often degassing 

over an areal extent less than ~100 m². However, seepage from the reservoir may 

have occurred over a greater area and fluids have become more channelized during 

shallow ascent. A proportion of the CO2 charge will become residually trapped in 

the pore throats. If the rock pore fluids are hydrodynamically replenished by 

unsaturated fluids, the residually trapped CO₂ will progressively dissolve into the 

surrounding pore waters, reducing the free fraction. Where pore waters are not 

flowing, residually trapped CO₂ will equilibrate. 

Significant CO2 dissolution requires adequate mixing with formation waters. Such 

mixing will only occur at the CO₂ flood front, where CO₂ is mobile and in contact 

with pore fluids. Residually trapped CO₂ is isolated and so dissolution can only 

occur slowly across boundaries involving surface tension effects. Low permeability 

rocks and channelised flow along permeable pathways does not encourage 

significant CO₂ mixing with pore fluids. Some CO2 will dissolve into the formation 

waters during ascent, especially if the seeping fluids accumulate in overlying 

secondary reservoirs (Pruess, 2008). When leak paths establish, the amount of free 

CO₂ can also attenuate by several mechanisms, and CO2 leakage from a subsurface 

reservoir may not initially result in CO2 seepage to the surface. 

CO₂ solubility in water varies with CO₂ density, and therefore rapidly declines 

across the phase transition from dense to gas phase (Spycher and Pruess, 2005; 

Spycher et al., 2003). If CO2 bearing waters mix with saline or thermal waters the 
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CO2 will be rapidly released from solution. At depths shallower than ~700 m, CO2 

will pass through two hydrologic zones; the phreatic, saturated zone and the 

vadose, unsaturated zone. CO2 will be in gas phase at these depths, and will 

therefore be more buoyant than waters in the phreatic zone. Cool CO2, however, will 

be denser than soil gas in the vadose zone which can encourage lateral CO2 

dispersion above the water table (Annunziatellis et al., 2008; Kirk, 2011).

5.1.3 Regional Geological Setting

Westward subduction of the Adria plate beneath the European margin has 

developed a strong regional NW-SE structural grain in Italy. In the Miocene, 

Jurassic-Eocene flysch units and synorogenic foredeep sediments were tectonically 

stacked above the thick, thrusted, semi-autochthonous Mesozoic-Tertiary carbonate 

Platform sequence (see Figure 5.1A). Eastward younging foredeep and piggyback 

basins document the migration of the compression belt toward the foredeep, related 

to slab retreat (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002; Patacca and Scandone, 2007; Scrocca, 

2005). Coeval extension opened marine and continental basins and the Tyrrhenian 

Sea.

Today, it is generally agreed that the Italian Adria - European collisional margin 

coincident beneath the Apennine Mountain belt is not longer active and subduction 

is constrained to the Calabrian Arc (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002). The Tyrrhenian 

sector preserves the older extensional system and exhibits a thinned crust and 

associated high heat flow, and here CO2 degassing at surface seeps is most 

widespread (Chiodini et al., 2004), see Figure 5.1B. Andesitic-rhyolitic and potassic 

volcanism in the peri-Tyrrhenian has been active since ~0.9 Ma, which likely 

coincided with elevated regional CO2 flux.

Seismogenic normal faulting is currently active in the Apennine Mountains in 

response to gravitational collapse. Exposed fault scarps date from 12-18 Ka (Roberts, 

2008), and most normal faults have comparable offsets (~2 km) and slip rates (~1 

mm y⁻¹) but young from west to east (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002). Here, trapped 

CO2 fluids at depths > 5 km play a critical role in the nucleation and evolution of 
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seismogenesis, and therefore deformation style and geodynamics of the region 

(Miller et al., 2004). The Apennines are bordered to the East by the Adriatic 

foredeep, which is filled by deep Pliocene-Pleistocene deposits (Scrocca, 2005). 

Crustal heat flow and CO2 flux in the Adriatic domain is much reduced, instead the 

foredeep is characterised by CH₄ seeps and mud volcanoes (Etiope et al., 2007; 

Martinelli and Judd, 2004).

Our study focusses on Central Italy where CO2 flux is greatest. In this region there 

are several stacked domains which derive from the paleogeographic structure of the 

carbonate platform (see Figure 5.1A). These domains, presented from East to West in 

table 5.1, were originally located on the same Apulian Paleozoic crystalline 

basement (Scrocca, 2005) and often several first order thrusts separate tectonic units 

of the same stratigraphic succession. CO2 seep and subsurface reservoir locations 

correlate with deep Mesozoic carbonate structures (Roberts et al., 2012).
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5.1.4 Part I: Case Study Reservoirs

5.1.4.1 Methodology

Non-commercial well logs in Italy have been made publicly available 

(www.videpi.com) along with associated drilling notes. We identified case studies 

where reservoir fluids in well tests are dominantly composed of CO2. CO2 seep 

location, type, flux, gas composition and temperature were elicited from Googas 

(Chiodini, 2008) a web-based catalogue of degassing sites in Italy and Sicily. 

Collaboration with ENI, Independent Resources and Googas researchers, and 

personal fieldwork broadened our dataset. Spring type seeps in this catalogue are 

selected for those showing significant deep CO2 contributions. Seep flux is 

measured in tonnes per day (t(CO2)d-1) and classified into low (<1), medium (1-10), 

high (10-100) and very high (<100) categories.

We examined a geospatial dataset of drilled wells, CO2 seeps and geological 

information (see supplementary information for detail). Where CO2 reservoirs are 

not associated with surface seeps these reservoirs are considered to be sealing.Wells 

located close to CO2 seeps which do not show CO2 are also selected since i) these 

wells may contain CO2 in its dissolved form, or ii) may have been drilled off the CO2 

bearing structure, if present, and can therefore provide information on the 

subsurface structure and conditions.

Many of the selected wells were drilled in the 1960s and 1970s and therefore lack 

downhole information available from modern technologies. Pressure information 

was derived from the mud density of drilling fluids and by formation tests. 

Pressures obtained from mud density will systematically over estimate the 

formation pressure by approximately 10%, which we correct for. 

A number of the wells lack information required to calculate corrected geothermal 

gradient from down hole temperature measurements. Where down well 

temperatures are unavailable or they are unusually cool, the geothermal gradient 
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for that well was interpolated from a 1 km isotherm from the Ministry of Economic 

Development National Inventory of Geothermal Resources (Geothopica, 2010).

5.1.4.2 Case Studies

The location of the studied wells (both CO2 bearing and neighbouring dry wells) 

and seeps closest to these wells are shown in Figure 5.1B, and further well 

information is detailed in SI Table 5.3. Figure 5.1 also shows the locations of nearby 

wells which are known to contain CO2 but are not publicly available so not studied 

here (Castelpagano 001, Vallauria). 7 CO2 bearing wells are spatially located close to 

CO2 seeps (wells MF1, Tr1, SAT1, MT1, Ac1, and PSS1).

The studied CO2 bearing wells are from five CO2 fields in Central Italy; Frigento, 

Benevento, Acerno, and Muscillo, and the Pieve Santo Stefano CO2 reservoir in the 

Northern Apennines. Figures 5.2 shows the location and 5.3 A-D show the structure 

of these fields. In the following section, we first detail the geological structure of the 

CO2 reservoir case studies, then compare the geological characteristics of leaking 

and sealing reservoirs.
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5.1.4.3 Case Study Characteristics

Benevento CO2 Field

The large Benevento CO2 field is documented by three wells (BS1, SAT1, Tr1, see 

Figure 5.2) where, regionally, the ACP deepens northeastward (1.5 km in SAT1 to 2.7 

km in BS1, see Figure 5.1C). There are continuous CO2 shows from ~2707 m to 4139 

m in the BS1 well (1432 m gross CO2 column). Methane (CH4) is the primary gas in 

the Tr1 well from 400 m depth until CO₂ reservoir, and BS1 shows up to 5.1% CH4 

fluid composition by volume (C%v.v). The CO2 reservoirs are at hydrostatic pressure 

for BS1 and Tr1, which both have a thin Miocene evaporite cap, but show 

overpressure in the shallower SAT1 well. CO2 in this field exists in dense (BS1) and 

gaseous (Tr1) phase, and the SAT1 contains CO2 at conditions close to the phase 

transition. The Allochthonous Complex overburden record overpressure above 10 

MPa in all three wells. The Buonalbergo CO2 spring is located 3.5 km from TR1 well 

but no further information is known about this seep (flux, temperature etc).

To the North, the Benevento 001 (Ben1), and Benevento 002 (Ben2) wells also find 

CO2 at ~ 3 km depth. These wells drill a broad structural high (see Figure 5.1C), and 

are also found to contain some light hydrocarbons (max 6.2% CH₄  C%v.v) at ~3.3 km 

(Ben2). These wells show significant overpressure above hydrostatic in the 

overburden, but the reservoirs are hydrostatically pressured. There are no CO2 seeps 

in the vicinity of these wells and are therefore considered to be sealed.
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Monte Taburno CO2 Reservoir 

To the East of the Benevento CO2 field, the Monte Taburno (MT1) well drills a 

separate structure containing CO2 at 2.6 km depth (Figure 5.3). The reservoir is 

directly capped by mio-pliocene thrust top deposits. Overburden pressures are 

hydrostatic, but the CO2 reservoir shows ~9 MPa overpressure to SAT1 and contains 

CO2 in its supercritical state. The MT1 well is located 7 km from the Montesarchio 

and Ioannis seismogenic normal faults (Roberts, 2008), and 1.6 km from Motta, a 

thermal spring with small CO2 emission (Chiodini, 2008) for which no further 

information (flux, temperature etc) is known.

Muscillo CO2-CH4 Reservoir

The Muscillo (Mu) well, located in the Outer Thrust domain, documents a shallow 

CO2-CH4 reservoir (See Figure 5.3). The CH4 leg shows low gas saturation and 

overlies a CO2 gas and water ‘mixture’ which starts at 694 m below the surface. 

Down well pressures are hydrostatic in the overburden and the reservoir and there 

are no CO2 seeps in the vicinity of this well.
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Frigento CO2 Field

The Monte Forcuso 001 and 002 (MF1, MF2) and Ciccone (Cic1) wells drill the 

Frigento Antiform, see Figure 5.3B. This local structure in the ACP (Improta et al., 

2003a) correlates with a gravity and thermal anomaly; the 1 km geotherm here 

reaches over 90°C/km at the crest of the structure. The MF1 well documents a ~472 

m gross CO2 column in the ACP at just over 1 km depth, above a fresh water leg. 

The MF2 and Cic1 wells located on the flanks of the anticline contain no CO2, only 

fresh water (with traces of CO2) and saline water respectively. The differences in 

formation salinity and pressure in Cic1 suggests structural partitioning from the 

MF1 and MF2 reservoir.

The regional stress field (Barba et al., 2009) shows NW-SE extensional faulting 

which is currently active. The 1980 Irpinia earthquake (M 6.9) nucleated on the 

Irpinia fault to the South of the reservoir and Ufito normal fault scarp is located less 

than a kilometer to the NE of the MF2 well (see Figure 5.2)(Improta et al., 2003b; 

Roberts, 2008). This fault lies above a the terrain boundary; a thrust detachment 

dividing the Inner and Outer Thrust belt (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002), so the ACP 

deepens drastically to the NE.
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Loss of drilling fluid circulation or significant mud absorption can be useful 

indicators of geological horizons with enhanced permeability, or where the rock 

fracture gradient has been exceeded. There are no significant mud losses while 

drilling the MF1 well, but the operators experienced circulation loss at the reservoir 

top and again at 1787-1800 m. This caused a CO2 blowout at 731 m depth following 

which the well was plugged. Regardless of whether the uncorrected borehole 

temperatures or isotherm temperatures are applied, the reservoir conditions in the 

Frigento structure show that CO2 will be in gas phase, and CO2 density increases 

with depth away from the anticline crest.

Mefite D’Ansanto and Mefitiniella polla CO2 vents (seep no. 4 & 5 in Figure 5.1) are 

located close above the structural high point of the Frigento Antiform. These seeps 

are characterized by moderate temperature dry CO2 venting (~15 - 30°C (Chiodini, 

2008; Minissale, 2004)). Mefite D’Ansanto is Italy’s highest flux CO2 seeps which 

degasses over 2000 t(CO2)d-1 and exhibits a high mantle component (R/Ra = 2.58, 

!13CCO2 = 0.73 (Minissale, 2004)). On the flanks of the Frigento antiform, less than 3 

km from the gas seeps, are the San Teodoro thermal springs (~15-27°C, flow rates ~7 

Ls-1 (Minissale, 2004)). These are Ca-CO3-SO4 type waters and their geothermometry 

suggests a reservoir temperature of ~ 125°C (Duchi et al., 1995). These chemical 

features indicate deep water circulation in carbonate rocks, and the springs are 

thought to arise from rapid fluid ascent related to faulting (Duchi et al., 1995). A 

travertine precipitating fluid seepage system might have once existed in this area 

since travertine deposits have been mapped within 5 km of the seeps but there have 

been no geochemical investigations to distinguish their age or CO2 source.
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Acerno CO2 Reservoir

The Acerno well (Ac) penetrates the deepest CO2 reservoir, located in a horst 

structure 4263 m beneath Mount Picentini (Figure 5.3C). Overpressure in the 

overburden continues into the ACP reservoir (!v=0.6). There was only one drill stem 

test, over a 192 m interval, yielding over 90% CO2 in the dense phase. There are no 

CO2 seeps located above the Acerno CO2 bearing structure, but it is located 11 km 

ENE of the high flux San Benedetto CO2 spring, and 15 km NW of the Contursi seep 

cluster (Figure 5.1B).

Contursi CO2 Structure

The Contursi (Co) well is located within 5-10 km of a large seep cluster (seep no. 7 

and 8) which includes CO2 vents and diffuse degassing, CO2 springs and bubbling 

waters, and one travertine depositing spring (see Figure 5.1C). These are located in a 

tectonic ‘window’ where the WCP is outcropping. The gases sampled from one of 

these edifices indicate a mantle contribution to the CO2, little biogenic component 

(R/Ra = 1.37, "13CCO2 = 0.34 (Minissale, 2004)) and high fluxes. Similar to the San 

Teodoro spring, the geochemistry of Contursi spring waters (seep cluster 8, Figure 

5.1) is characteristic of deep carbonate circulation and is thought to represent rapid 

ascent related to faulting in the region (Duchi et al., 1995) although the spring flow 

rate is relatively low (1 Ls-1). The dry gas seeps are cool (4.5°C) whereas springs 

exhibit a range of temperatures 15 - 44°C (Chiodini, 2008; Santo et al., 2011). The 

seep cluster is located in the relay zone between two normal fault scarps (see Figure 

5.1) of the Marzano and Picentini Mountains, where karst collapse sinkholes are 

known (Santo et al., 2011). 

Significantly, the Contursi well (see Figure 5.3B) does not reach the ACP and finds 

no CO2 manifestation at depth, only 30 m column of fresh water at the top of the 

Western Carbonate Platform reservoir at ~1 km depth. The down well pressure 

profile shows only minor overpressure, and CO₂ conditions at depth are close to the 

CO₂ phase transition (see Appendix 4). 
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Pieve Santo Stefano (P.S.Stefano) CO2 Reservoir

To the North, the Pieve Santo Stefano (PSS1) well commercially exploits a 

multilayered CO2 reservoir at ~3.6 km depth (Figure 5.3D). The well documents 

near hydrostatic overburden conditions and notes significant mud losses while 

drilling. The main CO2 reservoir lies 300 m beneath a thin CO2 accumulation and 

hosted by dolomites and evaporites of the Triassic Burano group (Bonini, 2009). 

These units are significantly overpressured and show saline formation waters. The 

regional subsurface structure here is poorly known.

The PSS1 well is located only 2.5 km from the Caprese Michelangelo (CM) seep 

cluster, which consists of 3 vents, 1 bubbling water and 1 diffuse type seep (seep no. 

1 in Figure 5.1). The two seeps with quantified flux classify as medium and high flux 

seeps. The vents align E-W, along NE-SW trending faults in the NW-SE trending 

Tiber Valley graben (Bonini, 2009). The reservoir is located in the footwall Alto-

Tiberina fault (Collettini and Barchi, 2002), which is an active structure and regional 

seismic events are common (Heinicke et al., 2006; ISPRA, 2007). Flux and degassing 

characteristics are observed to vary with local seismic events at these seeps (Bonini, 

2009; Heinicke et al., 2006).
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5.1.4.4 Analysis

The geological structure of the case studies are broadly similar; CO2 reservoirs are 

hosted by anticline or horst structures in the Mesozoic carbonate units and are is 

typically capped by Thrust Top deposits and Allochthonous Complex overburden 

(see Table 5.1, C and G respectively for description). The thrusted contact between 

reservoir and overburden is marked by a tectonic breccia or by a Messinian 

evaporite unit in several wells. 

Thermal springs in Italy tend to indicate rapid ascent from the buried ACP 

carbonate reservoir, facilitated by faults (Duchi et al., 1995). The Motta thermal CO2 

waters are likely sourced from the WCP or ACP but it is unclear if this represents 

leakage of the CO2 reservoir discovered in MT1. With no further information 

regarding the Buonalbergo CO2 spring, its relationship with the underlying Tr1 CO2 

structure is inconclusive. In all cases, the relationship between seeps and subsurface 

CO2 reservoirs are hypothetical since both reservoir and seeping fluids lack 

sufficient geochemical information that would enable direct linkage.

Overpressure and Seepage

Some deviation from hydrostatic pressure is expected while drilling low 

permeability units since there is poor connectivity between the drill mud and the 

surrounding rocks, and so it is best practice to overestimate the pore pressure. 

Additionally, since the Allochthonous Complex and thrust top deposits have 
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experienced compressional tectonics and it is unsurprising if they preserve elevated 

pore fluid pressure (Osborne and Swarbrick, 1997).

Wells with overpressure in the overburden exhibit a significant pressure decrease 

when the ACP is initially penetrated. For all wells, penetrating the ACP is often 

associated with significant mud losses or circulation loss, indicative of overestimate 

pressure (and increased rock permeability). The reservoir carbon units have 

deformed differently to the overburden flysch and are often connected to the 

surface. Reservoir overpressure is observed in two CO2 fields; P.S.Stefano and 

Monte Taburno. SAT1 well shows overpressure but, as noted in the text 

accompanying Table 5.2, mud weights here may overestimate the pressure 

conditions. The overpressure observed in the PSS reservoir (28 MPa above 

freshwater hydrostatic) is much greater than the error incurred by applying a 

freshwater hydrostatic profile to the saline formation waters of the Burano 

evaporites. In both PSS1 and MT1 the pressure gradient is close to hydrostatic.

Where the overburden has higher fluid pressures than the reservoir, the net pressure 

gradient over the reservoir-overburden interval is opposite to the lithostatic 

gradient. Fluids would therefore preferentially flow into the reservoir rather than up 

from the reservoir into the overburden. Since high pore fluid pressures are 

symptomatic of limited fluid flow, this net transport cannot occur. For these reasons, 

pressurisation of overburden units to decrease or reverse the fluid pressure gradient 

is proposed as a remediation option should leakage from a reservoir occur 

(Reveillere and Rohmer, 2011).

Reservoir and overburden pressure characteristics of CO2 bearing wells are 

summarised in Table 5.2 and displayed in Figure 5.4. Where there is a significant 

CO2 reservoir and the overburden is not overpressured, seeps are present at the 

surface (MT1, MF1, PSS1; Mu1 records low gas saturation and is therefore not a 

significant CO2 reservoir). Where the overburden is significantly overpressured 

beyond hydrostatic pressure there are no (obviously connected) seeps present above 

the reservoir structure (BS1, SAT1, Ac1; Tr1), see Figure 5.4. The Co1 well, which did 

not penetrate the ACP, has near hydrostatic conditions in the overburden and is 
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located close to surface seeps. Aside from SAT1, these wells have evaporitic Miocene 

thrust top units directly overlying the ACP, which may be providing an effective 

seal.

We interpret that the Frigento, P.S.Stefano and Monte Taburno reservoirs are 

leaking, and postulate that, if present, a CO2 reservoir in the ACP beneath the 

Contursi structure would also be leaking. Significantly, these wells are also located 

near seismogenic normal faults (Figure 5.1B).
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CO2 Properties at Reservoir Conditions

CO2 properties are modeled at top reservoir conditions (Huang et al., 1985; Span 

and Wagner, 1996) and we test their sensitivity to pressure and temperature 

uncertainty at 10 m intervals, for which we assume a standard error of ± 0.1 MPa 

and ± 5 °C, to 2 standard deviations. Many CO₂ reservoirs lack enough information 

to determine CO₂ column heights from which CO₂ buoyancy can be calculated. 

Formation pressure measurements are not sufficiently regular, nor are mud weights 

sensitive enough, to distinguish the reservoir CO2/water legs from the pressure 

profiles. Formation tests for BS1 and MF1 document the transition from CO₂ to the 

water leg, and minimum column heights can be inferred from the well tests in some 

CO₂ reservoirs. 

The buoyancy pressure (B) is calculated at the crest of the reservoir where column 

heights are known:

 B = (!H2O-!CO2)·g·hCO2

[5.4]

where !H2O is the density of water (Kg m-³), !CO2 is the density of the 

CO₂ (Kg m-³), hCO2 is the CO₂ column height (m), and g is the 

gravitational acceleration (ms⁻2).

Pressure and !CO2 and, where possible, CO₂ buoyancy drive at top reservoir 

conditions in CO₂ bearing wells are shown in Figure 5.4. We find all the case study 

reservoirs contain CO2 in gas or dense phase, and in some cases this CO2 can be 

close to the critical point (see Table 5.2). No reservoirs contain liquid phase CO₂ (see 

figure 5.5). Pressure and temperature uncertainty lead to moderate calculated !CO2 

variation (± 10 Kg m-³), although these effects are increased towards the phase 

transition.

CO₂ buoyancy alone does not determine whether a CO₂ reservoir is sealing or 

leaking. The sealing BS1 reservoir shows greater CO₂ buoyancy than the leaking 

MF1 reservoir. If BS1, SAT1 and Tr1 drill the same structure, buoyancy effects will be 
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greater in the Tr1 and SAT1 wells where the APC is considerably shallower. 

Applying BS1 CO₂ column heights to these wells find CO₂ buoyancy is 7.3 and 6.4 

MPa m-² respectively. Despite such potential buoyancy, these reservoirs are not 

obviously leaking. Relative permeability effects will restrict the mobility of CO2 in 

Muscillo reservoir because gas saturation is so low. This therefore negates the 

buoyancy of these gaseous fluids. 

When calculating CO2 properties the effect of CH4 and H2S subsidiary gases were 

ignored. These gases are present in trace (<0.1% C%v.v) quantities in many of the 

case studies. Sealing reservoirs Ben2, BS1 and Mu1 show CH4 compositions >5% (C

%v.v). CH4 is less dense than CO₂ at the same conditions, therefore the buoyancy of 

the CO₂-CH4 gas mixture in these wells will be underestimated. However, the 

increased IFT of the CO₂-CH4 mixture will lead to an overall increase in capillary 

entry pressures. Minor quantities of CH4 may therefore be enhancing reservoir 

sealing at these sites.
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Depth Profiles for CO₂ Properties

Wells with geothermal gradients cooler than 40 °C/km which show overpressure in 

the overburden (Ac1 and Ben1/2) exhibit depth-!CO2 profiles that pass through the 

liquidus. Here, !CO2 of CO₂ ascending form the reservoir changes very little until the 

phase transition from liquid to gas which is associated with !CO2 decrease of ~600 

Kg m-3. These reservoirs are sealing. 

Figure 5.6 shows !CO2 variation with depth below surface using pressures derived 

from mud weights for end-member leaking CO₂ reservoirs PSS1 (28.4°C/km) and 

MF1 (93.3°C/km). To investigate the effects of reservoir overpressure, modeled !CO2 

at hydrostatic pressure conditions are plotted for the overpressured PSS1 reservoir, 

and !CO2 for 10 MPa reservoir overpressure is plotted for the hydrostatically 

pressured MF1 reservoir.
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CO2 leaking from the P.S.Stefano reservoir passes close to the liquidus during its 

ascent at hydrostatic pressure conditions and so experiences a rapid increase in CO₂ 
buoyancy approaching 800 m depth (for example, the ascent from 1250 - 750 m in 

PSS1 is associated with 325 Kg m-3 !CO2 decrease). In contrast, CO2 ascending from 

the Frigento reservoir will progressively increase buoyancy (for example, the ascent 

from 1250 - 750 m in MF1 is associated with ~75 Kg m-3 !CO2 decrease). Reservoir 

overpressure increases !CO2 at reservoir conditions, decreasing CO2 buoyancy in the 

reservoir. 

CO2 solubility in fresh water at reservoir conditions is typically between 1-1.5 

molars (~40 - 60 Kg(CO2) m-3(H2O)), see Table 5.3 in supplementary information. 

Formation waters therefore have potential to dissolve significant quantities of CO2 at 

reservoir conditions. Change in down well CO2 solubility is non-linear due to 

conflicting effects of pressure and temperature (see Figure 5.6C). Solubility peaks 

just below the CO2 phase transition depth, and rapidly decreases toward the 

surface. As fluids ascend, CO2 solubility in water will first increase (by over 3 Kg

(CO2) m-3(H2O) in MF1) before rapidly decreasing. Attenuation of free phase CO2 fluids 

during ascent by dissolution will therefore be most pronounced at the depths just 

below the CO2 phase transition. These calculations do not account for the effects of 

subsidiary gases on CO₂ solubility. For example, H₂S decreases CO₂ solubility in 

water (Savary et al., 2012). H₂S is present in all CO₂ reservoirs but in trace 

quantities, therefore its effects on CO₂ solubility will be minor.
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5.1.4.5 Discussion of Case Study Characteristics

Confining pressure (reservoir depth) improves seal quality by increasing the 

minimum stress, and therefore rock strength, therefore greater fluid pressures are 

required for the seal to mechanically fail (Osborne and Swarbrick, 1997). Confining 

pressure also reduces rock pore-throat sizes and fracture apertures by compaction 

and cementation (Becker and Lynds, 2012). However, both shallow and deep CO₂ 
case studies show overpressure in the overburden, and both shallow and deep case 

studies leak CO₂.

Away from recent faults, overpressure from the previous compressional regime may 

be present in the heterogeneous and compartmentalised Allochthonous Complex. 

The exception to this trend is the Mu1 well which is located away from recent faults 

yet shows only minor deviation from hydrostatic. However this reservoir is very 

shallow and the Thrust Top overburden consists of sands, silts, clays and 

conglomerates which may be permeable to fluids. Sealing reservoirs have Messinian 

evaporite bearing unit directly overlying the CO₂ reservoir. Evaporite deposits are 

known to be particularly effective seals (Becker and Lynds, 2012). The units in the 

studied well logs vary from massive anhydrite deposits, which will have negligible 

permeability, to resedimented evaporites or evaporites interbedded with marls 

which could possess some (very low) permeability. 

The overburden units of CO2 reservoirs located close to seismogenic normal faults 

are hydrostatically pressured. The overburden here may posses greater pressure 

connectivity from the presence of a recent ‘open’ extensional fault, or because 

favourably oriented meso- and macro- scale fractures in the rock body are open 

(until confining pressures ~ above 1.5 km depth close these features and fluid flow 

becomes governed by microfracture or matrix permeability).

Leakage of buoyant CO2 fluids and thermal waters from the Frigento field located 

next to the Ufito normal fault may therefore be facilitated by open fractures in the 

overburden or fault damage zones. The high confining pressures in the deep 
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P.S.Stefano will have closed mesoscale fractures, unless they are opened locally by 

overpressured fluids. 

Rocks are weak in tension, so to open fractures the fluid pressure only needs to 

exceed the rock tensile strength or minimum stress. The effect of pore fluid pressure 

(Pf) on rock strength can be represented by the pore fluid factor, !v (Streit and Cox, 

2001). This is the ratio of pore fluid pressure (i.e. reservoir pressure, P(res)) to 

lithostatic stress:

 !v =  P(res)  

           "rock!g!z     

[5.5]

where "rock is 2500 Kg m-3, g is acceleration due to gravity (ms-1), and z = 

reservoir depth. 

The !v ratio (Table 5.3 in the Supplementary Results) indicates how close a coherent 

rock body is to failure, and will therefore be underestimated when applied to a 

fractured rock unit. The high fluid pressure of the PSS1 reservoir (!v = 0.7) may 

therefore be sufficient to open fractures, locally enhancing rock fracture 

permeability and enabling fluid leakage. Additionally, elevated fluid pressures 

increase the pressure gradient and hence encourage fluid flux according to the 

Darcy flow equation [5.1]. Pressure pulses associated with seismicity will increase 

seepage of these fluids, which has been observed at the Caprese Michelangelo (CM) 

seeps (Bonini, 2009). 

Due to the opening of fractures, abnormally high reservoir pressures will decrease 

the CO₂ column heights that can be achieved before capillary breakthrough occurs. 

This is, to some extent, counteracted by increased "CO2 at reservoir conditions (see 

Figure 5.6A). Once the capillary threshold is exceeded, the elevated pressure 

gradient and increased fluid buoyancy upon leaving the reservoir will enhance the 

fluid seep rates. The associated volume increase may open fractures to locally 

enhance permeability and enable continued fluid flow through the overburden. 
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5.1.5 Part II: Reservoir Leakage to 

Surface Seepage

5.1.5.1 Methods

CO2 properties at reservoir conditions are used to calculate the seepage rate of free 

phase or dissolved CO2 from the reservoir top to supply seeps at a given flux, 

assuming no CO2 attenuation during ascent.

For end member seeping reservoirs; the shallow, warm Frigento Field and the deep, 

cool P.S.Stefano Field, we model the CO2 viscosity and density (!CO2) at top reservoir 

conditions (Huang et al., 1985; Span and Wagner, 1996) and apply reservoir 

pressures to calculate the minimum seepage rate (m3s-1) from the reservoir to enable 

free phase CO2 delivery at 100, and 2000 t(CO2)d⁻¹ (measured at the Caprese 

Michelangelo seep near PSS1, and the Mefite seep near MF1, respectively). A seep 

cluster may represent individual leak pathways from the reservoir, or near surface 

dispersion of a larger quantity of CO2 leaking from the reservoir.

The change in CO2 solubility from reservoir conditions to the surface can indicate 

the minimum volume of water required to ascend from the reservoir to supply CO2 

to the surface at the same flux rates. Down well CO2 solubilities were calculated 

(Spycher et al., 2003) for fresh water since APC formation tests show low salinities in 

most wells.

We rearrange equation [5.1] to calculate the overburden effective permeability ("E) 

and area required to allow such fluid seep rates from the reservoir. For CO2 

saturated fluids, Kr approximates to 1 therefore "E is Kseal. For free phase CO2, "E 

represents "seal!"rCO2. Seep rates at 100 t d⁻¹ from both the Frigento and P.S.Stefano 

reservoirs are calculated to compare the effect of CO₂ properties on seep rate.
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The permeability ratio of CO2 and CO2 saturated water will indicate the !rCO2 

conditions where free phase CO2 shows fluid seepage area equal to CO2 saturated 

water.

5.1.5.2 Reservoir Leakage

Leakage Rates

Figure 5.5 shows the area and effective permeability (!E) requirements at the 

reservoir top necessary for reservoir fluids (free phase or dissolved CO₂) to seep at 

100 t d⁻¹ from PSS1 reservoir conditions and 100 and 2000 t d⁻¹ from MF1 

conditions. The table inset shows the volume of fluids which must leak from the 

reservoir to achieve these flux rates. For the same CO2 flux, the fluid volume seeping 

from the P.S.Stefano reservoir ("CO2 = 830 Kg m-3) is a quarter of the volume seeping 

from the Frigento reservoir ("CO2 = 200 Kg m3). The difference in water fluid 

volumes between the two case studies is less pronounced. CO2 leaking from the 

reservoir in its dissolved phase requires six times greater fluid volume than CO2(d), 

or up to ten times for the less soluble CO2(g). These calculations do not consider 

KrCO2 and will therefore underestimate the seepage areas and permeabilities 

required.

Estimates of minimum area of seepage at P.S.Stefano and Frigento case studies are 

shown in Figure 5.7. The main area of degassing at the Caprese Michelangelo seep 

cluster close to the PSS1 well takes place over 400 m2 (Heinicke et al., 2006) whereas 

the area of degassing at Mefite close to the MF1 well occurs over 4000 m2 (Chiodini 

et al., 2010). Table inset in Figure 5.7 shows that in order to to seep from the 

reservoir over such discrete areas,!E ~ 103 mD is required. 
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The area of seep clustering provides a minimum estimate for a distributed seepage 

area at depth and is similar for both Caprese Michelangelo and Mefite seeps (~0.35 

km2). Calculations here will underestimate the permeability since total seep flux 

from the cluster will be greater than the fluxes from one seep used in the 

calculations. Free phase CO₂ leaking through the PSS1 overburden (maximum 24 

mD) requires a seepage area smaller than the cluster area of the Caprese 

Michelangelo seeps. However, seepage areas five times greater than the cluster area 

is necessary if these calculations are performed for the minimum measured 

permeability of the PSS1 (0.1 mD). Regardless, a fault or enhanced permeability 

pathway may not be necessary for free phase CO₂ fluids to leak from the PSS1 

reservoir at 100 t d⁻¹ since permeabilities feasible of flysch and unfractured 

carbonate are required for seepage over the cluster areal extent (see Figure 5.6).

In contrast, to deliver 2000 t d⁻¹ to Mefite, Darcy flow of free phase CO2 through 

mudstones (maximum permeability ~ 0.8 mD) would require seepage areas larger 

than the CO₂ reservoir top. Therefore seepage from MF1 conditions requires 

permeabilities provided by pervasive fracturing of the overlying low permeability 

units (102 mD) over areas reasonable for moderate faults, as can be observed in 

Figure 5.7.
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We learn that CO2-waters could be capable of delivering large fluxes of CO2 to the 

surface providing very high permeability pathways exists. In both PSS1 and MF1, 

CO₂ bearing waters would require over an order of magnitude greater effective 

permeability. CO2 seepage in its dissolved phase will always require larger Kseal or 

seeping areas to achieve the same flux as free phase CO2, unless KrCO2 is below 0.02 

± 0.01. Such low KrCO2 is unlikely for long duration seep paths due to ‘drying out’ 

effects, and so significant (> 100 t d⁻¹) CO₂ seepage to the surface is more easily 

achieved by free phase CO₂. 

5.1.5.3 Discussion 

CO₂ transport by formation waters

Seep rate calculations consider waters that are CO2 saturated, which requires 

effective water mixing and may be difficult to achieve. Therefore water seep rates 

are probably underestimated in these calculations, and it is more geologically 

reasonable that high flux seeps arise from leaking free phase CO₂ fluids. For 

example, for 2000 t d⁻¹ to be transported and released from CO₂ saturated waters, 

480 Ls⁻¹ must ascend from the Frigento reservoir. Such flow rates are not impossible, 

since spring flow rates in Italy can exceed 800 Ls⁻¹. However, rock permeabilities 

over 107 mD are necessary for ascent over 10 m² area, which is difficult to achieve 

unless the rocks are karstic. Karst environments require carbonate units in the 

vadose zone, which is not the case for the Frigento reservoir. 

Karstification is observed in the Contursi region, where karst-collapse sinkholes are 

attributed to meteoric water mixing with deep derived fault-channeled fluids (Santo 

et al., 2011). The Contursi well did not penetrate the ACP and discovered no CO2 

accumulation at depth, only a 30 m column of fresh water in WCP reservoir at 1 km 

depth. At reservoir conditions this fresh water could dissolve 44.3 Kg(CO2) per cubic 

meter of fresh water. These waters are close to the peak solubility depth, so by 

ascending and cooling to 15°C, they could release over 42 Kg(CO2) per cubic meter of 

water. There are 10 seeps located close to Contursi. If we estimate that CO2 flux at 

this cluster is approximately 100 t(CO2)d-1 (10 seeps, each degassing 10 t(CO2)d-1) a 
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minimum flow rate of 27 Ls-1 of CO2 saturated water is required to seep from the 

WCP, a moderate spring flow rate. 

Travertine is precipitated at one of the springs in the Contursi seep cluster, and is a 

process which often accompanies CO₂ release from saturated waters. Flow rates at 

this spring are quite low; and spring gas flux is unquantified, but if the fluids were 

CO2 saturated they should degas ~0.06 t d-1 which would classify as low flux 

(Chiodini and Valenza, 2008). 

The San Teodoro springs, located on the flanks of the Frigento anticline do not 

release CO2 when emerging nor precipitate travertine. If these waters source from 

the Frigento reservoir, the reservoir formation waters cannot be CO2 saturated, 

otherwise the waters of the San Teodoro spring (7 L(H2O)s-1) would release ~0.4 t d-1 

during ascent from the reservoir and classify as low flux according to the INGV 

classification system (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008). The San Teodoro springs may 

therefore represent thermally driven seepage from a CO2 unsaturated water leg of 

the Frigento formation while the Mefite CO2 vents represent seepage from the gas 

leg.

Rock permeability

Effective permeability, KE, is the product of Kseal and KrCO2. Experimentally derived 

KrCO2 from carbonate rocks with similar porosity values to the APC carbonates 

(~10%) range from 0.06 - 0.54 KrCO2. For free phase and dissolved CO₂ fluids to 

require equal seep area to achieve the same CO2 flux, KrCO2 would need to be even 

lower than these experimentally derived values (KrCO2 < 0.02 ± 0.01). It will therefore 

always be easier for free phase CO2 to seep significant quantities of CO2.

The Caprese Michelangelo and Mefite seeps are long established degassing sites 

(Chiodini et al., 2010; Chiodini et al., 2008; Heinicke et al., 2006), so the CO₂ 
saturation in the fluid pathway is likely to be towards the upper limits of the 

experimental range. This will reduce the permeability necessary for flow by <1 

order of magnitude which does not change the geological feasibility of the previous 

area calculations.
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These seeps are cool temperature CO₂ vents, characterized by dry CO2 release at the 

surface at above ambient pressure (Roberts et al., 2011). At surface temperature and 

pressure conditions, CO2 is denser than air, therefore subsurface pressure must be 

driving the escape of these fluids rather than buoyancy alone. Pressurized fluid 

escape implies that fluid flow is restricted at depth. CO₂ flow can be impeded by 

various fluid and rock properties during ascent.

Denser fluids require smaller permeability-area combinations for a given CO₂ flux 

rate. As dense CO₂ ascends from depth and !CO2 decreases, seepage area or rock 

permeability must increase to enable steady state CO₂ flux. This might be 

dynamically achieved as the reduction in confining pressure at shallow depths 

progressively opens mesoscale fractures. Else fluid pressure (and therefore flow 

rate) may increase from buoyancy effect alone, or from fluid pressure head which 

gathers as flow is impeded. Otherwise, rock permeability may be actively 

(kinematically) increased by the opening of fractures by elevated fluid pressure. 

Therefore, while free phase CO₂ fluids may not need fault induced rock 

permeability to leak from the PSS1 reservoir, such pathways may be necessary for 

CO₂transport to the surface, where the Caprese Michelangelo seeps emerge along 

fault traces (Bonini, 2009). 

Other baffles to flow may encourage the channeling of ascending fluids. Fracture 

connectivity and rock permeability will not be continuous during fluid ascent from 

the reservoir. Indeed, above the PSS1 reservoir there are several rock units which 

will show much reduced permeability than the carbonate units directly overlying 

the reservoir (e.g. Varicoloured Clay units, see Figure 5.3D). Fault induced rock 

permeability will be necessary for fluid transport through these units. 

Relative permeability variation will also impede fluid flow and can arise from CO₂ 
exsolving from rising CO2 waters. As previously discussed, these effects will be 

most pronounced towards the phase transition depth, where solubility rapidly 

decreases (see Figure 5.6C). When CO₂ waters degas, two phase flow conditions are 

established. The relative permeability of the parent waters will rapidly decrease, 

retarding flow rate, though the water buoyancy may be increased by the resulting 
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gas-water mixture. Fluid pressure will accumulate in response which, in extreme 

cases can lead to geyser-style seepage. The buoyant, high IFT, free phase CO2 may 

follow a different flow path to its parent waters, subsequently forming several seep 

types in a seep cluster, as observed at the Contursi and CM seep cluster. If the 

hydraulic head of ascending waters is not great enough to enable the fluids to reach 

the surface, only dry CO2 seeps will manifest.

In this way, CO₂ can be transported from the reservoir in its dissolved phase and 

seep as a free phase at the surface. Conversely, CO₂ can leak from the reservoir as a 

free phase and dissolve into overlying aquifer units during ascent, and seep as a 

dissolved constituent in springs. This process may be occurring above the Monte 

Taburno reservoir, the Motta seep may either be supplied by low seepage rates of 

free phase CO2 which dissolves into the overlying WCP, or, the CO2 capillary entry 

pressures have not been overcome and instead reservoir waters with moderate CO2 

content are seeping.

5.1.6 Conclusions

We have examined the subsurface conditions of CO2 reservoir case studies in Italy to 

assess the geological conditions enabling CO₂ leakage from the reservoir and 

seepage to the surface. We find these reservoirs successfully retain CO2 in gaseous 

phase or dense phase, and in some cases this CO2 can be close to the critical point. 

Where the reservoir overburden is at hydrostatic pressure, CO2 seeps are present at 

the surface. These case studies are located near seismogenic extensional faults, 

which may be responsible for subsurface pressure connectivity at these sites. Where 

the overburden is apparently overpressured there are no seeps present above the 

reservoir structure. In these case studies, overpressured fluids in the overburden is 

symptomatic of an effective reservoir seal, which in these cases may be enhanced by 

evaporite bearing  caprocks. 
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Fluid seep rates from top reservoir conditions are applied to investigate the 

geological conditions required for fluid escape. Formations waters have the 

potential to dissolve large quantities of CO₂. Very high permeabilities are required 

for these waters to ascend at the rates necessary to supply high flux CO₂ seeps. 

Rapid CO2 flux will always be more achievable by seeping free phase CO2. 

Significant (> 100 t d⁻¹) leakage of dense phase CO₂ from the reservoir can be 

achieved by Darcy flow without the need for faults or enhanced permeability 

pathways. In contrast, to enable the same CO₂ flux for gas phase CO₂, fault 

permeabilities and areas are necessary since seepage through the overburden would 

require geological unlikely areas.

Changes in CO₂ properties during ascent from the leaking reservoir therefore lead 

to fluid channeling along high permeability pathways such as faults. These changes 

may also lead to CO₂ venting and seep clustering observed in Italy.
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5.2 Supplementary Information

5.2.1 Supplementary Methods

GIS Dataset

To identify wells located close to seeps, the GIS was populated with the well 

(ViDEPI, 2009) and seep information (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008), mapped 

seismogenic fault scarps (Roberts, 2008), present day stress field data (Barba et al., 

2009), seismically capable faults (ISPRA, 2007), SRTM 90 m elevation data (Jarvis, 

2008), subsurface carbonate structure (Nicolai et al., 2007), and isotherms at 1 and 2 

km depth (Geothopica, 2010) which are referred to as T1 and T2 respectively.

Deriving Geological Information from Well Logs

Geological information such as formation descriptions, names and ages, salinity 

information and drill stem tests (which provide fluid composition and pressure 

information) were elicited from the well notes, and subsurface structures of these 

reservoirs and the nature of nearby surface seeps from published literature.

We correct deviated drilling to the true vertical depth (TVD) and assume a standard 

depth error, intrinsic to depth while drilling measurements, of approximately ± 10 m 

and normally distributed to 1 standard deviation. See Appendix 4 for the code to 

calculate TVD from deviation information.

Pressure information was derived from the mud density of drilling fluids and by 

formation tests. To prevent a well blowout mud densities must maintain a pressure 

between hydrostatic and lithostatic. Pressures obtained from mud density will 

systematically over estimate the formation pressure by approximately 10%, we 

therefore assume formation pressures are 90% of the calculated pressures from mud 

density. See Appendix 4 for the code to calculate pressures from mud weights.
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Mud weights greater than the formation pressure can, alongside thermal cooling 

from drilling muds, encourage the formation of drilling induced fractures. Loss of 

circulation or significant mud absorption can therefore be useful indicators of where 

the well encounters a significantly more permeable horizon, or, where the rock 

fracture gradient has been exceeded. Significant mud loses are therefore noted in 

this study.

The geothermal gradient is calculated from down hole temperature measurements. 

Drilling mud can cause erroneous formation temperature measurements, and so 

various borehole correction methods are usually applied. 

Modelling CO₂ behaviour

The methods described above allow us to construct the down well pressure and 

temperature conditions, which allows us to model the down well CO2 behaviour for 

each well (CO2 bearing or not) using the (Span and Wagner, 1996) equation of state. 

Fresh water viscosities at reservoir conditions are calculated using the polynomial 

equation for variable temperature and pressure (Likhachev, 2003). The effect of 

dissolved CO2 on water viscosity is neglected. The viscosity ratio of CO2 and CO2 

saturated water indicate the magnitude difference in permeability and/or seepage 

area required to deliver CO2 from the reservoir at a given flux rate, as either a free 

phase or dissolved form. The code for the function to calculate the effects of 

uncertainty, and graphical results of down well models for each well can be viewed 

in Appendix 4.

Calculations of CO₂ saturated water ascent from depth assuming an emergence 

temperature of 15°C, where the solubility of CO2 in freshwater at 10 m depth is 

~0.042 molal.
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5.2.2 Supplementary Results
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Chapter 6

CO₂ flux from non-volcanic seeps in 

Italy

Previous calculations of total deep derived CO₂ flux in Italy do not consider the 

contribution from numerous dry seeps in Italy. Additionally, natural CO₂ seeps can 

inform potential flux rates from breached CO₂ stores.  Seep flux information 

documented by the Googas database allow CO₂ flux from dry seeps to be quantified 

for the first time, and mean seep flux rates for different seep types to be examined. 

The consequences of these seep rates on storage effectiveness is assessed.
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6.1 Natural flux rates of CO₂ seeps in Italy 

and implications for effective geological 

storage.

Italy is a region of natural geofluid phenomena. Over 308 CO2 seeps are documented which 

exhibit variable seep type and CO2 flux. Non-volcanic CO2 seeps are potentially similar to 

seeps which could arise if engineered geological CO₂ storage selected poorly-sealed 

reservoirs. Analysis of Italian seep characteristics can therefore provide ‘worst case’ scenarios 

of CO2 leakage by natural fluid pathways.  Here, we quantify the total CO2 flux from all 

types of natural non-volcanic CO₂ seeps in Italy in order to refine the annual budget of 

natural earth degassing from Italy. Total estimated CO2 flux from all non-volcanic seeps in 

Italy contributes 13 ± 2 % to 3.2 ± 1.2 % of the global non-volcanic CO₂ budget.  We 

investigate how the physical expression of seeps affects flux rates, and apply natural CO2 gas 

flux rates to commercial scale carbon storage scenarios to quantify the effect of these seep 

rates on long-term storage effectiveness. We find that leakage of injected CO₂ at flux rates 

similar to the studied gas seeps would represent <1% annual injection at commercial scale 

carbon stores. If a single seep established with the mean seep flux rate for non-volcanic CO₂ 
seeps in Italy, such stores would remain 86-96 % effective over 1,000 years.
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6.1.1 Introduction

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is a direct and rapid method of reducing CO2 

emissions from large industrial sources. In this technology chain, CO2 is captured 

from exhaust gasses from industrial processes, then transported, and injected into 

suitable rock formations. Pilot-scale CCS sites inject ~1 Mt y-1, and moderate CO2 

storage operations (1 -1.5 GW coal fired power plant) proposed will inject 5 Mt y-1 

where the injection phase is expected to continue for ~40 years. For effective climate 

mitigation, the injected CO2 must remain secure in the subsurface for tens of 

thousands of years (Hepple and Benson, 2003; Shaffer, 2010). To benefit medium 

term mitigation efforts, a storage site should operate with less than 1% CO2 loss to 

the surface in 1,000 years (Haugan and Joos, 2004; IPCC, 2005), though current EU 

legislation requires engineered stores to retain CO2 ‘permanently’(Council, 2009).

Natural CO2 reservoirs demonstrate that billions of tonnes of CO2 can be 

successfully trapped in complex and multi-layered or simple reservoir-caprock 

systems, at a range of depths and pressure conditions (Fleet et al., 1998; Lewicki et 

al., 2007; Pearce, 2005/6). These reservoirs retain CO2 securely for geologically long 

time periods (e.g. 42-70 Ma, Colorado) and several show no evidence of surface 

seepage (Allis et al., 2001; Gilfillan et al., 2008). Instances of CO2 leakage, however, 

from naturally occurring reservoirs serve as direct analogues for the potential 

migration of CO2 from geologic storage sites and can indicate the natural rates of 

CO2 loss towards the surface and its subsequent fate.

Globally, the annual rate of natural CO2 Earth degassing is orders of magnitudes 

smaller than the gigatonnes of CO2 trapped in the subsurface. Estimates of global 

non-volcanic subaerial CO2 flux range from 0.044 Gt y-1 (Kerrick, 2001) to 0.6 Gt y-1 

(Morner and Etiope, 2002). CO2 delivery and flux within and between non-volcanic 

degassing sites are highly variable. Comparison of measured flux rates at global 

seep sites show that flux varies by eight orders of magnitude (Kirk, 2011). This 

suggests there is no flux ‘threshold’ required for CO2 to seep at the Earth surface, 

and all that is required is a permeable pathway to the surface.
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6.1.2 Italian CO2 seeps

Italy is a region of intense natural Earth degassing. CO2 flux is greatest in western 

Central Italy where, besides fumaroles, CO2 seeps locate away from the flanks and 

craters of volcanoes and therefore represent non-volcanic degassing (according to 

definition in (Kerrick, 2001)). Archaeological records indicate that seepage has been 

established for at least 2000 years (Chiodini et al., 2011; Etiope et al., 2007a) but it is 

likely that regional CO2 flux has remained elevated since volcanism initiated ~0.9 

Ma (Minissale, 2004; Smith et al., 2008). In total, over 308 CO2 seeps at 270 locations 

have been catalogued (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008; Chiodini et al., 2008). These are 

mostly low temperature emissions (where mean and mode temperature is <22°C 

(see Section 3.1.7) and can manifest as vents, diffuse soil degassing, CO2-driven mud 

volcanoes, and CO2-rich springs and pools of bubbling water. Several deep 

boreholes are also known to leak CO2; these wells are not natural seeps but do 

indicate the presence of subsurface CO2 accumulations. In Chapter 4 we learn that 

the spatial distribution of Italian gas seeps shows that seeps usually form clusters 

over a small area, thought to indicate the near-surface dispersion of one seepage 

pathway at depth. 

Gas flux varies between seeps, most commonly classifying between 10 - 100 tonnes 

per day (t d-1), see Chapter 2. Mefite D’Ansanto (Southern Apennines, Italy) releases 

0.73 Mt y-1 (Chiodini et al., 2010), and is the most effusive known non-volcanic CO2 

seep in the world. It is estimated that 9.2 Mt y-1 CO₂ derived from a mantle source is 

transported and released by Apennine aquifers (Chiodini et al., 2004) which then 

contributes between 3 - 9.4% of the present-day global CO2 discharge from sub-

aerial volcanoes (Kerrick, 2001; Morner and Etiope, 2002). However, this is likely to 

be an underestimation since it does not include the contribution of CO2 from the 

widespread dry gas seeps located in Italy (Chiodini et al., 2004). 

Here, we quantify the total CO2 flux from all types of natural non-volcanic CO₂ 
seeps in Italy in order to refine its contribution to the annual budget of natural Earth 

degassing. We investigate how the physical expression of seeps affects flux rates, 

assess the conditions required at depth to deliver CO2 at these rates and therefore 
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the geological processes which enable CO2 escape from the reservoir. Finally, we 

apply natural CO2 gas flux rates to carbon storage scenarios to quantify the effect of 

these seep rates on long-term storage effectiveness.

6.1.3 Methods

Seep data were elicited from Googas (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008) a web-based 

catalogue of degassing sites in Italy and Sicily. Each seep is assigned a seep 

classification, flux and gas composition. There are four natural non-volcanic (NNV) 

CO2 seep classifications. We refer to these as either ‘wet’ (bubbling-water, spring) or 

‘dry’ (vent, diffuse). Other seep types include fumaroles and wells. Mean seep flux 

calculations consider only natural non-volcanic CO2 seeps which are most 

comparable to seeps arising from naturally breached stores (rather than, say, 

improperly abandoned boreholes). 

CO2 flux is measured in tonnes per day (t d-1) and logarithmically categorised into 

‘low’ (<1 t d-1); ‘medium’ (1-10 t d-1); 'high' (10-100 t d-1) and ‘very high’ (>100 t d-1). 

The most effusive seep, Mefite D'Ansanto, degasses over 2000 t d⁻¹ (Chiodini et al., 

2010). In general, background soil CO2 flux is <0.00001 (t d-1) (Kirk, 2011), therefore 

the upper and lower seep flux limits are conservatively set to 0.01 (min) - 2000 t d-1 

(max). We use the logarithmic mean of flux category bounds in calculations where 

the uncertainty intrinsic in logarithmic categorisation is ±log(30%).

Flux Calculations

A third of all seeps lack flux data, and as seeps can be subtle manifestations it is 

likely that the catalogue is incomplete. To calculate the contribution of CO2 from 

each seep type with unquantified fluxes we consider two potential models:

! Flux Model One (FM1): Assumes there are no unidentified seeps (n=308) 

and no bias towards any flux category  when measuring CO2 seep  flux. 

Therefore the number of seeps from each category are equally 

represented in the dataset.
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! Flux Model Two (FM2): Assumes that seep documentation and flux 

measurements are biased towards high flux seeps as these are most 

noticeable and have greatest perceived health risk, and therefore all high 

flux seeps are catalogued. Here, the number of low-end flux seeps not yet 

documented can be predicted by  extrapolating a polynomial fit to the 

high-end flux categories (n=924).

Mean seep flux for each model is calculated using the modelled total seep frequency 

and the modelled total seep flux. 

Storage Effectiveness 

Seep flux rates from NNV seeps are applied to engineered storage scenarios to 

explore the consequences of such seepage on storage effectiveness if seepage occurs 

post-closure. Here, storage effectiveness, E, represents the fraction of CO₂ stored in 

the formation:

E = [ 1 -    Q ! t     ]    x 100
                                                           IT                                                      [6.1]

where Q is annual flux of leaked CO₂, t is duration of leakage in years, 

and IT is total injected CO₂, and E is expressed as a percentage.

Commercial scale CO₂ storage operations are expected to inject 5 Mt y⁻¹ for an 

injection period of approximately 40 years. Following CO₂ charge a proportion of 

CO₂ will remain residually trapped in the pore throats due to capillary forces. 

Experiments determine between 20 - 40% CO₂ will remain residually trapped, so 

only a proportion of injected will be mobile (Bachu and Bennion, 2008). We can 

apply the calculate mean flux rates to assess how long it will take for all mobile CO₂ 
to leak from the store, assuming 20% residual trapping.

Research on the spatial distribution of CO₂ seeps presented in Chapter 4 has shown 

that seeps often emerge as clusters, within which seeps exhibit a variety of seep 

types and fluxes. The number of seeps in a cluster varies, but here, for simplicity, we 

assume a cluster size of 5 seeps which all exhibit mean flux rates.
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6.1.4 Results

Flux Estimates

Total CO2 flux estimates from CO2 seeps in Italy are shown inset Figure 6.1A. Seeps 

with flux measurements release 5.3 Mt y-1, of which 4.7 Mt y-1 is from NNV seeps. 

The total quantity of CO2 from all seeps calculated by FM1 and FM2 is 5.5 – 8.3 Mt 

y-1, respectively. 
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When total flux from NNV seeps are averaged (5.2 ± 0.3 Mt y-1), these quantities 

contribute between 6.8 ± 1.9 (Kerrick, 2001) to 1.7 ± 0.8% (Morner and Etiope, 2002) 

of the global annual non-volcanic sub aerial CO2 budgets. Previous estimates 

considered only CO₂ release from springs. Here we find all other natural non-

volcanic seep types in Italy release half of the calculated total annual CO2 flux. 

FM2 predicts a further ~600 low-end flux seeps have yet to be documented in Italy 

(see Figure 6.1B, and Figure 6.2), the majority of which are bubbling water and 

diffuse types. Mean calculated seep flux from FM2 (20 t d-1) and FM1 (78 t d-1) 

classify in the ‘high’ flux category. Figure 6.3 shows how the total annual flux and 

mean seep rate varies between seep types. Fumaroles and springs show greatest 

mean seep rates (~150 t d-1) though both flux models find the total contribution from 

dry seeps is ~1 Mt y-1 greater than wet seeps. 
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Italian Seeps and Engineered Storage

Table 6.1 summarises how seepage from engineered stores at flux rates exhibited by 

NNV seeps in Italy would affect storage effectiveness. Stores that breach post-

closure will still take considerable time periods (> 1,000 ys) for mobile CO2 to be 

released back to the atmosphere (see figure 6.4 in the supplementary information). 

The store would remain 86-96 % effective over 1,000 years. However, previous 

research on the spatial distribution of CO₂ seeps (Chapter 4) show that it is 

geologically more likely that a cluster of seeps establish. If we assume a seep cluster 

is composed of 5 seeps, 1% of the injected CO2 could be released in decades (Table 

6.1).
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6.1.5 Discussion 

Annual CO2 Flux

Here we determine that the total estimated annual CO2 flux from dry (diffuse/vent) 

CO2 seeps is 3.3 ± 0.8 Mt y-1, which can account for 3.6 ± 1.0 % (Kerrick, 2001) to 0.9 

± 0.4% (Morner and Etiope, 2002) of the global Earth budget from non-volcanic sub 

areal CO2 release. Total CO₂ release from all non-volcanic CO₂ seep types is 6.5 ± 1.1 

Mt y-1 which constitutes 6.8 ± 1.9 % (Kerrick, 2001) to 1.7 ± 0.8 % (Morner and 

Etiope, 2002) of the global non-volcanic sub areal CO₂ budget.

Total deep derived CO2 transported by Apennine aquifers and released at springs 

(and wells) totalled 9.3 Mt y⁻¹. These models were based on measurements at 

springs, and total measured deep derived CO₂ was 2.9 Mt y-1 (Chiodini et al., 2004). 

We can test the accuracy of our model by comparing the CO₂ flux contribution we 

calculate from springs to these previous calculations. Our model finds spring release 

a smaller quantity of CO₂ than previous measurements (2.1 ± 0.3 Mt y⁻¹, see Figure 
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6.2), but we note that springs selected for the Googas catalogue were selected for 

those which contained high proportions of deep derived CO₂ (Chiodini, 2010), 

suggesting that the Googas spring dataset is incomplete, but that all seeps in the 

Googas dataset represent the seepage of deep derived CO₂.

If we combine our modelled CO₂ release from vent, diffuse and bubbling water 

seeps (3.5 ± 0.6 Mt y-1) with previous estimates of total deep derived CO₂ degassing 

from Apennine springs, we find that natural non-volcanic earth degassing in Italy 

contributes 13 ± 2 % (Kerrick, 2001) to 3.2 ± 1.2 % (Morner and Etiope, 2002) of the 

global budget. To place these quantities in context, such natural, non-volcanic CO₂ 
flux is only ~ 1.5% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions from Italy in 2010 (EEA, 

2012).

FM2 predicts that an additional ~ 600 low-medium flux NNV seeps remain 

uncatalogued in Italy. While >900 seeps may seem extensive, over a thousand 

methane/light hydrocarbon seeps were documented in Italy in the 1950s (Etiope et 

al., 2007b). Bubbling water and diffuse seeps are the most undocumented NNV 

seep, and indeed the surface expression of these seep types are the most subtle 

(Roberts et al., 2011).

FM1 assumes flux measurements are not biased towards any flux category and that 

the seep catalogue in Italy is complete. Total CO2 release is significantly greater than 

FM2 because high-end flux seeps strongly influence total flux calculations (Figure 

6.1). Mean seep rates for both flux models classify as high flux category (10-100 t 

d-1), the mode category for seeps with quantified flux (Roberts et al., 2011). 

Application to Engineered CO₂ Storage

Natural non-volcanic seeps are most comparable to seeps which establish from 

engineered carbon stores, where injected CO₂ seeps to the surface by natural CO2 

pathways. Storage sites will be selected for specific sealing characteristics whereas 

CO2 reservoirs in Italy are effectively randomised. Surface seepage from these 

reservoirs occur because they are not ideal stores; the reservoirs are bisected or 

flanked by active faults and capped by highly heterogeneous and tectonised 
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sediments. Faulted reservoirs with heterogeneous or poorly permeable overburdens 

will not be selected as storage sites. In addition, these seeps are long duration fluid 

pathways which will have decreased the CO₂ column heights, and have minimised 

the wetting phase saturation by ‘drying’ effects (see Section 5.1.2) and have 

therefore increased the CO₂ relative permeability. Newly established fluid pathways 

may have quite different flow conditions and consequently different flow paths 

which will be slow when compared with evolved, long duration seeps such as those 

in Italy.

However, we can apply mean CO₂ seep flux rates at seeps in Italy to investigate the 

consequences of seepage rates on this scale from of non-ideal stores. We find that 

mean seep rates would release less than 1% of annual CO2 injection at commercial 

scale carbon stores, and the site would be ~86-96 % effective over 1000 years. If a 

cluster of 5 seeps form, which is common in Italy, the store would be 30 - 80% 

effective over this period.

Poorly completed wells may also provide seepage paths if the selected store is a 

depleted hydrocarbon reservoir (IPCC, 2005). If seepage rate from a well bore post-

closure of a commercial scale store was similar to the mean seep rate at Italian wells 

( ~ 40 t d-1) the effectiveness of the store over 1000 years would be 92.7%, which 

would fail the recommended standards (IPCC, 2005).

Even if carbon stores leak a small fraction of the injected CO₂, this is arguably more 

favourable than unabated CO₂ emissions from industrial sources without CCS 

(Scott et al., 2012). To effectively mitigate climate change, CO₂ stores of this scale 

must seep no more than 5.8 t d⁻¹ CO₂. Such seepage would classify as medium flux 

according to the INGV classification (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008), and the majority 

of seeps in Italy are 10 - 100 t d⁻¹ (‘high’) flux. 
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6.1.6 Conclusions

Natural non-volcanic seeps represent CO₂ seepage via natural fluid pathways from 

non-ideal stores. They provide an estimate of potential seep flux rates from 

engineered stores which were not selected for sealing characteristics, and therefore 

exhibit much greater fluxes than have been modelled from breached storage 

reservoirs e.g., (Pruess, 2008).

CO2 degassing at surface seeps in Italy is globally significant. Previous flux 

calculations underestimated total regional CO2 release in Central Italy, since only 

springs (and wells) were considered. Total CO₂ release from non-volcanic CO₂ seep 

types previously omitted from flux calculations is 3.5 ± 0.6 Mt y⁻¹. Total CO₂ release 

from all non volcanic CO₂ seeps can account for 13 ± 2 % (Kerrick, 2001) to 3.2 ± 1.2 

% (Morner and Etiope, 2002) of global estimates of non volcanic sub areal CO₂ 
degassing.
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6.2 Supplementary Information

6.2.1 Supplementary Results
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6.2.2 Reservoir Capacity Estimates

Seeps may be fed by subsurface CO₂ reservoirs. A minimum capacity estimate of 

these reservoirs can be calculated by assuming CO₂ flux from the reservoir has 

delivered CO₂ to the surface seep at a steady state for a given time-period during 

which there was no significant replenishment. We consider that seepage has been 

steady state for 2000 years, as has been the case for Mefite D’Ansanto (Chiodini et 

al., 2010), and the results are in table 6.2. The reservoir volume fraction that seeps 

each year is 1/2000 (0.0005%), which is below the recommended seep rate for 

effective CCS (Hepple and Benson, 2005; IPCC, 2005).

This is a very conservative model since these seeps are still active and therefore 

considerable quantities of CO2 are still present in the subsurface. In addition, 

capillary trapping will structurally retain a proportion of CO2 and seeping fluids are 

likely to attenuate (e.g. dissolve in pore waters) during ascent and so a proportion of 

CO2 will be unaccounted for. 
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A second method of estimating CO₂ reservoir capacities in Italy is to calculate the 

CO₂ volume that can be contained in hydrocarbon reservoirs in Italy. These 

reservoirs have commercial interest and therefore their capacities have been well 

constrained. The Val D’Agri hydrocarbon reservoirs in the Southern Apennines 

have a comparable geological structure to CO₂ reservoirs in Italy (Bertello et al., 

2010; Casero, 2004; Masini et al., 2011; Shiner et al., 2004). The Monte Enoc and 

Monte Alpi reservoirs of the Val D’Agri hydrocarbon province have estimated 

capacities of 100 - 400 million barrels (mb) respectively. A 100 mb reservoir can 

contain between 6 - 9 Mt CO₂ (depending on the geothermal gradient and reservoir 

depth, see table 6.3. The percentage of the reservoir volume which the seeps 

represent remains below 0.5% the total reservoir volume. 
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Chapter 7

Discussion: uncertainties and 

ambiguities

Results presented in this thesis offer a valuable insight into multiscale processes 

governing the fate of CO₂  fluids at depth. There are several uncertainties, 

ambiguities and overarching considerations which are discussed in this Chapter. 
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7.1 Research limitations

7.1.1 Limitations of the dataset

A GIS dataset comprised of the Googas seep catalogue; geological, geophysical and 

resource information; and topographical and population data formed the 

cornerstone to much of the research presented in this thesis. While this dataset was 

rich and broad, there were several limitations that hindered the precision quality of 

the research. These shortcomings have been made clear in the relevant chapters, but 

relate to:

! Incomplete cataloguing of the CO₂ seeps. In Chapter 6, the number of 

undiscovered or uncatalogued CO₂ seeps is estimated by assuming complete 

cataloguing of high and very high flux seeps, and a power law relationship 

between seep frequency and seep flux. This model finds 600 low and medium 

flux natural non-volcanic CO₂ seeps are unaccounted for. These seeps can 

have little or minor physical expression and are therefore more like to be 

poorly catalogued. As noted in Chapter 6, over 1000 CH₄ and hydrocarbons 

were catalogued in Italy in the 1950’s. CH₄ had greater IFT than CO₂ and 

therefore seeps less readily from reservoirs than CO₂.

! Incomplete cataloguing of CO₂ seep characteristics. Chapters 3-5 makes 

reference to the fact that many seeps lack information other than location, 

name and type. The absence of seep temperature and flux information is 

particularly pertinent in Chapter 5 and 6, since it meant it was difficult to 

quantify flux from known seeps and to ascertain if seeps were related to 

subsurface CO₂ reservoirs.

! No further information could be determined regarding human fatalities at 

three CO₂ seeps, which are recorded in the Googas database (Chiodini and 

Valenza, 2008). Since so few fatalities have occurred at CO₂ seeps, the number 
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of deaths and the nature of the victim behaviour would be valuable 

information.

! Structural and geological information was only available at broad scales. 

Research methods presented in Chapter 3 uses lithological and structural 

information from the 1:500,000 and 1: 1,000,000 scale geological map. 

Unfortunately 1:100,000 scale information was not available for the entire 

seeping region. While these datasets were fit for investigating regional scale 

controls on seep locations, it hampered investigation into the role of local scale 

structures on seep locations, which we instead investigate by assessing the 

role of lithology and topography in Chapter 4.

! The relationship between seeps and reservoirs in Chapter 5 is speculative, and 

without detailed geochemical information it is impossible to establish if CO₂ 
reservoirs nearby CO₂ seeps are causally related. The only exception is for the 

Pieve Santo Stefano reservoir and nearby Caprese Michelangelo seep cluster. 

This CO₂ reservoir is commercially exploited and so gas samples from the 

fertile CO₂ horizon have been studied by researchers at University of 

Florence1 (Vaselli, 2012), and the CO₂ fluids are related. All other CO₂-bearing 

wells are closed.

! In Chapter 5, the geothermal gradient was interpolated from a raster 

constructed from the publicly available isotherm data (Geothopica, 2010). 

While appropriate for the broad scale of this research, the geothermal gradient 

has huge effect on the down well CO₂ properties, and so well constrained 

geothermal gradients can confidently inform the CO₂ properties at depth.

! Modern down well technology allow accurate logging and correction while 

drilling. In the absence of information these tools provide, information such as 

CO₂ column heights could not be determined from down well pressure 

changes. Few permeability measurements are available for overburden and 

reservoir rocks, which would allow more accurate seepage-area investigations 

in Chapter 5 to constrain the mechanisms of CO₂ leakage from the reservoir. 
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7.1.2 Relevance to Engineered CO₂ storage

By their nature, analogues studies cannot accurately represent unnatural processes 

and so the applicability of the natural CO₂ seeps and reservoirs studied in this thesis 

to engineered CO₂ storage will have limitations.

Not all seeps in Italy will necessarily be fed by large subsurface CO₂ reservoirs. 

Carbonate aquifers in Italy can retain and transport significant quantities of CO₂ 
(Chiodini et al., 2004). These waters have had long residence times (Minissale, 2004), 

and CO₂ fluids have distributed sources and mixed origins (Chiodini et al., 2004); 

they are not fed by a single deep reservoir. Therefore seeps that arise from degassing 

regional aquifers are not direct analogues to the seeps that might arise from 

breached ‘young’ engineered stores where the majority of CO₂ is structurally 

trapped. However, they are excellent analogues for leakage from ‘mature’ 

engineered stores in aquifers, where a significant proportion of the injected CO₂ has 

had time to dissolve into formation waters, which could be on the order of 1000 

years (IPCC, 2005). 

Large CO₂ reservoirs located near CO₂ seeps were studied in Chapter 5. These seeps 

are most analogous to those that may arise from breached ‘young’ CO₂ stores. 

Globally, there are few examples of reservoirs that directly feed surface CO₂ seeps, 

so the leaking CO₂ reservoirs in Italy are valuable analogues. When considering flux 

rates and seep paths at such reservoirs it must be remembered that they are flawed. 

Surface seepage from these reservoirs occur because they are not ideal stores; the 

reservoirs are bisected or flanked by active faults and capped by highly 

heterogeneous and tectonised sediments. Storage sites will be selected for specific 

sealing characteristics; faulted reservoirs with heterogeneous or poorly permeable 

overburdens will not be selected as storage sites. It is interesting, and reassuring, 

that the majority of such geologically imperfect CO₂ reservoirs appear to be 

effectively sealing, although there remains the possibility that these reservoirs are 

leaking and the CO₂ is trapped or dispersed in the subsurface rather than seeping to 

the surface. 
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Natural CO₂ seeps will be migrating by natural, steady state, fluid pathways. In 

contrast, in the context of CCS, the greatest risks of CO₂ leakage from engineered 

stores are improperly sealed boreholes (IPCC, 2005), complications relating to CO₂ 
injection (Haszeldine, 2009) and geomechanical effects from the pressure response to 

CO₂ injection. In Italy, deep wells leak CO₂. These can be exploration wells, 

geothermal wells, or wells for water supply, and can provide some indication of the 

seepage rates of CO₂ from improperly abandoned wells for CCS (Section 6.1.4). The 

Pieve Santo Stefano reservoir studied in Chapter 5 is likely to be leaking as a result 

of high fluid pressure in the reservoir. This process is analogous to leakage arise 

from geomechanical failure at CO₂ stores. As such, natural analogues in Italy can 

provide some information about seeps that may arise from ‘CCS induced’ fluid 

pathways. It is important to consider that CO₂ seeps in Italy are long duration fluid 

pathways which will have minimised the wetting phase saturation by ‘drying’ 

effects and therefore increasing the CO₂ relative permeability. Newly established 

fluid pathways may have quite different flow conditions and consequently different 

flow paths when compared with evolved, long duration seeps such as those in Italy.

7.1.3 Wet and Dry Seepage; Wet or Dry leakage?

In this thesis, CO₂ migration from the reservoir is referred to as ‘leakage’ while 

ascent to the surface is referred to as ‘seepage’. There is a distinction between fluid 

processes at depth and fluid processes toward the surface. 

What does wet or dry seepage actually represent?

‘Dry’ surface seepage may not represent CO₂ delivery from depth as a free 

phase. In Chapter 5, we learn that CO₂ solubility in water rapidly reduces 

toward the CO₂ phase transition. Therefore most CO₂ transported as a 

dissolved constituent of saturated waters will be released as these formation 

waters ascend, and the quantity of dissolved CO₂ will be much reduced when 

these deep waters reach phreatic depths (~ 700 m). CO₂ could also be 
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delivered from depth as a free phase, especially if fluids are channelised along 

permeable pathways.

Regardless of the origin or transport pathways of buoyant CO₂ in the phreatic 

zone, when CO₂  reaches the vadose zone, it will no longer be less dense then 

surrounding pore fluids (in this case, air). The CO₂ buoyancy is therefore 

reduced, encouraging lateral dispersion.

Depending on surface geology, ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ surface seeps may develop. For 

example, in Chapter 4 we suggest that both bubbling water and diffuse seeps 

represent CO₂ dispersion processes in the shallow subsurface; diffuse CO₂ 
emissions result from CO₂ dispersion in the vadose zone, while bubbling 

water emissions results from CO₂ dispersion in the phreatic zone or in 

perched aquifers where CO₂ reaches the surface together with this 

groundwater. Dry CO₂ migration even in the near surface can hence lead to 

‘wet’ CO₂ delivery at the surface.

These considerations effect the total calculated flux from Apennine aquifers 

CO₂ in Italy. Modelling of CO₂ transport and release from Apennine carbonate 

aquifers are considered to underestimate total regional CO₂ flux since the 

contribution from dry gas manifestations are not included (Chiodini et al., 

2004). We present new calculations of CO₂ flux from dry gas seeps in Chapter 

6. If CO₂ released at diffuse and bubbling water seeps represent CO₂ 
degassing from aquifer waters, the CO₂ budget transported and released by 

aquifer groundwaters is greater than previously thought, and total CO₂ 
degassing not related to groundwater transport will be reduced. However, it 

may be impossible to determine the proportions of CO₂ which interact with 

groundwaters without rigorous noble gas geochemical studies. Regardless, 

total modelled CO₂ flux at dry CO₂ seeps is less than total modelled CO₂ flux 

from wet seeps and Apennine springs, therefore in the context of CCS, it could 

be inferred that more CO₂ will be dissolved in groundwaters than will be 

released at dry gas seeps. Historically, dry seeps present greater health risk to 

humans than wet seeps, and so wet seepage may be considered more 

favourable.
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Seep type ambiguities: What are bubbling water seeps?

“Bubbling Water”, as defined by Googas researchers (Chiodini and Valenza, 2008) is 

an ambiguous seep classification. There are two feasible mechanisms which cause 

CO₂ to bubble through water: 

! Waters release CO₂ as they emerge at the surface. CO₂ bubbles form, in 

the same way as sparking water. These are ‘wet’ seeps.

! CO₂ seeps towards the surface as a free phase, but emerges where there 

is standing water pools. CO₂ bubbles through these pools. These are 

‘dry’ seeps.

Bubbling water and springs show the same distributions and elevations from 

computed river paths (see 4.1.5). This suggests that bubbling water seeps are 

wet seeps. However other observations suggest that the two seep types are 

distinct:

! Bubbling water seeps are the only seep type to show distributions from 

computed stream paths (an order of magnitude smaller than rivers, see 

section 4.1.4) different to the synthetic control, including springs. This 

implies that bubbling water seeps preferentially develop towards minor, 

topographic depressions which do not determine the location of springs. 

! The temperature distribution of CO₂ springs and dry (vent/diffuse) 

seeps are distinct (Figure 7.1). Springs are warm, while dry seeps are 

cool. Spring type CO₂ seeps are warm, while diffuse/vent seeps are cool. 

However, bubbling water seeps show temperature characteristics in the 

range between springs and dry seeps, and show greatest similarity with 

wells.

! Bubbling waters commonly colocate with diffuse seeps at dual system 

seeps (see section 2.1.4). Springs are never partnered with other seep 

types.
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! Cluster analyses performed for individual seep types (section 3.1.6) find 

clustering is a feature for all natural seep types except for springs, which 

are discrete manifestations.

Wells are effectively groundwaters with high dissolved CO₂ contents and the 

similarity in temperatures between bubbling water and well seeps only 

informs us that the waters that are bubbling are likely to be groundwaters 

rather than poor ground drainage. These observations show that bubbling 

water seeps are distinct from springs, however, they do not differentiate 

whether these seeps represent dry or wet CO₂ delivery at the surface.
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7.2 The Role of the Geothermal Gradient

From the Apennines to the Tyrrhenian the geothermal gradient increases from 30°C 

to 70°C, with gradients over 250 °C in the volcanic geothermal regions. The 

geothermal gradient determines the CO₂ properties with depth, and therefore 

consequences on CO₂ flow properties and solubility which will influence the fate of 

CO₂ fluids.

7.2.1 CO₂ Leakage and the Geotherm

The geothermal gradient determines the shape of the downhole CO₂ property 

profiles which in turn determine the flow characteristics (density, solubility, 

buoyancy, IFT) and therefore the flow path of CO₂ fluids. To enable rapid CO₂ flux 

from the reservoir in the gas phase, permeability-area conditions indicative of faults 

are necessary, but for equivalent CO₂ flux in the dense phase fluids can leak from 

the reservoir without the needs for deformation enhanced fluid pathways (Section 

5.1.5). Fault related permeability becomes necessary for conserved CO₂ flux at 

depths towards the phase transition, which is dependent on the geothermal 

gradient.

The case studies in Chapter 5 exhibit geothermal gradients from 28°C/km to 93°C/

km. Figure 7.2 shows the pressure density profiles for CO₂ fluids over this range of 

geothermal gradients (for at hydrostatic conditions, and surface temperatures of ~15 

°C). The corresponding depth-density profiles are show in Figure 7.3. The only 

profile to ‘touch’ the vapour pressure curve at hydrostatic conditions is the 20°C/

km geothermal gradient. This has marked consequences on the rate of change of 

CO₂ density during ascent from depth, and therefore buoyancy drive and 

permeability-area combinations necessary to maintain flow rates (see section 5.1.5). 

At geothermal gradients over 50°C/km, CO₂ density depth profiles are smooth 

(Figure 7.3) and CO₂ remains in gas phase at over 3 km depth. 
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For cooler geothermal gradients CO₂ fluids remain dense until the phase transition 

depth, where rapid density decrease occurs over minimal change in depth. Seepage 

area for these fluids will therefore remain constant until the phase transition, 

whereafter greater permeability and area combinations are required for steady CO₂ 
flux. At the phase transition complex local effects from volume expansion will 

perturb flow. 
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These considerations will affect CO₂ seep distribution at the surface. To enable rapid 

flux (100 t d⁻¹) of free phase CO₂ from a reservoir in gas phase (which here refers to 

‘light’ phase CO₂, that is, CO₂ below the critical density, 464 kg/m³), high 

permeability paths are necessary (section 5.1.5). These pathways are likely to be 

provided by fault damage zones. The density decrease from reservoir to surface is 

gradual, and the total decrease will be less than the critical density. For the same flux 

from a reservoir which contains dense phase CO₂, leaking fluids may not initially 

require high permeability pathways. However, fluid ascent to the surface is 

accompanied by a total density decrease of ~ 800 kg m-³, therefore the area-

permeability combinations required to conserve CO₂ flux will have to increase 
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significantly more than fluids initially leaking from the reservoir in gas phase. For 

dense CO₂ fluids, towards the phase transition high permeability pathway (faults) 

will become necessary to conserve CO₂ flux. Density decrease will cause CO₂ will 

spread until such pathway(s) are encountered and utilised. If no high permeability 

pathways are encountered, rapid CO₂ flux cannot occur. The area-permeability 

effects will be overestimated in these calculations since the pressure effect of CO₂ 
buoyancy is not considered here.Flow of free phase CO₂ fluids into the phreatic 

zone is therefore likely to be channelised via faults. In the vadose zone, the CO₂ may 

disperse laterally to form clusters and the location of the seep with respect to the 

CO₂-channeling fault is determined by local topography and outcropping rock 

characteristics (as shown in Chapters 3 - 4). It follows that dense phase CO₂ leaking 

from a reservoir may disperse more, and at greater depths, than if gas phase CO₂ 
fluids leak from the reservoir. It can therefore be hypothesised that reservoirs 

leaking dense phase CO₂ may develop seep clusters with a greater radius than 

reservoirs leaking free phase CO₂ (see figure 7.4).

This is a significant simplification of a complex process. Darcy flow is limited when 

considering the flow of buoyant fluids since buoyancy, frictional effects, and other 

complex fluid considerations are not accounted for. However, this is the best simple 

approximation to a complex problem for the scope of this research.
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 7.2.2 Temperature and CO₂ Charge

We learn in Chapter 5 that formation waters can transport significant quantities of 

CO₂, but it is more likely that high flux venting clusters are fed by CO₂  seeping from 

the reservoir in free phase rather that dissolved phase. CO₂ saturated waters are, 

however, capable of charging CO₂ bearing structures by either pressure or 

temperature perturbation.

The hydraulic path of circulating CO₂ bearing waters will ascend and consequently 

experience a pressure reduction as they flow across an anticline structure. At depths 

greater than ~ 2 km, this will cause a decrease CO₂ solubility and CO₂ will be 

released from solution if these waters are saturated. Deep structures such as the 

Acerno or Pieve Santo Stefano reservoir could be charged by this mechanism. Let us 

consider the Pieve Santo Stefano reservoir as an example. Ignoring salinity effects, 

CO₂ saturated waters ascending from 5 km depth to 4 km depth would be 

associated with a solubility decrease of 0.5 molal. To supply 100 t d⁻¹ to the reservoir 

requires 25 m³ s⁻¹ influx of ascending CO₂-saturated water to the reservoir.

For waters ascending in anticline structures shallower than ~ 2 km, the associated 

pressure decrease can be associated with an increase in CO₂ solubility as the CO₂ 
approaches the phase transition from dense to gas phase (as discussed in Chapter 5). 

To decrease the CO₂ carrying capacity of these waters, they must either be heated or 

mix with other waters of a different composition and temperature. 

Figure 7.5 shows how waters circulating from the Apennines towards the 

Tyrrhenian in platform carbonate aquifers experience a decrease in CO₂ saturation 

potential as they are heated by the increasing geothermal conditions. For example, 

CO₂ saturated waters circulating at ~1000 m depth from a 40°C/km geothermal 

setting to 90°C/km geothermal setting will release half its dissolved CO₂. CO₂ could 

be delivered to CO₂ to reservoirs and seeps in the Tyrrhenian by this mechanism.
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The Frigento reservoir structure has anomalous thermal conditions, and the 

reservoir crest is approximately 1000 m shallower than the surrounding carbonate 

platform units. If water is free to circulate in the water leg from outside of the 

structure, these waters would be ascending from 2000 m to 1000 m depth, and will 

be heated by at least 30 °C. The associated solubility drop will be ~0.4 molal and so 

to supply 100 t d⁻¹ to the reservoir 20 m³ s⁻¹ of fresh water saturated with CO₂ must 

ascend and be heated.
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The rate of CO₂ degassing at Mefite D’Ansanto, located above the Frigento 

reservoir, is extremely high (2000 t d⁻¹ (Chiodini et al., 2010). To replenish the CO₂ 
reservoir at this rate, an influx of over 400 m³ s⁻¹ of fresh water saturated with CO₂ 
is necessary which would require extremely rapid hydraulic flow. Furthermore, CO₂ 
saturation of reservoir waters is unlikely since it required adequate CO₂ and water 

mixing. Importantly, reservoir pore waters are not CO₂ saturated. Well tests find 

fresh water in the reservoir, and the San Teodoro thermal spring, which has 

geochemical compositions that indicate rapid fluid ascent from a deep carbonate 

aquifer, does not degass CO₂ on emergence (see Chapter 5). CO₂ release by heating 

circulating CO₂ saturated groundwaters is therefore an unlikely mechanism for 

sustained CO₂ delivery to the Frigento reservoir. 

It is perhaps more likely that CO₂ is delivered to the reservoir by faults. The R/Ra 

values of gasses at Mefite D’Ansanto indicate a strong mantle contribution to CO₂ 
degassing (Chiodini et al., 2010) and the seep is located very close to a décollement 

and terrain boundary (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 2002; Nicolai et al., 2007). It is 

reasonable to assume that the deformation associated with this deep décollement 

may encourage CO₂ delivery from deep sources and the thick sequence of thrust 

sheet top deposits which hide the décollement, as documented in the Trevico well 

(Improta et al., 2003; ViDEPI, 2009) guide buoyant CO₂ fluids into the carbonate 

anticline structure, where they accumulate. If there has been steady CO₂ flux since 

seepage first established over 2000 years ago (Chiodini et al., 2010), at least 1.46 Gt 

CO₂ has been released (see section 6.2).

It is difficult to consider which geological processes that can rapidly generate CO₂ at 

2000 t d⁻¹, unless a local volcano-metamorphic source is present, as previous 

researchers have insinuated (Italiano et al., 2000). It may instead be that the reservoir 

is not being replenished at this rate (and therefore CO₂ is not being generated at this 

rate), in which case CO₂ accumulation occurred over a long time interval, and now 

the very large Frigento CO₂ reservoir is depleting.
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7.2.3 Temperature and Seep Density

The effects of elevated geothermal gradient on CO₂ carrying capacity of formation 

waters can also account for the increase seep density in regions of high heat flow 

(see Chapter 4, (Collettini et al., 2008)). Warmed waters will not be able to dissolve 

large quantities of CO₂ and will therefore encourage dry gas seep development. 

Cooler circulating waters which are warmed as they flow into the region of elevated 

geothermal condition may release dissolved CO₂ as their CO₂ carrying capacity is 

decreased. This will be most pronounced for aquifers, since these have greater 

potential to dissolve large quantities of CO₂ in their formation waters than low 

permeability rock units.

7.3 Carbonate Dissolution and 

Precipitation

7.3.1 Dissolved Rock Volume

The geochemistry of some CO2 springs in Italy show no mantle CO2 enrichment 

and, overall, 33.2% of CO2 in Apennine springs source from the dissolution of 

carbonate rocks (Chiodini et al., 2004). We calculate the mass of rock required to be 

dissolved to supply CO2 at the observed rates assuming i) no external (mantle or 

biogenic) CO2 contribution and ii) CO2 dissolution contributes to 33.2% of the total 

dissolved CO2.

Seepage at 10 t(CO2)d-1, sourcing only from the breakdown of CaCO3, would result 

from 0.3 kg(CaCO3) s-1 or 23 t(CaCO3) d-1. Given the density of these carbonate rocks 

(~2900 kg m-3) this equates to ~ 7.8 m3 of limestones either being heated or 

dissolving to release CO2 each day. If CO2 released by the dissolution of carbonates 
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contributes to 33.2% of the total CO2 flux, 0.9 m3 of limestones breakdown to release 

CO2 each day. For the total CO₂ discharged from springs in central Italy (Chiodini et 

al., 2004), 33.2% from carbonate dissolution is equivalent to 0.002 km3 rock volume 

per year. 

If the area of degassing is simplified to a rectangle the extent of the Tyrrhenian 

sector (approximately 60 km x 600 km) and the platform carbonate units (APC and 

WCP) are considered to be minimum 5 km thick for this area (Ghisetti and Vezzani, 

2002); the carbonate rock volume in the Tyrrhenian is 180,000 km³. 

Assuming annual carbonate dissolution and transport to the surface has been 

continuous at the same rate since travertine formation began (maximum dated 

travertine is 0.5 Ma (Minissale, 2004)) then ~1,200 km³ total rock volume has been 

dissolved, which is 0.7% of the total carbonate rock volume in the Tyrrhenian. This 

is not a geologically unreasonable value. Porosity in APC units is usually fracture or 

vuggy porosity (Casabianca et al., 2002; Casero, 2004; Larsen et al.).

7.3.2 What keeps seep paths open?

CO2 fluid flow along faults often cause mineral sealing of fractures by the 

precipitation of carbonate cements as CO₂ degasses from solution. Undersaturated 

CO2 fluids will tend to dissolve rather than precipitate carbonate minerals. H2S, 

present in most CO₂ seeps in Italy, will encourage this erosive process, since it 

readily dissolves water creating a strong acid. Strong CO2 flux and associated high 

partial pressures may therefore conserve or enhance flow pathways. For fluid 

pathways at observed seep clusters to have been maintained for long time periods, 

they must not have been affected by cementation. In contrast, slow seepage or 

elevated CO2 saturation will decrease CO2 partial pressures, encouraging 

precipitation and eventual changes in fluid path.

Additionally, mixing water always leads to an aggressive water, oversaturated with 

CO₂. Therefore, where ascending CO2 waters mix with cool meteoric waters, the 

resulting fluid is erosive and will dissolve the host carbonate units.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions summary, and proposed 

future research

This research was motivated by the need to understand the controls on the location 

and consequences of different types of natural CO₂ seepage at the Earth surface. 

This has direct application to engineered CO₂ storage. It is important to ensure that 

geological stores are selected for characteristics that minimise the risk that injected 

CO₂ will migrate from the reservoir, and that seep pathways can be predicted in the 

unfortunate case that CO₂ does breach the store. Understanding the geological 

processes governing CO₂ migration and fate in the crust therefore informs site 

selection and characterisation procedure, seep risk assessment and targeted site 

monitoring strategy. Appreciating the risk of human death at CO₂ seep using real, 

historical data is significant for the public perception of onshore CO₂ storage 

operations, since public opposition can delay, suspend, or even terminate CCS 

developments.

This chapter closes the thesis by outlining the key conclusions of the research 

presented in Chapters 2 - 7, and the implications or recommendations to CCS 
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operations to ensure long term security of stored CO₂. Future research which could 

investigate the scientific questions arising from this research are proposed, to 

conclude.

8.1 Research Conclusions

The study of naturally occurring CO₂ seeps and reservoirs in Italy has provided 

insights into predicting natural seep paths of CO₂ fluids. This contributes to a body 

of knowledge which directly informs site selection procedure for carbon storage and 

maximise the long term storage potential for CCS. Thorough scientific 

understanding of the geological processes governing fluid escape is crucial to assure 

the scientific, political and public communities that safe, long-term carbon storage 

can be realised as an effective climate mitigation technology.

8.1.1 Health Risks of CO₂ Seeps 

Studying risk from natural CO₂ seeps can guide assessment of potential health risks 

from leaking onshore CO₂ stores. Quantifying historical fatalities from CO₂ 
poisoning at CO₂ seeps in Italy find risk of accidental human death is 10-8 y⁻¹ to the 

exposed population. This value is significantly lower than that of many socially 

accepted risks. Risk of human death is strongly influenced by seep surface 

expression, local conditions (e.g., topography and wind speed), CO₂  flux, and 

human behaviour leading to death. With appropriate hazard management, health 

risks from unplanned seepage at onshore storage sites can be adequately minimised. 

The current public concern regarding death by CO₂ leakage from onshore storage 

sites is therefore unfounded.
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8.1.2 Seep Spatial Distributions and Characteristics

Natural analogues can provide insight into these geological controls on 

containment, migration and surface seepage of CO₂ fluids which is crucial for site 

selection for geological storage. Additionally, since risk of human death at CO₂ 
seeps is influenced by seep type, it is important to identifying the geological factors 

governing the expression of CO₂ fluids.

The relationship between seep spatial distribution, structural features, and CO2 seep 

characteristics (type, flux, temperature) is statistically examined. Seeps distribute 

differently on two spatial scales corresponding to geological structure. On large 

scales (>5 km radius) seeps randomly distribute and align with regional structures. 

On local scales (<5 km radius) seeps are clustered and aligned with subsidiary 

geologic structures, and seep locations are influenced by fault maturity, the presence 

of lithological boundaries and seep type.

The nature of the CO₂ seeps and their distance from geologic structures are 

determined by the flow properties of outcropping lithology, together with local 

topography. Where low permeability rocks are outcropping there are numerous dry 

seeps exhibiting a range of fluxes. CO₂ ‘vents’ occur along faults, and where CO₂ 
laterally supplied by these faults, emerges from the vadose zone, ‘diffuse’ dry seeps 

develop. Wet ‘bubbling water’ seeps arise where CO₂ supply enters the phreatic 

zone or an aquifer (e.g. fractured carbonates). ‘Spring’ seeps emerge where valleys 

erode into CO₂ aquifers and are wet, high flux seeps that are positioned close to 

lithological boundaries. These findings will assist seepage risk assessment and 

targeted surface monitoring strategy at engineered carbon stores.
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8.1.4 Seeping and Sealing CO₂ reservoirs

The characteristics of sealing and seeping CO₂ rich reservoirs in Italy are 

investigated to elucidate the mechanisms enabling or preventing fluid escape.

These reservoirs retain CO₂ in gas or dense phase at various depths and pressure 

conditions. Sealing reservoirs show over pressured overburden, whereas seeping 

reservoirs are located close to modern extensional faulting and show overburden at 

hydrostatic conditions.

Fluid seep rates from top reservoir conditions are applied to investigate the 

geological conditions required for fluid escape. Rapid CO₂ flux will always be more 

achievable by seeping free phase CO₂. Significant (> 100 tonnes per day) leakage of 

dense phase CO₂ from the reservoir can be achieved by Darcy flow without the 

need for faults or enhanced permeability pathways. In contrast, to enable the same 

CO₂ flux for gas phase CO₂, fault permeabilities and areas are necessary since 

seepage through the overburden would require geometrically unlikely areal extent 

of seepage. Changes in CO₂ properties during ascent from the leaking reservoir 

therefore lead to fluid channeling along high permeability pathways such as faults.

Engineered carbon stores should therefore target stores away from modern 

extensional regional stresses and where overburden units exhibit reservoir pressures 

above hydrostatic. This ensures that the low permeability overburden units are not 

connected to the surface, increasing long duration security of performance of the 

store. 
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8.1.3 Total Flux from CO₂ Seeps

Total non volcanic sub areal CO₂ flux from dry gas seeps in the Italian sector are 

poorly constrained. To refine the annual budget of natural earth degassing, we 

estimate total flux from all types of natural non-volcanic CO₂ seeps in Italy. CO₂ 
release at discrete non-volcanic degassing sites is 3.5 ± 0.5 Mt y⁻¹. This is less than 

total estimates of CO₂ transport and release by Apennine spring waters in Central 

Italy.

Mean flux rates at these seeps are applied to commercial scale carbon storage 

scenarios to quantify the effect of these seep rates on long-term storage 

effectiveness. If a single seep established with the modelled mean seep flux rate for 

non-volcanic CO₂ seeps in Italy, such stores would remain 86-96% effective over 

1,000 years. The store would be ineffective as a climate mitigation tool.

8.2 Suggested further research

The wealth of surface and subsurface information in Italy, together with the 

prevalence of CO₂ trapping and degassing phenomena, provide an excellent 

opportunity to develop scientific insight into the crustal plumbing of CO₂ fluids. 

The research presented in this thesis has addressed some of the overarching 

questions regarding geological controls on CO₂ seep locations, distributions and 

characteristics. However, there is considerable potential for further study of these 

analogues. The salient research questions that emerge from the research in this 

thesis are outlined below.
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8.2.1 Future Study at CO₂ Seeps in Italy

Health effects

! What temporal factors govern density pooling effects?

Monitoring at a CO₂ seep site could establish what wind speeds are 

required for CO₂ dispersal to non-fatal levels, and how this scales with 

flux, vegetation and season. This is important for understanding 

temporal factors that govern seep health risk, so hazardous weather 

conditions (those which encourage density pooling) can be identified. 

! Hazard perception at different seep types?

Seeps can be obvious manifestations, or they can be subtle surface 

features that are difficult to identify. Hazard perception can greatly 

reduce risk of CO₂ poisoning at CO₂ seeps. The conditions required to 

establish ‘symptoms’ of CO₂ degassing at the surface may be different 

according to seep type or local vegetation. The wealth of CO₂ seeps in 

Italy can be studied to identify thresholds that encourage seeps to 

manifest an apparent physical expression. This will develop current 

understanding of the risk to human health that different seeps and local 

characteristics present.

Seep Distributions

! Do seep clusters represent CO₂ dispersion in the near surface and derive from a 

single ‘parent’ fluid path? 

Noble gas geochemical investigation at seep clusters could identify 

whether wet and dry seeps in a cluster derive from the same ‘parent’ 

CO₂ fluid. The research in Chapter 3 and 4 concerns large scale 

geological features, and field research at seep clusters may identify the 

smaller scale geological structures (faults, lithological boundaries) that 

determine seep locations.
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! To what level have dry seeps interacted with groundwaters during ascent?

Detailed field study and noble gas geochemical investigation could 

assess where CO₂ seeps show little or no interaction with groundwater, 

and therefore are likely delivered to the surface by channelised flow. 

Perhaps CO₂ cannot seep to the surface without significant interaction 

with water during ascent, which is important since interaction with 

groundwater implies CO₂ attenuation. This may address the differences 

between bubbling water and diffuse seeps, and test the hypothesis for 

their formation presented in Sections 4.4 and 7.1.3.

! How do CO₂ pathways vary through time?

On the short term, it is important to establish if CO₂ seeps will migrate, 

and if so, on what time scales and for what reasons. Long term studies at 

a variety of seep types would inform which seeps are sensitive to e.g. 

seasonal variation or e.g. seismic sequences. CO₂ vents have been 

observed to be affected by these factors, but it is unclear how other seep 

types respond.

Travertine deposits are located near some CO₂ seeps (Section 4.4 and 

5.1.4.3). It would be interested to geochemically study these travertines 

to establish if they represent paleo seep paths, and if so, what cause the 

seepage style to change. Climatic effects or tectonic effects, or even 

reservoir charge or reservoir depletion could change seepage style.

8.2.2 Future Research concerning CO₂ Reservoirs in 

Italy

There is large scope for more detailed investigation of the seeping and sealing 

case study reservoirs presented in Chapter 5. Reservoirs that directly leak CO₂ 
to the surface are rare, and so these provide unique opportunity for studying 
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the physical and chemical effects of CO₂ on reservoir fluids, and the site 

specific processes guiding fluid escape from the reservoir.

! How does CO₂ effect reservoir rocks?

Core samples were collected during the hydrocarbon exploration 

drilling which discovered the CO₂ reservoirs studies in Chapter 5. 

Petrological and geochemical study of these reservoir rocks in the fertile 

CO₂ horizon, and the water leg (for CO₂ bearing waters and non-CO₂ 
bearing waters) could establish the effect of CO₂ on the reservoir rocks, 

and the proportion of chemical trapping that occurs in carbonate rocks.

! Pressure diffusion in the overburden

Pressure diffusion modelling could calculate the timeframe necessary for 

pressure equilibration in flysch lithologies. This could inform whether 

the observed overburden overpressure is remnant from tectonic 

compression,  or generated by other fluid processes.

! Modelling of reservoir leakage

Geological models for these seeping and sealing reservoirs could be 

constructed for fluid flow simulation. These simulators may use more 

complex or more appropriate equations for buoyant fluid flow in rocks, 

taking buoyancy and friction effects into account. These models could 

assess in detail the geological requirements for the fluid seepage 

observed at the surface, and simulate potential mechanisms for fluid 

escape from the reservoir. Similar models of sealing CO₂ reservoirs may 

investigate in more detail wether the geological factors identified in 

Chapter 5 can account for the successful retention of CO₂.

! Capacity estimates

Structural models of the sealing and seeping CO₂ reservoirs in Italy 

would allow more accurate CO₂ capacity estimates to be calculated for 

these reservoirs. These can be used to assess the percentage of CO₂ 
leaking from non-sealing stores, which would enable more precise 

deductions on the implications for storage security to be made than 

those in Section 3.4. 
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Appendix 2

Two-point correlation function script16 (Python)

>> npoints  = len(data)

>> 

>> # Generate bins for histograms

>> radii   = np.logspace(-2, 3, 50)

>> rinc   = np.diff(radii)

>> midradii  = radii[:-1] + rinc/2

>> 

>> azbins   = np.linspace(0, 180, 19)

>> mid_azbins  = azbins[:-1] + np.diff(azbins)/2

>> 

>> # Generate square matrices containing repeated lon, lat vectors

>> lon_1   = np.tile(data[:,0], [npoints,1])

>> lat_1   = np.tile(data[:,1], [npoints,1])

>> 

>> lon_2   = np.transpose(lon_1)

>> lat_2   = np.transpose(lat_1)

>> 

>> # Apply Geod inversion function to calculate distances, azimuths

>> #  g.inv(self, lons1, lats1, lons2, lats2, radians=False)

>> # Inverse Transformation: Returns forward and back azimuths, plus

>> distances between initial points (specified by lons1, lats) and 

>> terminus points (specified by lons2, lats2).17
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>>  

>> # Specify WGS84 ellipsoid

>> g    = Geod(ellps='WGS84')

>> 

>> az12, az21, rpairs = g.inv(lon_1[:-1,:-1], lat_1[:-1,:-1], lon_2 

>>[:-1,:-1], lat_2[:-1,:-1])

>> 

>> # Take upper triangle of square matrix and flatten

>> rpairs   = np.triu(rpairs, 1)/1000

>> azpairs   = np.triu(az12)

>> 

>> rv    = rpairs.flatten()

>> azv  = azpairs.flatten()

>> 

>> # Remove entries for "zero" distances

>> azv   = azv[rv>0]

>> rv    = rv[rv>0]

>> 

>> # Re-scale azimuths -180-0 to 0-180

>> azv    = azv+180*(azv<0)

>> 

>> # Find azimuths for r<10 and 10<=r<100 km

>> azv_10   = azv[rv<10]

>> azv_100   = azv[np.logical_and(10<=rv, 100>rv)]
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Appendix 4

A.4.1 Depth to TVD 

In  the following,  Depthmin/Depthmax are the upper/lower bounds of depth  data, 

such  as formations,  deviation, mud weights etc. Depdev records the depths where 

deviation information exists.

>> ## Loop to fit depth-dev information at 1m intervals

>> i = 0  ;  depth_curr = 0  ;  angle_curr = 0

>> depth_next = depdev_top[i+1] ; angle_next = dev_rad[i+1]

>> inc = 1   # Increments of 1 m

>> i  = i + 1

>> 

>> ## loop over downhole depths

>> for (j in 1: max(Depthmin)){  

+  if  ( (i<length(dev_rad)-1 ) && (j > depth_next) ){  

+   # move to next depth-dev pair if depth j is great enough

+   theta = dev_rad[i]

+   inc = cos(theta)  ## 1 m intervals

+   i = i+1

+   depth_curr = depdev_top[i] ; depth_next = depdev_top[i

+1]

+  angle_curr = dev_rad[i]    ; angle_next = dev_rad[i+1]

+  }

+  

+  if(j==1){ TVD[j]  = inc ; theta = 0 } 

+ else { TVD[j]  = TVD[j-1] + inc }

+

+  TVD_angles [j]  = theta

+ }

>> 

>> Depthmin = TVD[Depthmin] # Convert all Depthmin/max to TVD

>> Depthmax = TVD[Depthmax]

>> depth = TVD
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A 4.2 Calculating pressure from mudweights

>> # Identify depths where mudweight data exist

>> minDepthMuds  = Depthmin[which(mudWeight>0)]

>> 

>> # Depths with mud weight information

>> maxDepthMuds  = Depthmax[which(mudWeight>0)]

>> mudWeights  = mudWeight[which(mudWeight>0)]

>>

>> # Mud weight in g/L to ppg

>> mudPppg   = mudWeights*0.0083454

>> mudP_grad  = mudPppg*0.052*0.0068948*(3.281) 

>> # Mud P grad (MPa/km) where 0.0068948 is conversion from psi to 

>> # MPa, 0.052 is conversion from ppg to psi

>> 

>> # Make continuous P-Z data

>> mudP = c()

>> depth = seq(1, max(TVD))

>> 

>> mudP[1:minDepthMuds[1]] = depth[1:minDepthMuds[1]]*mudP_grad[1]

>> 

>> for (i in 1:(length(minDepthMuds)-1)){

+  mudP[minDepthMuds[i]:minDepthMuds[i+1]] = depth[minDepthMuds

[i]

+ :minDepthMuds[i+1]]*mudP_grad[i]

+  }

>> 

>> mudP[minDepthMuds[i+1]:maxDepth] = depth[minDepthMuds[i+1]: 

maxDepth] * mudP_grad[i]

>> 

>> # Correction for overestimating pressure from muds

>> mudP = mudP*0.9

A 4.3 CO₂ Properties and P-T Uncertainty

This function calculates the effects of depth/pressure and temperature uncertainty 

on  CO₂ properties, as outlined in the supplementary  methods of Chapter 6. These 

uncertainties are applied at 10  m  intervals beyond 250 m  TVD. To calculate the 

upper  and lower  standard deviations,  the results of the 1000  computations 
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(randomly  distributed around the measured T and P according to the standard 

deviation assigned) are sorted into a list, and the 25th and 975th value saved.

>> sample = 1000

>> for (i in 1:length(depth)){

+  if (depth[i]>=250){  

+   print(paste("**  Processing UC in Stepped Mud Pressures", i))

+   steppedMudPressure = rnorm(sample, pressures[i], 0.1)

+   steppedMudTemps  = rnorm(sample, temps[i], (5/3))

+   

+   sortTemps   = sort(steppedMudTemps)

+   upperT[i]   = sortTemps[P.975]

+   lowerT[i]  = sortTemps[P.025]

+   sortPressures  = sort(steppedMudPressure)

+   upperP[i]   = sortPressures[P.975]

+   lowerP[i]   = sortPressures[P.025]

+     

+   CO2.Densities.SteppedMudUC=c()

+   CO2.Viscosity.SteppedMudUC=c()

+ 

+   phaseChangeOccurs_mud = FALSE

+ 

+   if(length(steppedMudPressure)>0){

+       for(l in 1:length(steppedMudPressure)){

+       P = steppedMudPressure[l]; T = steppedMudTemps[l]

+        

+          phaseChangePressure=CO2.getPhaseChangePressure(T, P)

+     

+          satTempAtThisP  = CO2.getTempFromVapPressure( P )

+          satVapourDensity  = CO2.getSatVapDensity

( satTempAtThisP )

+          dewPointDensity  = CO2.getDewPointDensity

( satTempAtThisP )

+        

+         ## Set density range to ensure correct solution is found

+          if ( P < phaseChangePressure) { +    

 densityRange = c(0.01, satVapourDensity[1]) }  

+          if ( P >= phaseChangePressure) {

+     densityRange = c(dewPointDensity[1],22)

+     phaseChangeOccurs_mud = TRUE}

+          if ( P > P_c2 ){ 

+     densityRange = c(0.01,22) }

+          

+    temp = CO2.getDewPointDensity(T)
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+

+          if ( (P > P_c2) && (T < T_c) ) { 

+     densityRange = c(temp[1],22) }

+     

+          answer<-optimise

(CO2.getHuangDensityDifference,densityRange,P=P,T=T, tol=0.000001)

+          CO2.Densities.SteppedMudUC[l] = answer[[1]] * 44.010   

+          CO2.Viscosity.SteppedMudUC[l] = 

CO2.getViscosityFromDensity (CO2.Densities.SteppedMudUC[l], T)}

+          

+     sortDensity  = sort(CO2.Densities.SteppedMudUC)

+   upperD[i]   = sortDensity[P.975]

+  lowerD[i]   = sortDensity[P.025]

+   sortViscosity = sort(CO2.Viscosity.SteppedMudUC)

+  upperV[i]   = sortViscosity[P.975]

+   lowerV[i]   = sortViscosity[P.025]

+

+    }}}

Appendix 5

A.5 Supplementary Figures for Down well Conditions

In  the following figures, four  plots for  each well  are shown. Clockwise from  left  (see 

schematic), these are:

! A: Depth - temperature plots,  showing the interpolated 1  km(blue, 

dotted) and 2  km  (black,  dotted) gradients, and formation temperatures 

where available (red triangles).  The temperature gradient  used in  CO₂ 

property  calculations is coloured red,  and the asterix marks the top of 

the reservoir  unit  (often  the APC).  Where no, or  poor, temperature data 

exists, the 1 km geotherm is preferentially used.
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! B: Vapour  pressure curve, plots down well temperature and pressure 

environment  (dark blue) and the upper  and lower  error  bounds (grey). 

Coloured dashed lines are lines of vapour  pressure,  which  are labelled. 

Red asterix marks the conditions at the top of the reservoir unit.

! C: Pressure density  curve, showing  the down well profile in  red, and 

error  upper  and lower  bounds in grey.  Coloured lines of equal density,  in 

increments of 100  kg/m!.   Reservoir  top shown  by  brown line and 

labeled.

! D: Down  well density  difference between  CO₂ saturated water  and CO₂. 

Reservoir top shown by labeled brown line.

A B

C D
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